INTRODUCTION TO THE SONG OF SOLOMON

This book is entitled, in the Hebrew copies, “Shir Hashirim”, the Song of Songs. The Septuagint and Vulgate Latin versions call it, “the Song”; and the title of it in the Syriac version, is,

“the Wisdom of Wisdoms of the same Solomon;”

that is, the same who wrote the two preceding books. It has always been received and esteemed by the ancient Jews as a valuable part of the sacred writings, calling it “the Holy of Holies”\(^1\), forbidding their children to read it, because of the sublimity and mysteriousness of it, until they were at years to understand it: nor was there ever any controversy among them about the authenticity of it; but all their writers\(^2\), ancient and more modern, agree that it was written by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The ancient Christian fathers and councils have held it as a part of the holy Scriptures, and have continued it in the canon of them; and it has been received as canonical by Christians in all ages, except a very few, as Theodore of Mopsuest, condemned calling it in question by the second council at Constantinople, in 553; and Castalio, in later times, who for the same was censured and exiled by the senate at Geneva; and Mr. Whiston, in our age, whose objections to it I have attempted to answer, in my larger Commentary on this book, published in 1728, and since republished: and I am very sorry I am obliged to take notice of an objection to the antiquity of it, and to its being Solomon’s, made by a learned\(^3\) man, very lately; who observes, that the word David, from its first appearance in Ruth, where it is written \(\text{dwd}\), without the “yod”, continues to be so written through the books of Samuel, Kings, Psalms, Proverbs, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel; but appears with a “yod”, \(\text{dywd}\), in the books of Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah and Zechariah; wherefore he suggests, that if it was customary to write this word without a “yod” till the captivity, and with one after it; then he thinks a strong argument may be drawn from hence against the antiquity of the Canticles, and its being made by Solomon, since this name is written with a “yod” in (\(\text{Song of Solomon 4:4}\)); the only place in it in which it is used: but in answer to this it must be said, that it is not fact that the word is invariably without a “yod” in the books mentioned, particularly the book of Kings: for the authors of the Masorah have observed, on (\(1\ Kings 3:14\)), that it is five times written in that book full, as they call it, that
is, with a “yod”, dywd; three of the places I have traced out, (1 Kings 3:14; 1 Kings 11:4,36); and have found it so written in all the printed copies I have seen; and so it is read by the eastern Jews, in (Ezekiel 37:24). This learned man is aware that it is so written, once in Hosea, and twice in Amos, books written two hundred years before the captivity; but then he observes, that in the two last places, in Bomberg’s edition, it has a little circle (o) to mark it for an error, or a faulty word, though none over the word in Hosea: but it should be known, that that circle, in hundreds of places, is not used to point out anything faulty in the copy; but is only a mark referring to the margin, and what is observed there; and be it that it does point out an error, or a faulty word, the same circle is over the word in Canticles, and consequently shows it to be faulty there, and to be corrected and read without the “yod”, as it was originally without it there; which observation destroys the argument from it: and so it is read in that place in the Talmud without it, and in the ancient book of Zohar; and indeed it seems as if it was read without the “yod” in the copies seen by the authors of the Little Masorah; since in their note on (1 Kings 3:14); besides the five places in the Kings, where it is written full, or with the “yod”, they say, it is so written throughout the Chronicles, the twelve minor prophets, and Ezra, which includes Nehemiah; but make no mention of Solomon’s Song, which, one would think, they would have done, had it been so written there in the copies before them: so that, upon the whole, the argument, if it has any force in it, turns out for, and not against, the antiquity of Solomon’s Song. This book of Canticles has plain marks of a divine original, and proofs of its being of divine inspiration: it was written by, one that was inspired of God, as appears by the books of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, written by him; the greatness of the matter contained in it, the dignity, sublimity, and majesty of its style, show it to be no human composure; the power and efficacy which it has had over the hearts of men, in reading it, and hearing it explained, is another evidence of its being the word of God, which is quick and powerful; the impartiality of it, the bride, who is introduced speaking in it, confessing and proclaiming her own failings and infirmities, is no inconsiderable proof of the same; to which may be added the agreement between this and other portions of Scripture, as particularly (Psalm 45:1-17); and there seem to be many allusions and references to various passages of this book in the New Testament; see (Matthew 9:13; Matthew 13:52; Matthew 21:38; Matthew 25:1), etc. (John 3:8,29 6:44; 2 Corinthians 11:3; Ephesians 5:27) (Colossians 2:17; Revelation 3:20; Revelation
19:7,8); compared with (Song of Solomon 1:3,4 Song of Solomon 2:17 Song of Solomon 4:7,16) (Song of Solomon 5:1,2 Song of Solomon 7:13 Song of Solomon 8:11,12). In what time of Solomon’s life this book was written is not agreed on: some of the Jewish writers say the book of Proverbs was written first, then the Song of Songs, and last of all Ecclesiastes; others, that the Song was written first, then Proverbs, and then Ecclesiastes; though their chronologer says they were all written in his old age, as indeed the last book seems to be; but the Song rather seems to have been written in the middle part of his life, when in the most flourishing circumstances as to body, mind, and estate. Dr. Lightfoot is of opinion it might be written in the thirtieth year of his reign, about ten years before his death, after he had built his summer house in Lebanon, to which he supposes respect is had in (Song of Solomon 4:8 Song of Solomon 7:4); and upon his bringing Pharaoh’s daughter to the house prepared for her, (1 Kings 9:24); but be this at it may, it was not a celebration of the amours between Solomon and her, since the literal sense, in many places, would be monstrous and absurd; and besides it must be written twenty years at least after that, if the house of the forest of Lebanon is referred to in the above places; nor does it set forth their amours, and the marriage between them, as typical of the inexpressible love and marriage union between Christ and his church; though there is a resemblance between natural and spiritual marriage, and the love of persons in such a relation to one another, and to which there may be an allusion in some passages. Nor is this book historical and prophetic, expressing either the state of the people of Israel, from the times of Abraham to Solomon, and so to the Messiah; in which way go many Jewish interpreters, as the Targum, Jarchi, Aben Ezra, and others: nor is it to be considered as describing the state of the church: of God, whether legal, from the times of David and Solomon, and before, in and after the captivity, to the birth and death of Christ; or the Gospel church, in its beginning, progress, various changes, and consummation, as Brightman and Cotton nor as setting forth the several ages and periods of the Christian church, in agreement with the seven churches of Asia, as Cocceius, and those that follow him, Horchius, Hofman, and Heunischius; which latter, particularly, makes this distribution of them:

(1) The Ephesian church, (Song of Solomon 1:5-17); from the ascension of Christ to heaven, A. C. 33, to 370.
(2) The Smyrnaean church, (Song of Solomon 2:1-17); from A. C. 371, to 707;

(3) The church at Pergamos, (Song of Solomon 3:1-11); from A. C. 708, to 1045.

(4) The Thyatirian church, (Song of Solomon 4:1-5:1), from A. C. 1046, to 1383.

(5) The Sardian church, (Song of Solomon 5:2-6:8), from A. C. 1384, to 1721.

(6) The church at Philadelphia, (Song of Solomon 6:9-7:13), from A. C. 1722, to 2059.

(7) The Laodicean church, (Song of Solomon 8:1-14), from A. C. 2060, and onwards.

But these senses are very arbitrary, uncertain, and precarious, and limit the several parts of it to certain periods; whereas it is applicable to believers in all ages of time. The whole is figurative and allegorical; expressing, in a variety of lively metaphors, the love, union, and communion, between Christ and his church; setting forth the several different frames, cases, and circumstances of believers, in this life; so that they can be in no case and condition spiritual whatever, but there is something in this Song suitable to them; and which serves much to recommend it, and shows the excellency of it; and that it justly claims the title it bears, the Song of Songs, the most excellent. M. Bossuet is of opinion, that whereas the nuptial feast with the Hebrews was kept seven days, this Song is to be distributed into seven parts, a part to be sung, one each day, during the celebration: The first day, (Song of Solomon 1:1-2:16). The second day, (Song of Solomon 2:7-17). The third day, (Song of Solomon 3:1-5:1). The fourth day, (Song of Solomon 5:2-6:9). The fifth day, (Song of Solomon 6:10-7:11). The sixth day, (Song of Solomon 7:12-8:3). The seventh day, (Song of Solomon 8:4-14). The thought is ingenious, but seems too fanciful, and without foundation.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON 1

In this chapter, after the general title of the book, (Song of Solomon 1:1), the church expresses her strong desires, and most ardent wishes, for some fresh discoveries of the love of Christ to her, and for communion with him; having tasted of his love, smelt a sweet savour in his grace, and enjoyed fellowship with him in his house, (Song of Solomon 1:2-4). She observes her blackness and uncomeliness in herself; the trials and afflictions she met with from others; and her carelessness and negligence of her own affairs, (Song of Solomon 1:5,6); and entreats her beloved to direct her where she might meet with him, feeding his flocks, and giving them rest, to which he returns a kind and gracious answer; gives her proper instructions where to find him, (Song of Solomon 1:7,8); and commends her beauty; sets forth her amiableness and loveliness, by various metaphors; and makes promises of more grace and good things to her, (Song of Solomon 1:9-11). And then she declares what a value she had for Christ, her beloved; and how precious he was unto her, like a bundle of myrrh, and a cluster of camphire, (Song of Solomon 1:12-14). Christ again praises her beauty; and particularly takes notice of her eyes, and her modest look, (Song of Solomon 1:15); and she returns the encomium back to him, and expresses her pleasure and satisfaction in the house he had built for her, and the furniture of it, (Song of Solomon 1:16,17).

Ver. 1. The Song of songs, which [is] Solomon’s.] Wrote by Solomon, king of Israel, as the “amanuensis” of the Holy Ghost; and not by Hezekiah and his men, as the Jews say; or, “concerning Solomon”; Christ, of whom Solomon was a type; (see Song of Solomon 3:7); of his person, excellencies, love to his church, care of her, and concern for her; and of the nearness and communion he admitted her to, and indulged her with the Jews have a saying, that wherever the word Solomon is used in this song, the Holy One is meant, the holy God, or Messiah: it is called “the Song of songs”, because the most excellent, as the Holy of holies, King of kings, etc. which, with the Hebrews, express a superlative; this being more excellent than the one hundred and five songs, written by Solomon, or than
any human composure whatever; yea, preferable to all Scriptural songs, as to subject, manner of style, and copiousness of it.

**Ver. 2. Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth, etc.]** That is, Solomon; Christ, the antitype of Solomon, the church’s beloved; or it is a relative without an antecedent, which was only in her own mind, “let him”; him, whom her thoughts were so much employed about; her affections were so strongly after; and whose image was as it were before her, present to her mind: and “the kisses of his mouth”, she desires, intend some fresh manifestations and discoveries of his love to her; by some precious word of promise from his mouth, applied to her; and by an open espousal of her, and the consummation of marriage with her. It may be rendered, “with one of the kisses of his mouth”\(^{f13}\); kisses with the ancients were very rare, and used but once when persons were espoused, and as a token of that; and then they were reckoned as husband and wife\(^{f14}\). on which account, it may be, it is here desired; since it was after this we hear of the spouse being brought into the nuptial chamber, and of the keeping of the nuptial feast, (\^{Song of Solomon 1:4,12});

*for thy love [is] better than wine*; or “loves”\(^{f15}\); which may denote the abundance of it; the many blessings of grace which flow from it; and the various ways in which it is expressed; as well as the high esteem the church had of it. This is said to be “better than wine”; for the antiquity of it, it being from everlasting; and for the purity of it, being free from all dregs of dissimulation and deceit on the part of Christ, and from all merit, motives, and conditions, on the part of the church; for its plenty, being shed plenteously in the hearts of believers, and who may drink abundantly of it; and for its freeness and cheapness, being to be had without money and without price; and it is preferable to wine for the effects of it; which not only revives and cheers heavy hearts, but quickens dead sinners, and comforts distressed saints; and of which they may drink plentifully, without hurt, yea, to great advantage.

**Ver. 3. Because of the savour of thy good ointments, etc.]** It was usual for lovers to anoint themselves, their hair, garments, etc. to commend themselves to each other; and it was common to commend each other’s ointments, and the grateful smell of them\(^{f16}\) none being like them, or so agreeable as theirs: by these ointments may be meant the grace of Christ, the fulness of it, the oil of gladness with which he is anointed above his
fellows, and without measure; and which so greatly recommends him to his
church and people, (Psalm 45:7 John 1:14);

thy name [is as] ointment poured forth; which emits the greater odour for
its being poured forth out of the box. The very names of lovers are dear to
one another, sweeter than nectar itself; the very mention of them gives an
inexpressible pleasure. This may respect not merely the fame of Christ
spread abroad in the world through the ministry of the word; nor the
Gospel only, which is his name, (Acts 9:15); and is like a box of
ointment broke open, which diffuses the savour of his knowledge
everywhere; but some precious name of his, as Immanuel, God with us;
Jesus, a Saviour; but more particularly his name Messiah, which signifies
anointed, the anointed Prophet, Priest, and King of his church;

therefore do the virgins love thee: for the preciousness of his person, the
fulness of grace in him, and the truths of his Gospel: and which love shows
itself in a desire of his presence, and communion with him; in a regard to
his word and worship, to his truths and ordinances; and to his people, to
conversation and communion with them. By these virgins are meant either
congregational churches that strictly adhere to Christ, and to his pure
worship; or particular believers, for their inviolate attachment to him; for
the singleness and sincerity of their love to him; for their uncorruptness in
the doctrine of faith; for the truth and spirituality of their worship; for the
purity of their lives and conversations; for their beauty and comeliness
through Christ; for their colourful and costly attire, being clothed with his
righteousness; and for their modest behaviour, having the ornament of a
meek and quiet spirit.

Ver. 4. Draw me, etc.] With the cords of love, for what draw lovers to
each other more strongly? under the influence of that they cannot bear to
be without each other’s company. Aben Ezra takes these words to be
spoken by the virgins, who everyone of them said this, promising upon it to
follow after the drawer; but they are rather the request of the church,
desirous of nearer and more intimate communion with Christ; for this is not
to be understood of drawing at first conversion, as the fruit of love, and
under the influence of grace, (Jeremiah 31:3 John 6:44); but of being
brought nearer to Christ, and to enjoy more of him;

we will run after thee; the church and the virgins, she and her companions,
or particular believers; everyone of them in their respective stations would
act with more rigour upon such drawings; would run in a way of duty,
follow Christ, and walk in his steps; and as they had him for an example, and according to his word, and in the ways of his commandments: or “that we may run after thee”\textsuperscript{f18}; intimating that there is no running without drawing; no following Christ, at least no running after him with alacrity and cheerfulness, without being drawn by his love, and influenced by his grace;

the King hath brought me into his chambers: the blessing she sought after, and was so solicitous for in the preceding verses; namely, to have the marriage consummated, to be owned by Christ as his spouse and bride, by taking her home, and introducing her into the nuptial chamber; by putting her into the enjoyment of himself, and the possession of his substance: and this being done by him as King of saints, yea, of the world, showed great condescension on his part, and great honour bestowed on her; since by this act, as he was King, she was declared queen!

we will be glad and rejoice in thee: she and her bridesmaids, the virgins that attended her; that is, “when he should introduce” her into his chambers, as some\textsuperscript{f19} render the words; then they should express their joy and gladness on that occasion; and that in the greatness, glory, and fitness of his person; in the fulness of grace in him; in the blessings of grace from him; in what he has done for, and is to his church and people; in the offices he bears, and in the relations he stands in to them; and particularly that of a husband, now declared;

we will remember thy love more than wine: which, upon the introduction of the bride to the bridegroom, might be plentifully drank; of the preferableness of Christ’s love to wine, (see Gill on “\textsuperscript{<220102> Song of Solomon 1:2”); it may design more particularly the love of Christ, expressed at this time of solemnizing the marriage between him and his church in an open manner, (\textsuperscript{<280219> Hosea 2:19}); and which would never be forgotten: Christ’s love is remembered when thought of and meditated upon; when faith is exercised on it, and the desires of the soul are drawn after it, and the affections set upon it; and when it is often spoken of to others, being uppermost in the mind; saints under the Gospel dispensation have an ordinance for this purpose, to, commemorate the love of Christ;

the upright love thee; or “uprightnesses”\textsuperscript{f20}; men of upright hearts and conversations, who have right spirits renewed in them; or Israelites indeed, in whom there is no guile; who have the truth of grace in them, walk uprightly according to the rule of God’s word, and the Gospel of Christ; and do all they do sincerely, from a principle of love, and with a view to
the glory of God; such love Christ superlatively, sincerely, fervently, and
constantly; and “love [him] rightly”, or “most uprightly”, as some render
the phrase.

Ver. 5. I [am] black, but comely, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, etc.] The
church having obtained of Christ, what she wanted, turns to the daughters
of Jerusalem, the same perhaps with the virgins her companions; they seem
to be young converts, it may be not yet members of the visible church, but
had a great respect for the church, and she for them; and who, though they
had but a small knowledge of Christ her beloved, yet were desirous of
knowing more of him, and seeking him with her; (see Song of Solomon
3:9-11 Song of Solomon 5:8,9 Song of Solomon 6:1); to these she
gives this character of herself, that she was “black” in herself, through
original sin and actual transgression; in her own eyes, through indwelling
sin, and many infirmities, spots, and blemishes in life; and in the eyes of the
world, through afflictions, persecutions, and reproaches, she was attended
with, and so with them the offscouring of all things: “but comely” in the
eyes of Christ, called by him his “fair one”, the “fairest among women”,
and even “all fair”, (Song of Solomon 1:8,15 Song of Solomon 4:7);
through his comeliness put upon her, the imputation of his righteousness to
her; through the beauties of holiness upon her; through, the sanctifying
influences of his Spirit; and, being in a church state, walking in Gospel
order, attending to the commands and ordinances of Christ; and so
beautiful as Tirzah, and comely as Jerusalem, (Song of Solomon 6:4);
and upon all accounts “desirable” to Christ, and to his people, as the
word may be rendered;

as the tents of Kedar, as the curtains of Solomon: each of which are
thought by some to refer to both parts of her character; and suppose that
the tents of Kedar, though they might look poor on the outside, were full
of wealth and riches within; and Solomon’s curtains, or hangings, might
have an outward covering not so rich and beautiful as they were on the
inside; but rather the blackness of the church is designed by the one, and
her comeliness by the other. With respect to her blackness, she compares
herself to the tents of Kedar, to the inhabitants of those tents, who were of
a black or swarthy complexion; Kedar signifies the name of a man whose
posterity these were, that dwelt in tents, even of Kedar the second son of
Ishmael, and who inhabited some part of Arabia; and, their employment
being to feed cattle, moved from place to place for the sake of pasturage,
and so dwelt in tents, which they could easily remove, and hence were
called Scenites; and the tents they dwelt in being made of hair cloth, and continually exposed to the sun and rain, were very black, and yet a number of them made a fine appearance, as Dr. Shaw relates\textsuperscript{24}; though black, yet were beautiful to behold; he says,

“the Bedouin Arabs at this day live in tents called “hhymes”, from the shelter which they afford the inhabitants; and “beet el shaar”, that is, “houses of hair”, from the materials or webs of goats’ hair whereof they were made; and are such hair cloth as our coal sacks are made of; the colour of them is beautifully alluded to, (Song of Solomon 1:5); for nothing certainly can afford (says he) a more delightful prospect than a large extensive plain, whether in its verdure, or even scorched up by the sunbeams, than these movable habitations pitched in circles upon them; of which (he says) he has seen from three to three hundred.”

And for her comeliness the church compares herself either to the curtains of Solomon, about his bed, or to the rich hangings of tapestry in the several apartments of his palace, which no doubt were very costly and magnificent.

Ver. 6. \textit{Look not upon me}, etc.] Meaning not with scorn and disdain because of her meanness; nor as prying into her infirmities to expose her; nor with joy at her trials and afflictions; neither of these can be supposed in the daughters of Jerusalem addressed by her: but rather, not look on her as amazed at her sufferings, as though some strange thing had befallen her; not at her blackness only, on one account or another, lest they should be stumbled; but at her beauty also;

\textit{because I [am] black}; or “blackish” somewhat black\textsuperscript{25}, but not so black as might be thought, or as she was represented: the radicals of the word being doubled, some understand it as diminishing; but rather it increases the signification; (see Psalm 14:2 Proverbs 8:31); and so it may be rendered “very black”\textsuperscript{26}, exceeding black; and this she repeats for the sake of an opportunity of giving the reason of it, as follows;

\textit{because the sun hath looked upon me}; and had burnt her, and made her black; which effect the sun has on persons in some countries, and especially on such who are much abroad in the fields, and employed in rural services\textsuperscript{27}; as she was, being a keeper of vineyards, as in this verse, and of flocks of sheep, as in the following. This may be understood of the sun of persecution that had beat upon her, and had left such impressions on her,
and had made her in this hue, and which she bore patiently; nor was she ashamed of it; nor should she be upbraided with it, nor slighted on account of it, (see Matthew 13:6, 21);

*my mother’s children were angry with me*; by whom may be meant carnal professors, members of the same society, externally children of the same mother, pretend to godliness, but are enemies to it: these were “angry” with the church for holding and defending the pure doctrines of the Gospel; for keeping the ordinances as they were delivered; and for faithful reproofs and admonitions to them and others, for their disagreeable walk: and these grieved the church, and made her go mourning, and in black; and more blackened her character and reputation than anything else whatever: though it may be understood of any carnal men, who descend from mother Eve, or spring from mother earth, angry with the church and her members preciseness in religion; and particularly violent persecutors of her, who yet would be thought to be religious, may be intended;

*they made me the keeper of the vineyards*; this is another thing that added to her blackness, lying abroad in the fields to keep the “vineyards” of others, by which may be meant false churches, as true ones are sometimes signified by them; and her compliance with their corrupt worship and ordinances, which was not voluntary, but forced; they made me, obliged her, and this increased her blackness; as also what follows;

*but* mine own vineyard have I not kept; which made her blacker still; her church state, or the spiritual affairs of her own, her duty and business incumbent on her, were sadly neglected by her: and this sin of hers she does not pretend to extenuate by the usage of her mother’s children; but ingenuously confesses the fault was her own, to neglect her own vineyard and keep others, which was greatly prejudicial to her, and was resented by Christ; upon which it seems he departed from her, since she was at a loss to know where he was, as appears from the following words. With the Romans, neglect of fields, trees, and vineyards, came under the notice of the censors, and was not to go unpunished.

Ver. 7. Tell me, O thou whom my soul loveth, etc.] With all her heart, cordially and sincerely; for, notwithstanding her sinful compliance with others, and neglect of her own affairs, she had not lost her love to Christ; and, being sensible of her sin and folly, whereby she was deprived of his company, and communion with him, applies to him to guide, direct, and restore her wandering soul; and particularly inform her
where, says she,

thou feedest; that is his flock, like a shepherd: for this phrase supposes him to be a shepherd, as he is, of God’s choosing, appointing, and setting up, the chief, the good, the great, and only Shepherd of the sheep; and that he has a flock to feed, which is but one, and a little one, is his property, given him by God, purchased by his blood, called a flock of slaughter, and yet a beautiful one, he has undertook to feed; and feeding it includes the whole business of a shepherd, in leading the sheep into pastures, protecting them from all enemies, restoring them when wandering, healing their diseases, watching over them in the night seasons, and making all necessary provisions for them. Or, “tell me how thou feedest”\textsuperscript{30}; the manner of it, and with what; which he does by his ministers, word, and ordinances; with himself, the bread of life; with the doctrines and promises of the Gospel, and with the discoveries of his love;

where thou makest [thy flocks] to rest at noon, either at the noon of temptation, when Satan’s fiery darts fly thick and fast; when Christ is a shadow and shelter in his person, grace, blood, righteousness, and sacrifice, (\textsuperscript{\textcopyright}Isaiah 25:4,5); or the noon of affliction, when he makes their bed in it, and gives them rest from adversity; or the noon of persecution, when Christ leads his flocks to cooling shades, and gives them rest in himself, when troubled by others: the allusion, is to shepherds, in hot countries, leading their flocks to some shady place, where they may be sheltered from the scorching heat of the sun; which, as Virgil says\textsuperscript{31}, was at the fourth hour, or ten o’clock, two hours before noon; we read of \textit{προβατια μεσημβριαζοντα}\textsuperscript{32}, sheep nooning themselves, or lying down at noon, under a shade, by a fountain, asleep;

for why should I be as one that turneth aside by the flocks of thy companions? not real associates with Christ, that keep company with him, and are attached to his word and ordinances; but false friends, hypocrites and heretics\textsuperscript{33}, rivals with him, who set up schemes of worship and doctrine in opposition to his; such as Papists, Socinians, etc. now such false teachers have had their flocks in all ages, such as have followed them, and have formed separate societies; and therefore the church, sensible of their craftiness, and her own weakness, and liableness to go astray, desires she might not be under, and left to such a temptation, as to apostatize from Christ, and join to such persons and their flocks, or seem to do so: or, “be as one that covereth herself”, or “is covered”\textsuperscript{34}; as a harlot; so Tamar,
(Genesis 38:14); or as a widow in mourning; she chose not to be, or to be thought to be, either as one that left her husband, an unchaste woman; or had lost her husband, or as if she had none, when neither was the case: or, “as one that spreads the tent”; by the flocks of such; as if in communion with them, and joining with them in feeding their flocks; and therefore desires she might speedily know where Christ was, and go to him, that such an aspersion or suspicion might at once be wiped from her.

Ver. 8. If thou know not, etc.] Or, “seeing thou knowest not”, the saints in this imperfect state know but in part, are ignorant of many things, and in some measure of themselves; for though they know much of the sinfulness and deceitfulness of their hearts, yet they know not all; and of their imperfection and weakness, yet not the whole of it; and some render the words, “if thou know not to thee”, or, “for thyself”, as Ainsworth; or “know [not thyself]”, as others; hence Ambrose observes, that “nosce teipsum” was not originally from the Pythian oracle; Solomon had it before that, and he from Moses, (Deuteronomy 4:9); Saints have not a perfect knowledge of Christ and his truths, and are sometimes at a loss to know where he is, his word is purely preached, and his ordinances faithfully administered;

O thou fairest among women; these are not the words of the daughters of Jerusalem, as some think, who were not capable of giving her the following advice and directions; but of Christ himself, to whom the church applied for it; who, though black in her own eyes, and in the eyes of others, yet was fair, surpassingly fair, fairer than all others in his eye, even notwithstanding her late sinfulness and negligence; which shows the invariableness of his love; who directs her as follows;

go thy way forth by the footsteps of the flock; not “from the footsteps”; as if it was an exhortation to depart from false teachers, their doctrine and worship, and the abettors of them, she was tempted to turn aside to; but the “footsteps” are the rule and mark by which she was to go, and on which she was to keep her eye, and steer her course by, in seeking after Christ: for by “the flock” is meant the flock of Christ; and by the “footsteps” of it the ways and ordinances in which saints walk in obedience to Christ; and who are to be followed so far as they follow him; their steps are to be trod in; and this is the readiest and most likely way to find Christ, even where saints meet together, the word is preached, and ordinances administered;
and feed thy kids beside the shepherds’ tents; the faithful ministers of the word, who are Christ’s undershepherds, have their mission and commission from him, and are qualified by him to feed his flocks, and do feed them by the pure administration of the word and ordinances; and by the tents are meant the places of public worship, where they usually preach the Gospel, and administer ordinances. The allusion is to the tents of shepherds pitched for the convenience of feeding their flocks; and “by” or “near” these the church is directed to “feed [her] kids”, young converts weak in the faith; men of “little faith”, as Aben Ezra interprets it; called “kids” or young goats, lascivious, and of an ill smell; because of sin in them, of an ill smell to themselves and others; and of whom the world have an ill opinion; and such on all accounts need encouragement from the church and ministers. It was common in the eastern countries, as Philo says of the Arabs, not for men only to keep flocks, but women also, and young virgins; and not the common people only, but nobles; of women keeping flocks see (Genesis 29:9 Exodus 2:16); This verse and (Song of Solomon 1:7) show this song to be a pastoral; since the bridegroom and bride, the principal persons in it, are represented in it as a shepherd and shepherdess.

Ver. 9. I have compared thee, O my love, etc.] The church having taken the direction of Christ, had now found him, and was with him; and when for her encouragement and comfort he greets her as his love, an appellation very usual among lovers; and in the chastest sense between husband and wife; the church was Christ’s love, being both the object and subject of it; to whom he had showed love, and whose love was shed abroad in her heart; or “my friend”, another name used among lovers; there is a mutual friendship between Christ and his people; they are Christ’s friends, and he is theirs, (Song of Solomon 5:1,16). The Septuagint render it “my neighbour”, whom Christ loves as himself; and they dwell near each other; he dwells in them, and they in him, (John 6:56); and here are compared by him to a company of horses in Pharaoh’s chariots; or “I have likened thee”, or reckoned thee like, formed such an image of thee in my mind, with regard to some peculiar excellencies in her which agreed therewith: or to “my mare”, as some translate the word, which ran in one of his chariots, called Pharaoh’s chariot; because perhaps it was made a present of to him by Pharaoh king of Egypt, his father in law, for which he had a particular regard, as Alexander for his Bucephalus; nor is such a comparison of a woman a disagreeable one, since, as Marckius observes, many women have
had their names from the horse, because of some celebrated excellency in them; and Theocritus compares Queen Helena to a Thessalian horse in a chariot; and it is thought he took the hint from this song, as admiring it; so, by others, persons are compared to mares for their beautiful form. Christ’s church and people be compared to “the horse” for their strength, majesty, and comeliness; they are strong in Christ, and in his grace, and of an undaunted courage in bearing hardships, reproaches, and persecutions for his sake, and in fighting the Lord’s battles; and are stately and majestic, especially a company of them in Gospel order, (Song of Solomon 6:4); and are very comely and beautiful in their trappings, clothed with the righteousness of Christ, and the graces of his Spirit; and to a “company” of them, a collection of goodly ones, as Egyptian ones, reckoned the best; and those in Pharaoh’s chariot best of all; choice, costly, well fed, and well taken care of; and not wild and loose, but coupled and joined together in a chariot, all drawing one way. Christ’s church and people are a choice and select company, distinguished from others by the grace of God; cost a great price, the blood of Christ; are well fed with the finest of the wheat; and are under the care both of angels and Gospel ministers; and look very beautiful as under the yoke of Christ, and joined together in Gospel bonds, being of the same faith and judgment; drawing one way, striving together for the faith of the Gospel, and endeavouring to keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace.

Ver. 10. Thy cheeks are comely with rows [of jewels], etc.] Or “beautiful as turtledoves”, as the Septuagint; or it may be rendered “with turtles”, since the word “jewels” is not in the text; not with images of turtles on the bridles of the horses before mentioned, as Aben Ezra; but rather some ornaments of women having such images on them may be meant, called “turtles”, or “turturellas”; they seem to me to be the same with the earrings, which being fastened to a thin plate of gold or silver, which went across the forehead, or to a ribbon bound on it, as Aben Ezra on (Genesis 24:22); observes, hung down by the ears in rows on both sides of the cheeks, and made but one ornament; as they did when another jewel from the same plate or ribbon hung down from the forehead to the nose, called a nose jewel, (Ezekiel 16:12); and such an ornament, consisting of these several parts, Abraham’s servant is said to put upon the face or cheeks of Rebekah, (Genesis 24:47); and these may respect the gifts and graces of the Spirit of God, with which the church is ornamented; and are many and various, and are orderly and regularly disposed, and
make very comely and lovely, and may be further described in the next clause;

*thy neck with chains [of gold]*; the word “gold” not being in the text, the chains may be understood, as they commonly are by the Jewish writers, of precious stones; as pearls bored and strung, which make a necklace; so Stockius interprets it of an ornament of pearls and precious stones, orderly disposed and put about the neck, in use with great personages; so the eldest daughter of Priamus had, “collo monile baccatum”, a pearl necklace, which Aeneas made a present of to Dido; such was the chain of gold, beset with amber, presented to Penelope by her suitors, which shone like the sun. The church has her golden chain, or pearl necklace; which are either the graces of the Spirit, so linked together, that where there is one there are all; and which consists of those ten links, or pearls, faith, hope, love, repentance, humility, patience, self-denial, contentment in every state, spiritual knowledge, longsuffering, or forbearance; sincerity goes through them all. Or else the spiritual blessings of the covenant of grace, with which the church and all the saints are blessed in Christ at once, and with one and all; and which golden chain of salvation, one link of which cannot be broken, is excellently described by the apostle in (*Romans* 8:30).

**Ver. 11.** *We will make thee borders of gold with studs of silver.*] Christ here in his own name, and in the name of the other two divine Persons, promises to the church a greater glory than as yet she had enjoyed; and seems to have respect to the Gospel dispensation; for by “golden borders” studded with “silver” may be meant the ordinances of the Gospel, preferable to those under the law; and therefore said to be of “gold [and] silver”, for their glory, splendour, and durableness: or else the doctrines of the Gospel, being of more worth than thousands of gold and silver; and being called “borders”, or rather “rows”, may denote their orderly disposition and connection, their harmony and agreement with and dependence on each other: and the Gospel is full of silver “specks” or “studs” of exceeding great and precious promises; a variety of them useful and pleasant; a greater measure of the grace of the Spirit may be here promised: or the “borders” may intend the groundwork of the church’s faith and hope, the justifying righteousness of Christ, more clearly revealed; and the “studs of silver” the curious work of sanctification, more enlarged and increased; and so take in both Christ’s righteousness imputed to her, and his grace implanted in her; but perhaps these phrases may be best of all
understood of the New Jerusalem state, and of the ultimate glory of the saints in heaven, sometimes set forth by such similes, (Isaiah 54:11,12 Revelation 21:18,19, 21). Both grace and glory are given by Christ, and in which all the three divine Persons are concerned; for not angels, nor the daughters of Jerusalem, are here the speakers, to whom such things promised cannot agree; nor God, speaking after the manner of men, and for honour’s sake, is designed: but the trinity of Persons, Father, Son, and Spirit, are meant; the ordinances are of their institution, and administered in their name, (Matthew 28:19); they have all a concern it, the Gospel and the doctrines of it, which is called the Gospel of God, and the Gospel, of Christ, and the ministering of the Spirit; the grace of God, in regeneration and conversion, is sometimes ascribed to one and sometimes to another; and an increase of it in the heart is wished for from all three, (Revelation 1:4); and they have a hand in all the glory the saints shall enjoy hereafter: the Father has prepared the kingdom from the foundation of the world; the Son has made way for it by his obedience, sufferings, and death; and the Spirit is the earnest of it, makes meet for it, and introduces into it.

Ver. 12. While the King [sitteth] at his table, etc.] These are the words of the church, relating what influence the presence of Christ, her Lord and King, had upon the exercise of her graces, while he was keeping the nuptial feast, on account of his marriage with her. He was anointed King of saints from eternity, before his incarnation, when he was rejoicing before God his Father, as if at a feast; and while he was thus distant, the faith, hope, desire, and expectation of the saints, were exercised on him, as their Lord and King, that was to come: when he did come, he came as a King, as was foretold of him, though his kingdom was not of this world; and while he was here, the Gospel of the kingdom of heaven was preached, and emitted a sweet savour in Judea: and when he went up to heaven, after his resurrection, he was declared Lord and Christ, and sat down at the right hand of God, “in his circuit” or at his round table; alluding to such the ancients used, and great personages fed on, peculiar to themselves; being encircled by angels and glorified saints: and in the mean while, before his second coming as King, when he will appear as such in a more glorious manner, he sits down at his table, in the ordinance of the supper, feasting with, entertaining, and welcoming his church and people. When as follows, she says,
my spikenard sendeth forth the smell thereof: or “nard”, of which there are many sorts; but that which grows in spikes is reckoned the best, and from thence is called “spikenard”: it was a chief ingredient in ointments, as Pliny says; (see John 12:3); and was much used at festivals, to anoint guests with; and with which their head and hair being anointed, gave a fragrant smell, and therefore used to make them acceptable: in Syria, at royal banquets, as this here was, it was usual to go round the guests, to sprinkle them with Babylonian ointment. This may have respect to the grace of the Spirit in the church, comparable to the most excellent ointment; and which grace being in exercise in her, both before and after the incarnation of Christ, and since his ascension to heaven, and while he grants his presence in Gospel ordinances, is very delightful and acceptable to Christ; or this spikenard, according to some, may be meant of Christ himself, just as he is said to be “a bundle of myrrh” in (Song of Solomon 1:13), and “a cluster of camphire”, in (Song of Solomon 1:14); and as ointments were used at feasts, and the church was at one with Christ, and as he was both master and feast, so he was the ointment of spikenard to her; and it is as if she should say, my beloved is at table with me; he is my food, and he is my spikenard I need no other; he is instead of spikenard, myrrh, cypress, or any unguents made of these: his person is exceeding precious; his graces, of ointments, have a delightful savour in them; his sacrifice is of a sweet odour; his garments of righteousness and salvation smell of myrrh, aloes, and cassia; he is all in all.

Ver. 13. A bundle of myrrh [is] my well beloved unto me, etc.] These are the words of the church continued; expressing her great delight in Christ, and her strong love and affection for him, and therefore calls him “my well beloved”; which is expressive both of the greatness of Christ’s love to her, and of the strength of her affection to him, as well as of her faith of interest in him; hence she says, he was as “a bundle of myrrh” to her. Some think sweet marjoram is meant, or an herb of a sweet smell, very much like it, called “marum”; but myrrh is commonly understood; and not twigs or branches of it but sprigs, or the flowers of it, bound up as a nosegay, and carried in the bosom; or better, liquid myrrh, or “stacte”, as the Septuagint render it, put in a bag or bottle, as the word is rendered, (Job 14:7 Haggai 1:6); the allusion being to persons that carry smelling bottles in their bosoms, for refreshment or for pleasure. Now what these were to such, that, and much more, is Christ to his church; like sweet smelling myrrh, exceeding delightful and reviving, and make him very acceptable;
his very garments smell of myrrh: and “a bundle” of this, or a bag of it, denotes the abundance of the odours of divine grace in Christ, who is full of it, which he communicates in great plenty: and now Christ is all this, not to any and everyone; but to his church and people, to whom alone he is precious, “my beloved is unto me”; which expresses not only the strength of her affection to Christ, and the value she had for him, and the delight she had in him; but the particular application of him to her own soul by faith;

he shall lie all night betwixt my breasts; “it” or “he”; the bundle of myrrh, or Christ, which comes to the same sense: by her “breasts” are meant her heart, where Christ dwells by faith, which is the best room the church has, and where she desires Christ might lodge; so Alshech explains it of being in her heart: and the time in which she would have him continue here is “all night”; meaning the night of affliction, temptation, etc. or rather the whole time of this life, until the everlasting day breaks; and so it is a desire of Christ’s presence with her, and of her having communion with him, as long as she lived in the world; and between her breasts, and in her bosom she desires he might be for an ornament to her, like sweet flowers, and for her delight and pleasure, refreshment and comfort; and that he might be always in her sight, and never be forgotten by her.

Ver. 14. My beloved [is] unto me [as] a cluster of camphire in the vineyards of Engedi.] Engedi was a place near Jericho, and famous for palm trees, as that was, hence called Hazazontamar, (2 Chronicles 20:2). Pliny sneaking of this place, which he calls Engadda, says, it is second to Jerusalem for fertility and groves of palm trees; and Josephus observes, that there grew the best palm trees and opobalsam; wherefore Aben Ezra, and other Jewish writers, think that dates, the fruit of the palm trees, which grow in clusters, are here meant: and because the balsam tree also, grew in this place, as observed before from Josephus, and grew in the manner of vines, as others assert; and this being said to be in vineyards, some have thought that that might be in, tended; but what is valuable in it is a gum or tear, that drops from it, and not fruit in clusters, which it bears not; nor can it be supposed that what we call “camphire” should be meant, which grows not in clusters, and was unknown to the ancients; nor the “cyperus”, or “cypirus”, as Cocceius and others. The Septuagint version readers it “cyprus”: and there was a tree of this name which grew in Askelon in Judea, which, according to Pliny, bore a white flower of a sweet smell; and which, in Italy, was called “ligustrum”, the privet tree, commended by the poets for its peculiar whiteness; and the cypress tree
is reckoned by Josephus among the odoriferous trees which grew about Jericho, near to which Engedi was. The word here used is to be found in the Misnah; and the commentators on it say, it is the same which, in Arabic, is called “alhena”, the cypress tree, and refer to this place; of which Dr. Shaw says,

“this beautiful and odoriferous plant, “alhenna”, if it is not annually cut, and kept low, grows ten or twelve feet high, putting out its little flowers in clusters, which yield a most grateful smell, like camphire.”

But, after all, perhaps the Cyprus vine is here meant, which, according to Pliny, was the best and largest of vines; and which, though it grew in Cyprus, from whence it had its name, yet some plants of it might be obtained by Solomon, and planted in the vineyards of Engedi; or there were such there like them, and were called by the same name: Jarchi, from an ancient exposition of theirs, relates, that the vineyards of this place brought forth fruit four or five times a year; Alshech says seven. Now as Christ compares himself to a vine, (John 15:1); the church may compare him to a cluster of the grapes of the Cyprus vine, reckoned the best; there being a cluster of all perfections, divine and human, in him; and of all the spiritual blessings of the everlasting covenant, and of all the precious promises in it; and of all the grace of the Spirit, and the fulness of it, which is in him. The Jews calls a man, eminent for virtue, and a large share of knowledge, “clusters”, and they interpret “eschol”, a cluster, by which, “a man that has all things in him”: such an one is Christ, in the highest sense, having all perfections, excellencies, and virtues, in him. Some leave the word untranslated, “copher”, and which has the signification of atonement and propitiation; and so well agrees with Christ, who is the propitiation for sin, and has made atonement for it. Bishop Patrick observes, that the ancient Hebrew doctors, by dividing the first word “eschol”, found out the mystery of the Messiah; considering it as if thus read, “my beloved is unto me the man that propitiates” or “expiates all things”; that is, all sins and transgressions: in the Talmud it is explained,

“he, whose all things are, has atoned for my iniquity;”
which Christ has done for his church and people; and which makes him precious, and is matter of joy and gladness to them, (Romans 5:11 Romans 3:25) (1 John 2:2 1 John 4:10).

Ver. 15. Behold, thou [art] fair, my love, etc.] These are the words of Christ, commending the beauty and comeliness of the church, expressing his great affection for her, and his high esteem of her; of her fairness and beauty, (see Gill on Song of Solomon 1:5), (see Gill on Song of Solomon 1:8); of the title of Christ’s love, as given her by him, (see Gill on Song of Solomon 1:9); a “behold” is prefixed to this account her, as a note of attention, to consider her complete comeliness in Christ, and not pore on her own blackness; and as a note of admiration, that she who was so black and uncomely in herself should be so fair and beautiful in his eyes, through his blood, righteousness, and grace; and as a note of asseveration, assuring her of the truth of it, which she might be apt to call in question; and, to prevent which, it is also repeated, behold, thou [art] fair; exceeding fair, really so, both inwardly and outwardly; both with respect to justification and sanctification; thou [hast] doves’ eyes; or “eyes like doves”\(^\text{177}\); these are taken notice because much beauty lies in the eyes, either in the size or colour of them\(^\text{178}\); similes taken from doves are frequently used in this sacred poem, both with respect to the bride and bridegroom; see Song of Solomon 2:14 4:1 5:2,12 6:9; and it may easily be observed, that this creature furnishes much matter for poets\(^\text{179}\), which they apply to lovers: and here the eyes of the bride are compared to the eyes of doves; meaning either the ministers of the Gospel, who are to the church what eyes are to the body; are set in the more eminent part in the church, to order, guide, and direct the members of it; to watch over them, lest any hurt come to them, and give warning of danger; to hold forth the word of light to them, and instruct them how to behave in the church and in the world: and they may be compared to the eyes of doves, for their clearness and perspicuity in discerning Gospel truths; and for their sincerity and simplicity, uprightness and faithfulness, in preaching them; and for the dove like gifts of the Spirit, whereby they are qualified for it; and for, their meekness and humility; or rather the eyes of her understanding are meant, being spiritually enlightened; and particularly the eye of faith by which believers take a view of Christ, of his glory, fulness, and suitableness, and look to him alone for life and salvation. And it may be compared to the eyes of doves for the
clearness and quickness, of it, being the evidence of things not seen; and, for its singleness and chastity, the dove looks only to its mate, and destroys those that look with lustful eyes on others; believers, being espoused as a chaste virgin to Christ, look only to him as their beloved, to him only for acceptance, righteousness, pardon, and eternal life; and for its modesty and humility, excluding all boasting in the creature, and giving all glory to Christ; and for its beautifulness in the sight of Christ, so that he is even ravished with it, (Song of Solomon 4:9).

Ver. 16. Behold, thou [art] fair, my beloved, etc.] These are the words of the church, giving back to Christ his commendation of her, and much in the same words, as more properly belonging to him than her; he calls her “my love”, she calls him “my beloved”: he says that she was “fair”; the same she says of him, with a like note of wonder, attention, and asseveration, he had prefixed to the commendation of her; suggesting, that his fairness and beauty were essential, original, and underived, but hers was all from him; and therefore he only ought to have the character: he, as man, is “fairer” than the children of men; as Mediator, is full of grace and truth, which makes him look lovely in the eyes of his people; and, as a divine Person, is the brightness of his Father’s glory. To which she adds,

yea, pleasant; looks pleasantly, with a smiling countenance on his people, being the image of the invisible God; pleasant to behold, as the sun of righteousness, and Saviour of men; pleasant in all his offices and relations; the doctrines of his Gospel are pleasant words; his ways, his ordinances, are ways of pleasantness; and especially having his presence, and communion with him in them; and which may be designed in the next clause;

also our bed [is] green; the same with “his bed which is Solomon’s”; his by gift and purchase; the church’s, by having a right through him, and an admittance to all the privileges of it: where the word is preached, ordinances administered, souls are begotten and born again, there Christ and his church have fellowship with each other; said to be “green”, in allusion to the strewing of beds with green herbs and leaves, and branches of trees; particularly the nuptial bed, called from thence “thalamus”; and it may denote the fruitfulness of the saints in grace and holiness, like green olive trees, in the house of God: or else numerous converts in the church, a large spiritual seed and offspring of Christ and the church, as were in the first times of the Gospel, and will be in the latter day: a green
bed is an emblem of fruitfulness in the conjugal state; so the Targum and Jarchi interpret it.

**Ver. 17.** The beams of our house [are] cedar, etc. Or “houses”; where their bed was, and where they had fellowship and communion together. By which may be meant particular congregations or churches, in which houses Christ has a property, being of his building and beautifying; where he takes up his rest and residence, and where he feeds and feasts with his people, and to the privileges of which all the saints have a right: and by the “beams” of these houses may be intended the ministers of the word, who are pillars here, as James, John, and Cephas, were; and who are the means of supporting and strengthening such communities, by their excellent doctrines and exemplary lives: or common saints may be meant, who are also beams and pillars in the churches of Christ; and serve greatly to support, strengthen, and cement the spiritual building, fitly framed together: and these being of “cedar” wood, of a pleasant smell, and durable, may denote their gratefulness and acceptableness to Christ and his church, in the exercise of grace, and discharge of duty; and of their continuance and perseverance therein, having in them the incorruptible and immortal seed of divine grace; (see Psalm 92:12); [and] our rafters of fir; which Pliny says is the best and strongest wood for roofing and raftering: by these may be meant the ordinances of the Gospel, which are that to the churches as “rafters” are to a house, the means of supporting and strengthening it; so by the ordinances saints are supported in their spiritual state, and by them their spiritual strength is renewed; and these being said to be of “fir”, which is a pleasant and lasting wood, may signify the delight that is had in ordinances, and the continuance of them. Some render the word by “cypress”; which is also of a pleasant smell, and very durable, never admits of worms, nor ever rots, nor is ever sensible of old age; and so may denote the pleasure that saints take in ordinances, and the long continuance of them, as of the present ones, which will remain until the second coming of Christ. Some think the “brutine” tree is meant, which Pliny calls “bruta”; and is near in sound to the word here used, is much like the cypress, and of a sweet smell, like cedar; it grows beyond Pasitigris, on Mount Zagras. Some will have it to be the tree of paradise; and, so applied to ordinances, may signify the same as before. The word for “rafters” is elsewhere rendered “gutters” and “troughs” for water; and some render it so here, and are so called from water running in them: and as the grace of God is often expressed by
water, this is commonly conveyed in the use of ordinances; these are the canals in which it runs. Moreover the same word is translated “galleries”, in (Song of Solomon 7:5); which, as Kimchi and Ben Melech observe, were buildings in high houses in which men walked from house to house, or from one end of the house to the other; and might be called by this name, from their droning along the sides of houses, and seem to be like our “balconies”: now ordinances are the galleries or “walking places”, where Christ and his people walk and converse together.
CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON 2

Here begins a new colloquy between Christ and his church; in which they alternately set forth the excellencies of each other; and express their mutual affection for, and delight and pleasure they take in, each other’s company. Christ seems to begin, in an account of himself and his own excellencies, and of the church in her present state, (Song of Solomon 2:1,2); then she, in her turn, praises him, and commends him above all others relates some choice proofs she had had of his love to her, and of communion with him in his house and ordinances, to such a degree as to overcome her, (Song of Solomon 2:3-6); and then either he or she gives a charge to the daughters of Jerusalem, not to disturb either the one or the other in their sweet repose, (Song of Solomon 2:7). Next the church relates how she heard the voice of Christ, and had a sight of him on the hills and mountains, at some distance; then more nearly, behind her wall, and through the lattices, (Song of Solomon 2:8,9); and expresses the very words in which he spake to her, and gave her a call to come away with him; making use of arguments from the season of the year, the signs of which are beautifully described, (Song of Solomon 2:10-13); and requests that she would come out of her solitude, that he might enjoy her company, whose countenance and voice are so delightful to him; and gives a charge to her and her friends, to seize on such as were harmful and prejudicial to their mutual property, (Song of Solomon 2:14,15). And she closes the chapter with expressing her faith of interest in Christ; and with a petition for his speedy approach to her, and continued presence with her, (Song of Solomon 2:16,17).

Ver. 1. I [am] the rose of Sharon, [and] the lily of the valleys.] Whether Christ, or the church, is here speaking, is not certain: most of the Jewish writers, and some Christian interpreters, take them to be the words of the church, expressing the excellency of her grace, loveliness, and beauty, she had from Christ; and intimating also her being in the open fields, exposed to many dangers and enemies, and so needed his protection. The church may be compared to a “rose”, for its beautiful colour and sweet
odour, and for its delight in sunny places, where it thrives best, and is most fragrant. This figure is exceeding just; not only the beauty of women is expressed by the colour of the rose, as is common in poems of this kind; to give instances of it would be endless; some have had the name of Rhoda from hence; (see Acts 12:13). No rose can be more beautiful in colour, and delightful to the eye, than the church is in the eyes of Christ, as clothed with his righteousness, and adorned with the graces of his Spirit: nor is any rose of a more sweet and fragrant smell than the persons of believers are to God and Christ, being considered in him; and even their graces, when in exercise, yea, their duties and services, when performed in faith; and, as the rose, they grow and thrive under the warming, comforting, and refreshing beams of the sun of righteousness, where they delight to be. The church may also be compared to a “lily of the valleys”, as she is, in the next verse, to one among thorns. This is a very beautiful flower; Pliny says it is next in nobleness to the rose; its whiteness is singularly excellent; no plant more fruitful, and no flower exceeds it in height; in some countries, it rises up three cubits high; has a weak neck or body, insufficient to bear the weight of its head. The church may be compared to a lily, for her beauty and fragrance, as to a rose; and the redness of the rose, and the whiteness of the lily, meeting in her, make her somewhat like her beloved, white and ruddy; like the lily, being arrayed in fine linen, clean and white, the righteousness of the saints; and like it for fruitfulness, as it is in good works, under the influence of divine grace, and grows up on high into her head, Christ Jesus; and though weak in herself, yet strong in him, who supports her, and not she him: and the church may be compared to a “lily of the valleys”; which may not describe any particular lily, and what we now call so; but only expresses the place where it grows, in low places, where plants are in danger of being plucked and trodden upon; though they may have more moisture and verdure than those in higher places; so the church of Christ is sometimes in a low estate, exposed to enemies, and liable to be trampled and trodden under foot by them, and to be carried away with the flood of persecution, were it not guarded by divine power; and, being watered with the dews of grace, it becomes flourishing and fruitful. But the more commonly received opinion is, that these are the words of Christ concerning himself; and which indeed best become him, and are more agreeable to his style and language, (John 14:6 John 15:9); and suit best with the words in the (Song of Solomon 2:2), as one observes; nor is it unfitly taken by the bridegroom to himself, since it is sometimes given by lovers to men.
Christ may be compared to a rose for its colour and smell; to the rose for its red colour: and which may be expressive of the truth of his humanity, and of his bloody sufferings in it; and this, with the whiteness of the lily, finishes the description of him for his beauty, (Song of Solomon 5:10); and for its sweet smell; which denotes the same things for which he is before compared to spikenard, myrrh, and camphire. The rose, as Pliny says, delights not in fat soils and rich clays, but in rubbish, and roses that grow there are of the sweetest smell; and such was the earth about Sharon; and to a rose there Christ is compared, to show the excellency and preferableness of him to all others. The word is only used here and in (Isaiah 35:1,2). Where it is in many versions rendered a “lily”: it seems to be compounded of two words; one which signifies to “cover” and hide, and another which signifies a “shadow”; and so may be rendered, “the covering shadow”: but for what reason a rose should be so called is not easy to say; unless it can be thought to have the figure of an umbrella; or that the rose tree in those parts was so large, as to be remarkable for its shadow; like that Montfaucon saw, in a garden at Ravenna, under the shadow of the branches of which more than forty men could stand: Christ is sometimes compared to trees for their shadow, which is pleasant and reviving, as in (Song of Solomon 2:3 Hosea 14:7). Some render it, “the flower of the field”; which may be expressive of the meanness of Christ in the eyes of men; of his not being of human production; of his being accessible; and of his being liable to be trampled upon, as he has been. And as he is compared to a rose, so to a “lily”, for its colour, height, and fruitfulness; expressive of his purity in himself, of his superiority to angels and men, and of his being filled with the fruits and blessings of grace; and to a lily of the valleys, denoting his wonderful condescension in his low estate of humiliation, and his delight in dwelling with the humble and lowly: some render the words, “I am the rose of Sharon, with the lily of the valleys”; by the former epithet meaning himself; and by the latter his church, his companion, in strict union and communion with him; of whom the following words are spoken.

Ver. 2. As the lily among thorns, so [is] my love among the daughters.] These are manifestly the words of Christ concerning his church, whom he calls “my love”, (see Gill on Song of Solomon 1:9); and was his love still, though in such company, and in such an uncomfortable condition. In what sense she is comparable to a lily has been shown in (Song of Solomon 2:1); but here she is compared to one among “thorns”: by which
may be meant wicked men, comparable to thorns for their unfruitfulness and unprofitableness; for their being hurtful and pernicious to good men; and for their end, which is to be burned; especially persecutors of religion, who are very distressing to the saints who dwell among them; (see 2 Samuel 23:6); and her being among such serves for a foil, to set off her excellency the more: and the simile is designed, not so much to observe that Christ’s lily grows among thorns, as to show that the church is as preferable to such persons as a lily is to thorns; which is justly remarked by Carolus Maria de Veil; and which sense the comparison requires, as appears by the reddition, so is “my love among the daughters”: the nations and men of the world, and even carnal professors, members of the visible church, whom she as much exceeds in beauty, grace, and fruitfulness, as the lily exceeds thorns. Ainsworth thinks the “woodbind” or “honeysuckle” is meant, which grows in thorn hedges, and is sometimes called “lilium inter spinas”, as Mercer observes; this is indeed of a sweet smell, yet very weak, and cannot support itself; and therefore twists and wraps itself about other trees, their twigs and branches, “convolvens se adminiculis quibusqucunque”, as Pliny says; hence we call it “woodbind”, and for the same reason its name in Greek is “periclymenon”; so saints are of a sweet fragrance to Christ, and, weak in themselves, cannot support themselves; yet they twine about Christ, lean on him, and are upheld by him, and depend on him for all good things. But it is the same word as in (Song of Solomon 2:1), and may be rendered “lily” here as there; and not a “rose”, as it is in the Targum, from which it is there distinguished. The lily is often mentioned in this love song; it is said to be the delight of Verus. Some call it “ambrosia”.

Ver. 3. As the apple tree among the trees of the wood, so [is] my beloved among the sons, etc.] As the apple tree, in a garden or orchard, excels and is preferable to the wild barren trees of a forest, especially it appears so when laden with choice fruit; so the church, who here returns the commendation to Christ, asserts, that he as much excels all the “sons”, the creatures of God, angels or men: angels, as the Targum, who, though sons of God by creation, Christ is the Son of God, in a higher sense; he is their Creator, and the object of their worship; they are confirmed by him in the estate they are, and are ministering spirits to him; and he is exalted above them in human nature: men also, the greatest princes and monarchs of the earth, are sometimes compared to large and lofty trees; but Christ is higher than they, and is possessed of far greater power, riches, glory, and majesty.
All the sons of Adam in general may be meant; wicked men, who are like forest trees, wild, barren, and unfruitful; yea, even good men, Christ has the pre-eminence of them, the sons of God by adopting grace; for he is so in such a sense they are not; he is their Creator, Lord, Head, Husband, and Saviour, and they have all their fruit from him; and so ministers of the word have their gifts and grace from him, and therefore Christ excels all that come under this appellation of sons. Christ may be compared to an apple tree, which is very fruitful; and, when full of fruit, very beautiful; and whose fruit is very cooling, comforting, and refreshing. Christ is full of the fruits and blessings of grace, which are to be reached by the hand of faith, and enjoyed; and as he is full of grace and truth, he looks very beautiful and glorious in the eye of faith; and which blessings of grace from him, being applied to a poor sensible sinner, inflamed by the fiery law, and filled with wrath and terror, sweetly cool, refresh, and comfort him. The apple tree has been accounted an hieroglyphic of love, under which lovers used to meet, and sit under its delightful shade, and entertain each other with its fruit; to which the allusion may be; (see <220805> Song of Solomon 8:5); the apple was sacred to love\(^\text{f108}\). The Targum renders it, the pome citron, or citron apple tree; which is a tree very large and beautiful; its fruit is of a bitter taste, but of a good smell; always fruit on it; is an excellent remedy against poison, and good for the breath, as naturalists\(^\text{f109}\) observe; and so is a fit emblem of Christ, in the greatness of his person, in the fulness, of his grace, in the virtue of his blood, and righteousness and grace, which are a sovereign antidote against the poison of sin; and whose presence, and communion with him, cure panting souls, out of breath in seeking him; and whose mediation perfumes their breath, their prayers, whereby they become grateful to God, which otherwise would be strange and disagreeable;

\textit{I sat down under his shadow with great delight:} under the shadow of the apple tree, to which Christ is compared; whose person, blood, and righteousness, cast a shadow, which is a protecting one, from the heat of divine wrath, from the curses of a fiery law, from the fiery darts of Satan, and from the fury of persecutors, (<264805> Isaiah 25:4,5); and is a cooling, comforting, and refreshing one, like the shadow of a great rock to a weary traveller, (<266302> Isaiah 32:2); and though the shadow of some trees, as Pliny\(^\text{f110}\) observes, is harmful to plants that grow under them, others are fructifying; and such is Christ; “they that dwell under his shadow shall revive and grow”, etc. (<241407> Hosea 14:7). “Sitting” here supposes it was her
choice; that she preferred Christ to any other shadow, looking upon him to be a suitable one in her circumstances, (Song of Solomon 1:6,7); it intimates that peace, quietness, satisfaction, and security, she enjoyed under him; it denotes her continuance, and desire of abiding there, (Psalm 91:1); for the words may be rendered, “I desired, and I sat down”; she desired to sit under the shade of this tree, and she did; she had what she wished for; and she sat “with great delight”: having the presence of Christ, and fellowship with him in his word and ordinances, where Christ is a delightful shade to his people;

and his fruit [was] sweet to my taste; the fruit of the apple tree, to which the allusion is. Solon advised the bride to eat a quince apple before she went into the bridegroom, as leaving an agreeable savour; and intimating how graceful the words of her mouth should be. By “his fruit” here are meant the blessings of grace, which are Christ’s in a covenant way, come through his sufferings and death, and are at his dispose; such as peace, pardon, justification, etc. and fresh discoveries and manifestations of his love, of which the apple is an emblem: and these are sweet, pleasant, and delightful, to those that have tasted that the Lord is gracious; whose vitiated taste is changed by the grace of God, and they savour the things of the Spirit of God.

Ver. 4. He brought me to the banqueting house, etc.] Or “into” it. The “house of wine”, as it is literally in the original; either the “wine cellar”, as some, where stores of it were kept; or, the “place of fasting”, as others, and, as we render it, a “banqueting house”; where it was distributed and drank; a banquet of wine being put for a feast, and here the nuptial feast; and may design the Gospel feast in the house of God, where there is plenty of the wine of Gospel truths, and provisions of rich food, with which believers are sweetly refreshed and delightfully regaled: and to be brought hither, under the drawings and influences of divine grace, is a special privilege, a distinguishing layout; and show a great condescension in Christ, the King of kings, and Lord of lords, to take his people by the hand, as it were, and introduce them into his house, so well furnished, and to a table so well spread: and so the church relates it as an instance of divine favour, and as a fresh token of Christ’s love to her; which further appears by what follows: the covenant of grace and the Scriptures of truth may be thought of as a banqueting house, well stored with blessings, and promises, and rich provisions; which, to be led and let into, is a singular kindness;
and his banner over me [was] love; signifying, that she was brought into
the banqueting house in a grand, stately, and majestic manner, with flying
colours; the motto on which inscribed was “love”; the allusion may be to
the names of generals being inscribed on the banners of their armies; so
Vespasian’s name was inscribed on the banners throughout his armies.\footnote{117}
Christ’s name, inscribed on his, was “love”, his church’s love; and by
which his company or band was distinguished from all others, even by
electing, redeeming, calling love. It may signify the security and protection
of the saints, while in the house of God, and enjoying communion with
him, being under the banner of love, with which they are encompassed as a
shield; and it may denote the very manifest and visible displays of it, which
the church now experienced.

Ver. 5. \textit{Stay me with flagons, etc.]} Of wine, which is a supporter of the
animal spirits.\footnote{118} The church was now in a house of wine, where was
plenty of it; even of the love of Christ, compared to wine, and preferred
unto it, (\textit{Song of Solomon} 1:2,4); the church though she had had large
discoveries of it, desired more; and such that have once tasted of this love
are eagerly desirous of it, and cannot be satisfied until they have their fill of
it in heaven: the flagons, being vessels in which wine is put, and from
thence poured out, may signify the word and ordinances, in which the love
of Christ is displayed and manifested; the church desires she might be
stayed and supported hereby, while she was attending on Christ in them;

\textit{comfort me with apples}; with exceeding great and precious promises;
which, when fitly spoken and applied, are “like apples of gold in pictures of
silver”, (\textit{Proverbs} 25:11); and are very comforting: or rather, with fresh
and greater manifestations of his love still; for the apple is an emblem of
love, as before observed; for one to send or throw an apple to another
indicated love.\footnote{119} It may be rendered, “strew me with apples”\footnote{120}; in great
quantities, about me, before me, and under me, and all around me, that I
may lie down among them, and be sweetly refreshed and strengthened: the
words, both in this and the former clause, are in the plural number; and so
may be an address to the other two divine Persons, along with Christ, to
grant further manifestations of love unto her, giving the following reason
for it:

\textit{for I am sick of love}; not as loathing it, but as wanting, and eagerly
desirous of more of it; being, as the Septuagint version is, “wounded”\footnote{121}
with it; love’s dart stuck in her, and she was inflamed therewith: and
“languished”; as the Vulgate Latin version is; with earnest desires after it; nor could she be easy without it, as is the case of lovers.

Ver. 6. His left hand [is] under my head, and his right hand doth embrace me.] The church, having desired to be stayed, supported, strengthened, and comforted, presently found her beloved with her, who with both hands sustained her; which shows his tender love to her, care of her, and regard for her; and is expressive of the near and intimate communion she had with him, as the effect of union to him, often enjoyed in his house and ordinances; likewise of blessings of every kind she received from him; temporal, mercies, or left hand blessings, which are necessary to support and carry through this wilderness; and spiritual, or right hand blessings, as justification, pardon, adoption, etc. and, moreover, may denote the safety and security of the church, being encircled in the arms of her beloved, sustained by Christ’s left hand, and embraced by his right hand, out of whose hands none can pluck. Some read the words prayer wise, “let his left hand be”, etc. still desiring further tokens of his love to her, and more and nearer communion with him: others read it in the future, “his left hand will be”, etc. “his right hand shall embrace”, etc. expressing the strength of her faith that she should for the future enjoy his gracious presence; and that he would support her, that she should not sink and faint.

Ver. 7. I charge you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, etc.] Of whom, see (Song of Solomon 1:5). There is some difficulty in these words, whether they are spoken by the church, or by Christ: according to our version, they are the words of the church, and bids fair to be the sense; since they are spoken to the virgins, her companions, that waited on her; and the manner of speech is not by way of command, as by way of adjuration; and the matter, style, and language of it, Christ being the church’s love; and the phrase, “till he please”, best agrees with his sovereignty and authority, who is at liberty to stay with, and remove from, his people at pleasure; and the context and scope of the place seem to confirm it; the church, enjoying communion with Christ, chooses not that he should be disturbed, and by any means be caused to depart from her. Others think they are the words of Christ, and not without reason; since it was the church that was in Christ’s arms, and fallen asleep in them; and the phrase, “my love”, is used by Christ concerning his church, (Song of Solomon 7:6); and not this, but another, is used by her concerning him; and besides, both the word for “my love”, and that which is rendered “he please”, are feminine, and best agree with her, “that ye stir not up, the” or...
“this love, until she please”; so Michaelis interprets and renders the word for “love [by] this lovely one”; the word is very emphatic, the love, the famous love, the well known love: add to which, the following words seem to confirm this sense, “the voice of my beloved”, which she had heard, adjuring the daughters of Jerusalem. This charge is made, *by the roes, and by the hinds of the field;* not that either Christ or his church swore by them; but the words may be descriptive of the persons addressed by the creatures, among whom they were feeding their flocks, or whom they delighted to hunt; or were loving and lovely creatures, as they: and the charge is, that they would continue among them, and mind their business, and give no disturbance to Christ or the church; or these creatures are called as witnesses to this charge, which, if not observed, would be brought against them: or the charge is made by all that is dear, these being pleasant and lovely creatures, that they would not interrupt the mutual communion of Christ and his church; or it may be a severe threatening, that, should they disregard the charge, they should become food as common as roes and hinds; and that they should be as cautious of stirring up and awaking the person meant as they would be of starting those timorous creatures. The charge is, *that ye stir not up, nor awake my love, till he please;* or, “till she please”; if it is the charge of the church, it may lead to observe, that Christ is the object of the church’s love; and that she is his resting place; that he may not be disturbed and raised up from it by an unfriendly behavior toward him, or by animosities among themselves; that saints should be very careful that they do not provoke Christ to depart from them; and that communion with him is entirely at his pleasure, when and how long it shall continue; it depends as much upon his sovereign will as the first acts of his grace towards them. But if this is the charge of Christ, not to disturb his church, then it may be observed, that the church is the object of Christ’s love, and always continues so; that the church sleeps and takes her rest in Christ’s arms; which is not to be understood of a criminal drowsiness and sleep, but of comfortable repose and rest, Christ gives his beloved ones, in communion with himself; that he loves and delights in the company of his people, and would not have them disturbed in their fellowship with him; and though, while grace is in exercise, saints are desirous of enjoying Christ’s presence always; yet, when it is otherwise, they become indifferent to it, which provokes Christ to depart from them; and therefore it is said, “till she please”: and as this charge is given to the “daughters of
Jerusalem”, young converts, or weak believers; it suggests, that they are apt to disturb both Christ and his church; to disturb Christ by their impatience and frowardness, like children; hence the church acts the part of a mother charging her children to be quiet, and not disturb her loving husband, while she enjoyed his company; and to disturb the church, through their weakness, not being able to bear the sublime doctrines of the Gospel, and through their ignorance of Gospel order.

Ver. 8. The voice of my beloved! etc.] So says the church, who well knew Christ her beloved’s voice; which is known by all believers in him, and is distinguished by them from the voice of others; by the majesty and authority of it; by the power and efficacy of it; by its directing them to himself, and by the pleasure it gives them: and she speaks of it as being very delightful to her; it being the voice of him whom she loved, and a voice of love, grace, and mercy, of peace, pardon, righteousness, and salvation; and, being observed before, what follows shows that Christ is heard before he is seen; he is first heard of in the Gospel, before he is seen, by an eye of faith: and such would have others observe the voice of Christ as well as they, for here the church speaks to the daughters of Jerusalem; and it seems by this, that, by some means or another, Christ had been disturbed, and had departed from the church for a while, and was now upon the return to her, which made his voice the more joyful to her;

behold, he cometh, leaping upon the mountains, skipping upon the hills; this may be, understood, either of Christ’s first coming in the flesh, much prophesied of, long expected, and was very welcome: this was attended with many difficulties, comparable to mountains and hills; that he the Son of God should become man; that he should obey, suffer, and die for men, fulfil the law, satisfy justice, atone for sin, and save from all enemies; but those which seemed insuperable were easily surmounted by Christ: or of his spiritual coming; sometimes he withdraws himself, and then returns again, and faith, spying him at a distance, rejoices at his nearer approach; for impediments in his way, occasioned by the unbelief, carnality, lukewarmness, backslidings, and ingratitude of his people, are removed and got over by him, nothing being able to separate from his love; and his coming, either way, is with all readiness, swiftness, speed, and haste. And a “behold” is prefixed to this, as a note of admiration and attention; and is so, whether applied to the one or other. Christ’s incarnation was matter of wonder, “behold, a virgin”, etc. (Isaiah 7:14); and so his manifestation of himself to his people, and not to others, is marvellous, “Lord, how is it”,
etc. (John 14:22); and both comings are visible, glorious, and delightful. Ambrose has these remarkable words, by way of paraphrase, on this passage,

“Let us see him leaping; he leaped out of heaven into the virgin, out of the womb into the manger, out of the manger into Jordan, out of Jordan to the cross, from the cross into the tomb, out of the grave into heaven.”

The allusion is to the leaping of a roe, or a young hart, as in (Song of Solomon 2:9), which is remarkable for its leaping, even one just yeaned; so a young hart is described, by the poet, as leaping to its dam the leap of one of these creatures is very extraordinary.

Ver. 9. My beloved is like a roe, or a young hart, etc.] The church, upon the swift and speedy approach of Christ unto her, compares him to these creatures; which are well known for their swiftness in running, and agility in leaping, as before observed: and, besides these things, Christ may be compared to them on other accounts; they are pleasant and lovely, choice and valuable; bear an antipathy to serpents, which they easily overcome; are very good for food, and very agreeable, and are long lived creatures; Christ is lovely and amiable in his person, and high in the esteem of his divine Father, angels and men; is choice and excellent in his nature, offices, and grace; bears an antipathy to the old serpent, the devil, whose works and powers he came to destroy, and has got an entire victory over them; and is very agreeable food to faith; his flesh is meat indeed, and the more so through his sufferings and death; as the flesh of those creatures is said to be the more tender and agreeable, by being hunted; and Christ, though dead, is alive, and lives for evermore;

behold, he standeth behind our wall; not the middle wall of the ceremonial law, behind which, Christ, under the Old Testament dispensation, stood, showing himself to believers; nor the wall of our humanity he partook of, when he came in the flesh, and under which his glorious deity was in some measure covered and hid; but rather the wall of our hearts, (Jeremiah 4:19); the hardness, infidelity, and carnal reasonings of it, which are so many walls of separation between Christ and his people; behind which he stands, showing his resentment of them, and in order to demolish them, and get admittance: he is represented here, as nearer than when she first saw him, even at her very home;
he looketh forth at the windows; this is coming nearer still; for, by the manner of the expression, it seems that he was within doors, since he is said, not to look through the windows, but to look forth at them, meaning the ordinances; which are that to the church as windows to a house, the means of letting in light into the souls of men; and where Christ shows himself, in his glory and beauty, as kings and great personages look out at windows to show themselves to their people: though Christ may also be said to look in at, those windows, to observe the behaviour of his people in his house and ordinances, with what attention, affection, faith, and reverence, they wait upon him in them;

showing himself through the lattice; by which may be meant the same things, only a larger and clearer discovery of Christ in them, of which ordinances are the means; and yet, unless Christ shows himself through them, he cannot be seen in them: and a “behold” being prefixed to these gradual discoveries of himself, show them to be wonderful! a glance of him behind the wall is surprising; his looking in at the windows still more so; but his showing himself, in all his glories and excellencies, through the lattice, is enough to throw into the greatest rapture, to fill with joy unspeakable and full of glory! Some render the word “flourishing”\textsuperscript{f134}, like a rose or lily, or like a vine, or jessamine; which grow up by a window or lattice, and, seen through them, took very pleasant and delightful. But the allusion is rather to the quick sighted roe, or young hart; which, as it is remarkable for its swiftness, referred to, (\textsuperscript{220208}Song of Solomon 2:8), so for the sharpness of its sight; Pliny\textsuperscript{f135} says it is never dim sighted; it has its name “dorcas”, in Greek, from its sight.

Ver. 10. My beloved spake, and said unto me, etc.] Christ, the church’s beloved, being so near her, she could distinctly hear and understand what he spoke, and relate the very words: or, “he answered to me”\textsuperscript{f136}; to a secret petition, put up to him for a more full enjoyment of him; for there is mental as well as vocal prayer, which Christ, as God omniscient, knows full well, and gives answer to: of this may be an answer to her petitions in (\textsuperscript{220205}Song of Solomon 2:5); and as some in (\textsuperscript{220206}Song of Solomon 2:6); however, Christ said something after related, that she well knew he spake, and not another, and to her in particular. What he said follows:

Rise up, my love, my fair one, and come away; the affectionate and endearing titles of “love” and “fair one”, have been met with and explained, on (\textsuperscript{220105}Song of Solomon 1:5,8,9); and are repeated to show his ardent love
to her, notwithstanding the frame she was in, which was very probably a slothful one, by the exhortations given; and to remove her discouragements, arising from her present state; and to prevail upon her to get up from her bed of carnal sloth and security, at least to shake off her indolence; and to quit her seat and company, and go along with him, or where he should direct, since it would be to her own advantage: for the words may be rendered, “rise up for thyself, and come away for thyself”\textsuperscript{f137}; it will turn to thy account, and to do otherwise will be detrimental to thee. The arguments follow.

Ver. 11. \textit{For, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over [and] gone.} A season of the year which keeps persons within doors, makes going abroad unsafe, unpleasant, and uncomfortable; very unfit for travelling, roads bad, rivers impassable, and journeying very difficult; but now this season being over, and the spring come, the weather fair, and every thing gay and pleasant, it is inviting to be abroad; winter is by some writers\textsuperscript{f138} used not for the season of the year, but for a storm or tempest. Thus the winter and rain may be descriptive of the state and condition of Jews and Gentiles before the coming of Christ\textsuperscript{f139}, and which then ceased; it having been a stormy dispensation with the one, and a time of darkness and ignorance with the other, (\textsuperscript{<581218>Hebrews 12:18-27}) (\textsuperscript{<441730>Acts 17:30}); or rather it may in general represent the state of God’s people both before and after conversion; before conversion it is a time of darkness, coldness, barrenness, and unfruitfulness; and which are removed by the powerful and efficacious grace of Christ: and after conversion it is often a winter season with them, through the blustering winds of Satan’s temptations; the storms of impending wrath for sin, as they imagine; the nipping blasts of persecution, and sharp and severe afflictions they are at times exposed unto: moreover, they are often in great darkness of soul, clouds interpose between Christ and them; a great deal of coldness attends them, their hearts are frozen up and hard, and no impression made on them by the preaching of the word, or by the providences of God; there is a coolness in their love to God and Christ, his people, ordinances, cause, and interest; great barrenness and unfruitfulness in them, they look like trees in winter, and no appearance of fruit on them; their hands are sealed up from working, and they become indolent and inactive; and by all these fellowship with Christ is greatly interrupted: but, when the spring returns again, light breaks in upon them, and their hearts are melted with a sense of love; they become lively in their frames, and in the exercise of grace, and are fruitful in good works; and
enjoy much calmness and serenity, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost: sometimes they think the winter is not over when it is, and fear more storms are behind, even of divine wrath and vengeance, though without reason; since Christ has bore all wrath for them, and has satisfied law and justice, and has delivered them from wrath to come; and he that has done this says, “the winter is past”, etc.

Ver. 12. The flowers appear on the earth, etc.] One of the first signs of the spring being come, and make the season delightful and pleasant; the sun returning with its warming influences, herbs and plants are quickened and spring up; fields and meadows, as well as gardens, are covered with a variety of beautiful flowers, which make walking abroad very delightful. By these “flowers” may be meant either the graces of the spirit in the saints, which, when a wintertime with them, seem to be dead, at least are hid; but, upon a return of the sun of righteousness, revive and are seen again: or the saints themselves, when in a flourishing condition, and in the exercise of grace; who may be compared to the flowers of the field for the production of them in the spring, which is a kind of re-creation of them, (Psalm 104:30); and fitly expresses the renovation of the Holy Ghost, to which the revival of them is owing; and for the fragrancy of them, their persons and services being of a sweet savour through the grace and righteousness of Christ; and for their beauty and ornament to the fields in which they grow, as saints are through Christ in themselves, and to the churches and interest of Christ; and for the gaiety and cheerfulness in which the flowers appear in the spring season, and so a proper emblem of the joy and consolation of the saints; where grace revives, Christ returns, and they are favoured with communion with him. It may not be improper to observe, that this may represent the large conversions of souls to Christ, and the numerous appearance of so many beautiful flowers in the church of Christ in the first ages of Christianity, after a long winter of Jewish and Gentile darkness; the time of the singing [of birds] is come; another sign of spring, and suits the Gospel dispensation, in which the churches of Christ, and the members of them, sing the praises of the Lord in psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs; and particularly young converts, those little birds that sing in warbling notes and tuneful lays the songs of electing, redeeming, calling, justifying, pardoning, and adopting grace, to the glory of God, and to their mutual comfort and edification. Some render it, “the time of the branch”, of the vine putting forth its branches; or “the time of cutting”, of pruning vines, of lopping trees, and cutting off unfruitful branches; as in the Gospel
dispensation, when the Jewish branches were broken off, and the Gentiles were ingrafted in, and being pruned brought forth more fruit; and this agrees with the season of the year, the spring being the time of cutting and pruning vines; though this is by some objected to as unseasonable;

_and the voice of the turtle is heard in our land_; so one part of rural pleasures is described by the poet, not only by the singing of birds of various kinds, but particularly by the note of the turtle; which is a kind of dove that lies hid in the wintertime, or is gone, being a bird of passage, and appears and returns at the spring, when its voice is heard again; (see Jeremiah 8:7); for its voice is never heard in winter, unless on a fine day, by which may be meant, not the voice of the law, as the Jewish writers', rather of the Gospel, the joyful sound, which for a while was heard only in the land of Judea, called by way of specialty “our land”: but either of the voice of the Messiah himself, preaching the everlasting Gospel in the land of Israel when here on earth; or of John the Baptist his forerunner; and so Alshech interprets it of Elijah, who was to come before the Messiah, and refers to (Malachi 4:5). It may design the voice of all the apostles of Christ, and first ministers of the Gospel; or of the Holy Ghost, as the Targum, who appeared as a dove at Christ’s baptism; and whose voice in the hearts of his people, speaking peace and pardon, and witnessing their adoption, causes joy and gladness; or of the church itself, compared to a turtledove for its harmlessness, meekness, chastity, etc. whose voice in prayer and praise is heard, and is acceptable to Christ, (Song of Solomon 2:14).

Ver. 13. _The fig tree putteth forth her green figs_, etc.] Another sign of spring being come, nay, of its being pretty much advanced, since Christ makes this a token of summer being at hand, (Matthew 24:32). Theopompus speaks of figs in the middle of the spring. This tree puts forth its fruit at once, and does not flower or blossom, wherefore is wrongly translated; (see Gill on “Habakkuk 3:17”): though Arianus speaks of its flowering: Aben Ezra thinks the word signifies the sweetening of the figs, and so points at the time when they are sweet and eatable. By the “fig tree” may be meant the saints putting forth their grace in exercise on Christ, who may be compared to fig trees for their leaves and fruit, and for the putting forth the latter before the former; for the fig tree is a tree full of large leaves, which may be an emblem of a profession of religion, and of a conversation agreeably to it, which yet are no covering, only the righteousness of Christ is that, yet
ought to be and are ornamental; and for the fruit of it, which is wholesome, pleasant, and delightful, as are the fruits of the Spirit, the fruits of grace and righteousness, fruits meet for repentance, which ought to appear before a profession of religion is made. If the Egyptian fig tree is meant, that is a very fruitful tree; it is said to bear fruit seven times a year, but ripens no other way than by scratching it with iron hooks; and its wood cut down and cast into water, being dry, sinks, but when thoroughly wet will swim. Saints should bear fruit always, and ever continue to do so, even to old age; nor do any ever become fruitful until their hearts have been pricked and cut by the word of God; and they never grow better, or are more fruitful, than when attended with afflictions and tribulations; when they first enter into the waters of affliction, like Peter, they sink, but, when more used to them, they lift up their heads above them, and bear up with great courage and resolution. By the “green figs” may be meant the beginnings of grace in the soul, some stirrings of affection to Christ, desires of knowledge of him, pantings and breathings after his ordinances, love to his people; all which appear soon, are very imperfect, and, like unripe figs, liable to be shaken off; and it is a miracle of grace that the first impressions of it are not destroyed by the force of corruption and temptation; and it may be observed, that grace in its first appearance, though but small, is not despised, but taken notice of by Christ: yea, he makes use of it as exercised by young converts to stir up old professors, as here the church, to be more active and vigorous in it.

and the vines [with] the tender grape give a [good] smell; or “being in flower give a good smell,” as the word is used in the Targum in Isaiah 18:5; and that vines do flower appears from the same place, and from Genesis 40:10; as well as is observed by naturalists and others; and these flowers, and not the tender grapes, emit a sweet smell; and, as some say, not in the vineyards only, but in the country round about; and these are fitly mentioned next to figs, since the black fig is by some called the sister of the vine. By the vines may be intended distinct congregated churches of Christ, or particular believers; vines are very weak; and cannot bear up of themselves, must be fixed to some place, and be supported by something else; and being supported, will run up a great height, and bring forth much fruit. So saints are weak in themselves, and cannot support themselves; their strength is in Christ, and they are upheld by him, and have their dependence on him; and being supported by him they grow up to the stature of the fulness of Christ; and through their
grafting into him, and abiding in him the true vine, bring forth much fruit to the glory of God, and such as is not to be found in others. The wood of the vine is of very little worth or use, (Ezekiel 15:2,3); and yet is very lasting. Pliny ascribes a sort of an eternity to it. Believers in Christ, however weak and worthless they are in themselves, as are their best works and services, yet being in Christ they shall abide in him for ever, and never perish, but have everlasting life. And by the "tender grapes", or "flowers", may be designed either the graces of the spirit, as before; or rather young converts, the fruit of Christ’s vines, the churches, who, though weak and tender, yet are dear to Christ; and when there is a large appearance of them, it is a great encouragement to churches, and promises a glorious vintage. And the “smell” of these vines, with their grapes and flowers, may intend the fragrancy, of believers through the righteousness of Christ on them, and the odour of their graces, as exercised on him; and the sweet savour of their godly conversation, observed by all about them.

Arise, my love, my fair one, and come away; repeated from (Song of Solomon 2:10); which shows sluggishness on the part of the church, that she needed one exhortation after another; and great love on the part of Christ, that notwithstanding this he persists in calling her; and even importunity in him, that he will have no denial. and it may be observed, that what is entertaining to most of the senses is mentioned to engage the church to arise and go along with her beloved; the flowery fields would be pleasing to her eye, the chirping birds to her ear, the sweet and ripening figs to her taste, and the refreshing odour of the vines to her smell.

Ver. 14. O my dove, etc.] An epithet sometimes used by lovers, and is a new title Christ gives to his church, to express his affection for her and interest in her; and to draw her out of her retirement, to go along with him. The dove is a creature innocent and harmless, beautiful, cleanly, and chaste; sociable and fruitful, weak and timorous, of a mournful voice, and swift in flying; all which is suitable to the church and people of God: they are harmless and inoffensive in their lives and conversations; they are beautiful through the righteousness of Christ on them, and the grace of the Spirit in them; they are clean through the word Christ has spoken, and having their hearts purified by faith; they are as chaste virgins espoused to Christ, and their love to him is single and unfeigned; they cleave to him, are fruitful in grace and good works; and the church being espoused to Christ brings forth many souls unto him in regeneration; saints carry on a social worship and delight in each other’s company; they are weak and timorous,
being persecuted and oppressed by the men of the world; and mourn for their own sins and others, and often for the loss of Christ’s presence; and are swift in flying to him for safety and protection. Under this character the church is said to be

*in the clefts of the rock*, the usual place where the dove makes its nest, (Jeremiah 48:28); or retires to it for safety. Adrichomius says, there was a stone tower near Jerusalem, to the south of the mount of Olives, called “petra columbarum”, “the rock of the doves”, where often five thousand were kept at once, to which there may be an allusion here; or else it may have respect to the place where doves are forced to fly when pursued by the hawk, even into a hollow rock, as described by Homer; and may be expressive of the state of the church under persecution, when obliged to flee into holes and corners, and caves of the earth; when the Lord is a hiding place to her, in his love, and grace, and power; and particularly Christ is the Rock of his people, so called for height, strength, and duration, and they are the inhabitants of this Rock; and who was typified by the rock in the wilderness, and particularly by that into the clefts of which Moses was put, when the glory of the Lord passed before him: moreover, the clefts of this rock may design the wounds of Christ, which are opened for the salvation of men; and where saints dwell by faith, and are secure from every enemy. The Ethiopic version is, “in the shadow of the rock”, to which Christ is compared, (Isaiah 32:2); and so the Septuagint version, “in the covering of the rock”, which is no other than the shade of it. Likewise the church is said to be

*in the secret [places] of the stairs*; Christ is the stairs or steps by which saints ascend up to God, have access to and communion with him; and the secret places may have respect to the justifying righteousness of Christ, and atonement by him, hidden to other men, but revealed to them; and whither in distress they betake themselves, and are sheltered from sin, law, hell, and death, and dwell in safety. Though as such places are dark and dusty, and whither the dove, or any other creature, may in danger betake itself, so upon the whole both this and the preceding clause may design the dark, uncomfortable, and solitary condition the church was in through fear of enemies; in which situation Christ addresses her, saying,

*let me see thy countenance*, or “face”; and encourages her to appear more publicly in, his house and courts for worship, and present herself before him, and look him full in the face, and with open face behold his glory, and
not be shamefaced and fearful; not to be afraid of any thing, but come out of her lurking holes, and be seen abroad by himself and others, since the stormy weather was over, and everything was pleasant and agreeable;

*let me hear thy voice*; in prayer to him and praise of him, commending the glories and excellencies of his person, and giving thanks to him for the blessings of his grace;

*for sweet [is] thy voice*; pleasant, harmonious, melodious, having a mixture of notes in it, as the word signifies; and so exceeds the voice of a natural dove, which is not very harmonious: Herodotus makes mention of a dove that spoke with a human voice; and such a voice Christ’s dove speaks with, and it is sweet; that is, pleasant and delightful to him, who loves to hear his people relate the gracious experiences of his goodness, and speak well of his truths and ordinances; prayer is sweet music to him, and praise pleases him better than all burnt offerings;

*and thy countenance [is] comely*; fair and beautiful, and therefore need not cover her face, or hang down her head, as if ashamed to be seen, since she was in the eye of Christ a perfection of beauty.

**Ver. 15. Take us the foxes, etc.** Of which there were great numbers in Judea; (see Judges 15:4); these words are directed not to angels, nor to civil magistrates, but to ministers of the word; but whether the words of Christ, or the church, is not easy to determine; some think they are the words of the church, who had hitherto been relating what Christ said to her, and who, having neglected her vineyard, (Song of Solomon 1:6); and now stirred up by Christ to a greater care of it, expresses her concern for its flourishing; and therefore calls upon her attendants and companions, to assist in taking and destroying those which were harmful to it: but rather they seem to be the words of Christ continued; since they not only show the care of his vines, the churches; but express power and authority over those they are spoken to: and perhaps they may be the words of them both jointly; since the church, with Christ, and under him, has a right to stir up her officers to do their work, and fulfil their ministry, they have received of Christ for her service. By foxes may be meant false teachers, to whom the false prophets of old were compared, (Ezekiel 13:3,4); foxes are crafty and subtle creatures, malignant and mischievous, hungry and voracious, full of deceit and dissimulation, are of an ill smell, and abominably filthy; so false teachers walk in craftiness, use good words and fair speeches, and thereby deceive the hearts of the simple; their doctrines are pernicious,
their heresies damnable, and they bring destruction on themselves and
others; they are hungry after worldly substance, are greedy of it, and can
never have enough; devour widows’ houses, and make merchandise of
men, to enrich themselves; they put on sheep’s clothing, transform
themselves into angels of light, mimic the voice of Gospel ministers, use
their phrases and expressions, that they may not be easily discovered; and
are abominable in their principles and practices, and to be shunned by all
good men. Now ministers of the Gospel are ordered to take these, to
detect them, and refute their errors, and reprove them sharply for them;
and, after proper steps taken, to reject them, to cast them out of the
vineyards, the churches, and keep them out. Even

the little foxes; heresies and heretics are to be nipped in the bud, before
they increase to more ungodliness; otherwise errors, which may seem small
at first, soon grow larger and spread themselves, and become fatal to the
churches:

that spoil the vines; as foxes do, by gnawing the branches, biting the bark,
making bare the roots, devouring the ripe grapes, and infecting all with
their noxious teeth and vicious breath: so false teachers make divisions
and schisms in churches; disturb their peace; unsettle some, and subvert
others; sap the foundation of religion, and corrupt the word of God; and
therefore by all means to be taken, and the sooner the better;

for our vines [have] tender grapes: or “flowers”; (see Gill on “Song of
Solomon 2:13”). The “vines” are the churches; the “tender grapes”, or
“flowers”, young converts, which Christ has a particular regard unto,
(Isaiah 40:11 Isaiah 42:3); and these, having but a small degree of
knowledge, are more easily imposed upon and seduced by false teachers;
and therefore, for their sakes, should be carefully watched, and vigorously
opposed, since otherwise a promising vintage is in danger of being spoiled.
Christ, in this address, intimates, that not only he and the church, but, he
ministers also, had an interest in the vines and tender grapes, as they have;
(Song of Solomon 8:11,12); and therefore should be the more
concerned for their welfare; hence he calls them “ours”; interest carries a
powerful argument in it.

Ver. 16. My beloved [is] mine, and I [am] his, etc.] These are the words
of the church; who, having had such evidences of Christ’s love to her, and
care of her, expresses her faith of interest in him, and suggests the
obligations she lay under to observe his commands. The words are
expressive of the mutual interest had property Christ and his church have in each other: Christ is the church’s, by the Father’s gift of him to her, to be her Head, Husband, and Saviour; and by the gift of himself unto her, to be her Redeemer and ransom price; and by marriage, having espoused her to himself, in righteousness and lovingkindness; and by possession, he living and dwelling in her, by his Spirit and grace: the church also acknowledges herself to be his, as she was, by the Father’s gift of her to Christ, as his spouse and bride, his portion and inheritance; and by purchase, he having bought her with his precious blood; and by the conquest of her, by his grace in effectual calling; and by a voluntary surrender of herself unto him, under the influence of his grace: hence all he is, and has, are hers, his person, fulness, blood, and righteousness; and therefore can want no good thing. Moreover, these words suggest the near union there is between Christ and his church; they are one in a conjugal relation, as husband and wife are one; which union is personal, of the whole person of Christ to the whole persons of his people; it is a spiritual one, they having the same Spirit, the one without measure, the other in measure; it is a vital one, as is between the vine and its branches; and it is a mysterious one, next to that of the union of the three Persons in the Godhead, and of the two natures in Christ; it is an indissoluble one, the everlasting love of Christ being the bond of it, which call never be dissolved; and from this union flow a communication of the names of Christ to his church, conformity to him, communion with him, and an interest in all he has. Likewise these phrases express the mutual affliction, complacency, and delight, Christ and his church have in each other; he is beloved by his church, and she by him; she seems to have a full assurance of interest in him, and to make her boast of him; excluding all other beloveds, as unworthy to be mentioned with him: of whom she further says,

he feedeth among the lilies; which is either an apostrophe to him, “O thou that feedest”, etc. thou only art my beloved; or is descriptive of him to others, inquiring who he was, and where to be seen: the answer is, he is the person that is yonder, feeding among the lilies; either recreating and delighting himself in his gardens, the churches, where his saints are, comparable to lilies; (see Gill on “<220201> Song of Solomon 2:1, 2”); or feeding his sheep in fields where lilies grow: and it may be observed, it is not said, he feedeth on, or feeds his flock with lilies, but among them; for it is remarked [f168], that sheep will not eat them: or the sense may be, Christ feeds himself, and feeds his people, and feeds among them, as if he was crowned...
with lilies, and anointed with the oil of them; as was the custom of the ancients at festivals, thought to be here alluded to by some who read the words, “that feeds”; that is, sups in or with lilies, being anointed and crowned with them. The lily is a summer flower; the winter was now past, (Song of Solomon 2:11).

Ver. 17. Until the day break, and the shadows flee away, etc.] Which may be connected with (Song of Solomon 2:16); either with the former part, “my beloved is mine”, etc. (Song of Solomon 2:16); and then the sense is, as long as night and day continue, and God’s covenant with both stands sure; so long union to Christ, and covenant interest in him, will abide: or with the latter part, “he feedeth among the lilies until”, etc. even until his second coming: or with the next clause in this verse, 

turn, my beloved; and so is a prayer for Christ’s speedy coming to her, and continued presence with her, until the day should break: which may be understood either of the Gospel day made by the rising of Christ, the sun of righteousness, at his first coming in the flesh; when the shadows of the ceremonial law disappeared, Christ, the body and substance of them, being come, and the darkness of the Gentile world was scattered, through the light of the Gospel being sent into it: the words may be rendered, “until the day breathe”, or “blow”; and naturalists observe, that, upon the sun’s rising, an air or wind has been excited, and which ceases before the middle of the day, and never lasts so long as that; and on Christ’s, the sun of righteousness, arising with healing in his wings, some cool, gentle, and refreshing breezes of divine grace and consolation were raised, which were very desirable and grateful: or this may be understood of Christ’s second coming; which will make the great day of the Lord, so often spoken of in Scripture: and which suits as well with the Hebrew text, and the philosophy of it, as the former; for, as the same naturalists observe, the wind often blows fresh, and fine breezes of air spring up at the setting as well as at the rising of the sun; (see Genesis 3:8); and may very well be applied to Christ’s second coming, at the evening of the world; which will be a time of refreshing to the saints, and very desirable by them; and though it will be an evening to the world, which will then come to an end, with them there will be no more night of darkness, desertion, affliction, and persecution; the shadows of ignorance, infidelity, doubts, and fears, will be dispersed, and there will be one pure, clear, unbecloaked, and everlasting day; and till then the church prays, as follows:
turn, my beloved; that is, to her; who seemed to be ready to depart from her, or was gone; and therefore she desires he would turn again, and continue with her, until the time was come before mentioned: or, “turn about”\textsuperscript{174}; surround me with thy favour and lovingkindness, and secure me from all enemies, until the glorious and wished for day comes, when I shall be out of fear and danger; or, “embrace me”\textsuperscript{175}; as in (Song of Solomon 2:6); during the present dispensation, which was as a night in comparison of the everlasting day;

and be thou like a roe, or a young hart upon the mountains of Bether; the same with Bethel, according to Adrichomius\textsuperscript{176}; where were mountains, woody, set with trees, full of grass and aromatic plants; and so may be the same with the mountains of spices, (Song of Solomon 8:14); where the Ethiopic version has Bethel; and so that and the Septuagint version, in an addition to (Song of Solomon 2:9); here; (see 2 Kings 2:23,24); unless Bithron is meant, (2 Samuel 2:29); a place in Gilead, beyond Jordan, so called, because it was parted from Judea by the river Jordan: and the words are by some rendered, “the mountains of division or separation”\textsuperscript{177}; which, if referred to Christ’s first coming, may regard the ceremonial law, the wall of partition between Jew and Gentile, broke down by Christ, and the two people divided by it, which were reconciled by him; if to his spiritual coming, the same things may be intended by them as on (Song of Solomon 2:9); but if to his second coming, the spacious heavens may be meant, in which Christ will appear, and which now interpose and separate from his bodily presence; and therefore the church importunately desires his coming with speed and swiftness, like a roe or a young hart, and be seen in them; (see Revelation 22:10).
CHAPTER 3

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON

In this chapter an account is given of an adventure of the church, in quest of her beloved; of the time when, and places where, and the persons of whom she sought him; and of her success upon the whole; with a charge she give to the daughters of Jerusalem, (Song of Solomon 3:1-5); by whom she is commended, (Song of Solomon 3:6); and then Christ, her beloved, is described by her; by his bed, and the guard about it, (Song of Solomon 3:7,8); by the chariot he rode in, (Song of Solomon 3:9,10); and by the crown he wore on his coronation day, (Song of Solomon 3:11).

Ver. 1. *By night on my bed I sought him whom my soul loveth*, etc.] The day being not yet broke, the night of Jewish darkness still on the church, and the shadow of the ceremonial law as yet stretched upon her; and having some knowledge of Christ by types and prophecies, desires more, and seeks it in the use of means: though the words may be taken in a more large sense, and represent the state and condition of the church and of all true believers in any age, and at one time as well as another; who, when their beloved is absent, it is “night” with them; as Christ’s presence makes day, his absence makes night; and it was now night with the Church, either of affliction, or of darkness and desertion, and indeed of both. The word is plural, “by nights”; one night after another, successively, she sought her beloved; which both expresses the continuance of her state, and her diligence and constancy in seeking Christ. The place where she sought him was “her bed”; not the same as in (Song of Solomon 1:16); which was both Christ’s and hers, and where a different word is used; but this was purely her own: either a bed of affliction, when good men usually seek the Lord, (Isaiah 26:16) (Hosea 5:15); or rather of carnal ease and security, in which she continued, and rose not up from it to seek her beloved; which shows the cold, lukewarm, lazy frame she was in, and formal manner in which she sought him, and so succeeded not: however, he was stilt the person “whom [her] soul loved”, cordially
I sought him, but I found him not; because she sought him not aright; not
timely, nor fervently and diligently, nor in a proper place; not in her closet,
by prayer, reading, and meditation, nor in public ordinances, she afterwards
did; but on her bed.

Ver. 2. I will rise now, etc.] Perceiving she had taken a wrong method, and
therefore unsuccessful, she fixes on another; and, in the strength of divine
grace, determines to pursue it, and “now”, at once, immediately, without
any delay, “rise” from her bed of sloth and ease, and forego her carnal
pleasures, in pursuit of her beloved; which showed the sincerity of her love
to him;

and go about the city; not the city of Jerusalem, though there may be an
allusion to it; but the spiritual city, of which saints are fellow citizens,
where they dwell, and where the word is preached, and the ordinances are
administered: and “going about” it, as she proposed, showed her diligence
and industry in seeking him: and the night being an unseasonable time to
walk about a city, especially for women, this is a further proof of her great
love to Christ, in that she not only exposed herself to reproach and scandal,
but to harm and danger also; but being fired with love, and fearless of
danger\footnote{f179}, and set on finding her beloved, she resolved to proceed,
whenever she suffered. Hence she sought him

in the streets, and in the broad ways; that is, of the city, such as commonly
are in cities; so Troy is described\footnote{f180} as a city, having broad ways in it; and
also Athens\footnote{f181}: meaning the public ordinances of the Gospel, where he
takes his walks, and often shows himself; in seeking him here, she was
right, though she did not succeed;

I will seek him whom my soul loveth; her love was still the same, not
abated, more likely to be increased through disappointment; nor was she
discouraged, but was determined to go on seeking, till she found him;

I sought him, but I found him not; this was to chastise her for her former
negligence; to try her faith, love, and patience; and to show that even the
best means, though to be used, are not to be depended on; and that Christ
has his own time and way to make himself known to his people, which
depends on his sovereign will.
Ver. 3. The watchmen that go about the city found me, etc.] By whom are meant the ministers of the Gospel; who are called watchmen, as the prophets were under the Old Testament, (Isaiah 52:8 Isaiah 62:6 Ezekiel 33:7); in allusion to watchmen in cities; and are so called in regard to themselves, it being their duty to watch over themselves; and to their doctrine, and all opportunities to preach it, and the success of it: their business with respect to others is to give the time of night; to point out the state and condition of the church; to give notice of danger to sinners in the broad road to destruction; and to saints, through the prevalence of error, heresy, and immorality; all which require sobriety, vigilance, prudence, courage, and faithfulness; and show the necessity and utility of the Gospel ministry, and the awfulness of it; and the care Christ takes of his churches, in providing such officers in them. These are said to “go about the city”, denoting their industry and diligence; and being in the way of their duty, they “found” the church, fell upon her case in their ministry, and hit it exactly; which shows the efficacy of the word under a divine direction; which finds out sinners, and their sins; saints, and their particular cases, unknown to ministers; and the church, having met with something suitable to her case under their ministry, [to whom I said], took an opportunity privately to discourse with them, and put this question to them, Saw ye him whom my soul loveth? meaning Christ; who was still the object of her love, and uppermost in her thoughts; whom she thus describes, without mentioning his name, as if he was the only “Him” in the world worthy of any regard; which shows how much he was in her mind, how much the desires and affections of her soul were towards him, and that these ministers needed no other description of him. No answer is returned to her question that is recorded; not because they were not able to give one, nor because they did not; and if they did not, it might be owing to her haste, not waiting for one; and if they did, she not being able to apply it to her case, no notice is taken of it: however, though she did not find immediate relief by them, yet she met with something from them that was of use to her afterwards, as appears by what follows.

Ver. 4. [It was] but a little that I passed from them, etc.] Either a small moment of time, as the Targum and Aben Ezra; or a little distance of place, that is, from the watchmen or ministers, from whom she passed; not through disrespect to them, much less contempt of them; nor because she
received no benefit at all from them; but her going on shows she did not rest in means, but looked beyond them, and went on further in the exercise of her faith, and hope of finding her beloved: and meeting with him a little after she had passed from the ministers suggests that Christ is not far from his ministers and ordinances; for it follows,

*but I found him whom my soul loveth*; which she expresses with the utmost exultation and pleasure, which meeting with him must give her, after such long and fruitless searches, and so many disappointments; (see John 1:41); and for Christ to show himself, without which there is no finding him, is a proof of the greatness of his love, and of the freeness and sovereignty of it; and that means, though to be used, are not to be depended on; nor should we be discouraged when they fail, since Christ can make himself known without them, as he did here to the church; who says,

*I held him, and would not let him go*; which on the part of the church is expressive of her faith in him, signified by laying hold on him, his person, righteousness, grace, and strength, (Proverbs 3:18); and of her strong affection to him, grasping and embracing him in her arms of faith and love; and of her fear and jealousy lest he should depart from her again; and of her steady resolution to hold him, whatever was the consequence of it: and, on his part, it intimates a seeming offer to be gone; and a gracious allowance to lay hold on him; and his wonderful condescension to be held by her; and the delight and pleasure he took in the exercise of her faith upon him; for it was not against but with his will he was held by her; and this she determined to do, and not let go her hold,

*until*, says she,

*I had brought him into my mother’s house, and into the chambers of her that conceived me*; the allusion is to the tents and apartments women had in former times, distinct from their husbands, (Genesis 24:67 Genesis 31:33); and all this may be understood either of the visible church, and the ordinances of it, the mother of all true believers, where they are born again, brought up and nourished; and where Christ may be said to be brought, when his name is professed, his Gospel is embraced, and his ordinances are submitted to; and here the church is desirous of introducing Christ, that she with others might magnify him, and praise him for all the instances of his grace and goodness, and have communion with him: or else the heart, and the inmost recesses of it, may be meant; where
the incorruptible seed of divine grace is cast; where the new creature; conceived, born, and brought up, until it becomes a perfect man; and where Christ is desired to be, and to dwell by faith, and saints may have uninterrupted communion with him: unless the heavenly mansions are intended, the house of the Jerusalem above, the mother of us all; where saints long to be with Christ, enjoy him, and never lose his presence more; till then the church resolves to hold him fast in the arms of faith, hope, and love, and not let him go.

Ver. 5. *I charge you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem,* etc.] Which are either the words of Christ, adjuring the young converts not to disturb the church; who had now Christ in her arms, taking repose with him, being wearied with running about in search of him: or they are the words of the church; who having experienced a long absence of Christ, and having been at much pains in search of him, and now had found him, was very unwilling to part with him; and fearing these young converts should by any unbecoming word or action provoke him to depart, she gives them a solemn charge; *by the roes and by the hinds of the field, that ye stir not up, nor awake my love, till he please;* (see Gill on “*Song of Solomon 2:7*”).

Ver. 6. *Who [is] this that cometh out of the wilderness,* etc.] This is said by the daughters of Jerusalem, adjured in (*Song of Solomon 3:5*); who, upon the happy meeting of Christ and his church, saw a greater glory and beauty in her than they had seen before; and therefore put this question, not as ignorant of her, but as admiring at her. By the wilderness she is said to “come out” of is meant either a state of nature, as Theodoret; in which all the elect of God are before conversion, and out of which they are brought by efficacious grace; called a wilderness, because of the barrenness and unfruitfulness of persons in such a state; and because of the perplexed ways and tracks in it, which bewilder a man that he knows not which to take; and because of the want of spiritual provisions in it; and because of the danger men are exposed unto through holes and pits, and beasts of prey: in such a state God finds his people, convinces them of it, and brings them out of it; which is an instance of surprising and distinguishing grace: or else the world itself may be meant, the wilderness of the people, (*Ezekiel 20:35*); so called because of the roughness of the way, the many tribulations the saints pass through in it; and because of the traps and snares that are in it, through evil men, the lusts of the flesh, and the temptations of Satan; because of the many evil beasts in it, ungodly men,
false teachers, and Satan the roaring lion; and because of the plentiful table God furnishes here for his people, feeding them in the wilderness with Gospel doctrines and spiritual ordinances, (Revelation 12:14); and because of the many windings and turnings of Providence in it, through all which they are led in a right way to the city of their habitation: now though they are in the world, they are not of it; they are called out of it, and quit as much as may be the company and conversation of the men of it; and through the grace of God are more and more weaned from it, and long after another and better world; all which may be intended by their coming out of this: or else this may design a state of sorrow and distress when under desertion, and without the presence of Christ; which had lately been the case of the church, who had been in a bewildered condition, and not knowing where her beloved was, ran about here and there in quest of him, like one in a wood, seeking him and calling after him; but now having sight of him, and some communion with him, is represented as coming out of that state. She is further described as being

*like pillars of smoke, perfumed with myrrh and frankincense*; her heart being inflamed with love to Christ, her affections moved upwards, heavenwards, and were set on things above; and which were sincere and upright, rose up in the form of palm trees, as the word signifies, a very upright tree; and these moved steadily towards Christ, and could not be diverted from him by the winds of temptation, affliction, and persecution; and though there might be some degree of dulness and imperfection in them, hence called “pillars of smoke”; yet being perfumed with the sweet smelling myrrh of Christ’s sacrifice, and the incense of his mediation, became acceptable to God. It is added,

*with all powders of the merchant*: odorous ones, such are the graces of the Spirit, which Christ the merchantman is full of; and makes his people, their affections and prayers, of a sweet smelling savour with. Ben Melech interprets it of garments perfumed with spices; see (Psalm 45:8); Some render the words, “above” or “more excellent than all powders of the merchant”, druggist or apothecary; no such drug nor spice to be found in their shops, that smell so sweet as Christ, his grace and righteousness.

Ver. 7. *Behold his bed which [is] Solomon’s*, etc.] Not Solomon the son of David, and penman of this song, but a greater than he, the antitype of him; so it is interpreted of the Messiah by many Jewish writers: they
were both sons of David and sons of God, and kings and preachers in Jerusalem. Solomon was a type of Christ in his wisdom and wealth, in the largeness and peaceableness of his kingdom; in his marriage with Pharaoh’s daughter, and in building the temple, a figure of the church: and by his bed is meant the place where saints meet together for religious worship, his church visible, which is his resting and dwelling place; where souls are begotten and born again, and have fellowship with Christ; and which he has a property in by gift and purchase: and a behold is prefixed to it as a note of attention, directing the daughters of Jerusalem to turn off the discourse from her, and from commendation of her, to consider the greatness of Christ her beloved; who might conclude, that if his bed was so stately as after described, bow great must he himself be; and as a note of admiration, to show how much she was affected with the greatness of his grace to her, and the privileges she enjoyed of having nearness to him, and fellowship with him;

*threescore valiant men [are] about it, of the valiant of Israel*; ministers of the Gospel, such as are Israelites indeed, faithful and upright; and who are valiant, and heartily concerned for the good and welfare of Christ’s people, and are careful that nothing hurt them, nor disturb their rest and repose. In the number of them, the allusion may be to the guard about Solomon’s bed; which might consist of so many, partly for the security of his royal person, and partly for grandeur and majesty: and were just double the number of his father’s worthies, he excelling him in greatness and glory; though it may be a certain number is put for an uncertain; and this is a competent and sufficient one.

**Ver. 8. They all hold swords, etc.] Or a “sword”**, the word is singular, which designs the word of God, called the sword of the Spirit, and said to be sharper than a twoedged sword, (Ephesians 6:17) (Hebrews 4:12); which everyone of the ministers of the Gospel hold in their hands; and which denotes not only their apprehension, but their retention of it, and firm adherence to it; it cleaves to them, and they to that; they and their sword cannot be parted, as Gussetius observes the word signifies; these ministers could not be prevailed upon to drop it, or part with it, but retained it to the last; which shows them to be valiant men;

*[being] expert in war*; in military straits, in the spiritual war against sin, Satan, and the world, in common with other Christians; and in fighting the good fight of faith, against all opposers of the doctrines of the Gospel;
knowing how to use to the best advantage the spiritual sword, the Scriptures of truth, to defend the Gospel, and refute error;

*every man [hath] his sword upon his thigh*: as a preparation for war, and an indication of readiness to engage in it, (Psalm 45:3); for, being on the thigh, it is near, easy to come at, at once upon occasion, and so always in a posture of defence; all which expresses the familiar acquaintance ministers have with the word of God, its nearness, so that they can easily come at it, and furnish themselves with a sufficient proof of truth, and with proper arguments for the refutation of error. And this is done

*because of fear in the night*: when there is most danger; hence Cyrus considering that men are most easily taken when eating and drinking, and in the bath, and in bed, and in sleep, looked out for the most faithful men to be his bodyguard. By “night” or “nights” may be meant the nights of desertion, temptation, affliction, and persecution; when saints are in fear of their spiritual enemies, and of being overcome and destroyed by them: now Christ has provided a guard for his people, to prevent or remove these fears, and defend them from such as would make inroads upon their faith and comfort; namely, his ministers, that by their ministerings they may be a means of securing their peace and comfort, and of freeing them from all terrible apprehensions of things; which, as it shows the safety and security of the saints, so the tender care and concern of Christ for them.

**Ver. 9.** King Solomon made himself a chariot of the wood of Lebanon.] The word translated chariot is only used in this place; some render it a bride chamber; others a nuptial bed, such as is carried from place to place; it is used in the Misnah for the nuptial, bed, or open chariot, in which the bride was carried from her father’s house to her husband’s. The Septuagint render it by φόρετον, a word near in sound to that in the Hebrew text, and was the “lectica” of the ancients, somewhat like our “sedan”; some of which were adorned with gold and precious stones, and had silver feet, or pillars, as follows: it seems upon the whole to be the nuptial chariot in which, according to Pausanias, three only were carried, the bride, who sat in the middle, then the bridegroom, and then the friend of the bridegroom: something of this kind is the “palki” or “palanquin” of the Indians, in which the bride and bridegroom are carried on the day of marriage on four men’s shoulders: and by this “chariot” may be meant either the human nature of Christ, in which he descended and ascended to heaven; or his church, in which he shows himself to his
people in his ordinances, where he rides in triumph, conquering and to conquer, by his Spirit and grace, in his word; or the covenant of grace, in which Christ shows the freeness and sovereignty of his love in being the Mediator, surety, and messenger of it; and in which his people are bore up and supported under and carried through many trials and exercises in this life, and are brought triumphantly to heaven; or rather the Gospel, and the ministration of it, in which Christ shows himself as in a chariot, in the glory of his person, offices, grace, and love; in this he is carried up and down in the world, (Acts 9:15); and by it is conveyed to the souls of men; and in it he triumphs over his enemies, and causes his ministers to triumph also: and he is the subject, sum, and substance of it, and the alone author of it; for he is the Solomon here spoken of that made it; it is not a device of men’s, but a revelation of his, and therefore called “the Gospel of Christ”; and which he gives to men to preach, a commission to preach it, and qualifications for it: and this he does “for himself”, to set forth the glories of his person and office, to display the riches of his grace, and to show himself to be the only way of salvation to host sinners: and this chariot being said to be “of the wood of Lebanon”, cedar, which is both incorruptible and of a good smell; may denote the uncorruptness of the Gospel, as dispensed by faithful ministers, and the continuance and duration of it, notwithstanding the efforts of men and devils to the contrary; and the acceptableness of it to the saints, to whom is the savour of life unto life; and it being a nuptial chariot that seems designed, it agrees with the Gospel, in the ministry of which souls are brought to Christ, and espoused as a chaste virgin to him, (2 Corinthians 11:2).

**Ver. 10.** *He made the pillars thereof [of] silver,* etc.] The truths and doctrines of the Gospel are the “pillars” of it; which, like pillars, are solid and substantial, and continue firm and immovable, and are of great use to support the children of God under the several trials and exercises they are attended with; and, for their utility, value, and duration, are said to be of “silver”, and are as carefully to be sought for and into as that is, and even to be preferred to it, being of more worth than “thousands of gold and silver”; the ministers of the Gospel are sometimes compared to pillars, and the church itself is said to be the pillar and ground of truth, (Galatians 2:9 1 Timothy 3:15);

*the bottom thereof [of] gold;* Christ, the golden bottom of the Gospel, the sum and substance of it, the principal subject in it to be insisted on; he is laid in it as the bottom, ground, and foundation of faith and hope, and of
everlasting life and salvation; and for its richness, firmness, and duration, may be said to be of gold, as the street of the New Jerusalem, (Revelation 21:21); or its “pavement”, as the word here signifies. The Septuagint render it, a “reclining” place, to sit and rest, or lean upon; such is Christ;

the covering of it [of] purple; or the top of it; the word signifies a chariot itself: it may respect such doctrines of the Gospel which relate to redemption, pardon of sin, and justification through the blood of Christ; and all under the purple covering of the blood of Christ are secure from wrath to come, and go safe to heaven;

the midst thereof being paved [with] love, for the daughters of Jerusalem; the carpet wrought with lovely figures or with love stories: the doctrines and ordinances of the Gospel are full of love, of God in Christ, in providing Christ as a Saviour, and sending him to be one; and of the love of Christ in assuming human nature, and suffering and dying in it for sinners, even for Jerusalem sinners; the Gospel sets forth the heart of Christ as “inflamed”, as the word here used signifies, with love to the daughters of Jerusalem, his dear children, which moved him to do all he did and suffered for them; and could his heart be looked into, the very images of these persons would be seen upon it: the ordinances of the Gospel are designed both to set forth, in the most striking manner, the love of Christ to his sons and daughters, for whose sake he became man and suffered death, and to draw forth their love to him; so the words may be rendered, “paved with love by the daughters of Jerusalem”, or “with the love of them” how delightful must it be to ride in such a chariot, or sit under such a ministry, where there is nothing but love! moreover, the whole description of the “bride chamber”, which some choose to render the word for “chariot” by, well agrees with the New Jerusalem state, as given in (Revelation 21:1-27), where the church being as a bride prepared for her husband, will be introduced, the nuptial feast will be kept, and Christ will be seen by the daughters of Zion in all his regal glory, with the royal diadem on his head, as he is described in (Song of Solomon 3:11).

Ver. 11. Go forth, O ye daughters of Zion, etc.] The same with the daughters of Jerusalem; the reason of the variation is, because Christ, here so gloriously described, is King of Zion, and they his subjects; these the church observing, being intent on looking at the bed and chariot she had described, calls them from those objects to look at a more glorious one; to
whom Solomon in all his glory, on his coronation or marriage day, to which the allusion is, was not equal; wherefore she invites them to “go forth” and look at him, as people are forward to go out of their houses to see a crowned king pass along the streets, especially on his coronation day; and men never see any glory and excellency in Christ, until they go out of themselves, and look off of every other object to him alone;

*and behold King Solomon with the crown wherewith his mother crowned him in the day of his espousals;* alluding to a custom with the Jews, to put nuptial crowns on the heads of married persons, both men and women, on the marriage day: Christ is undoubtedly here meant by Solomon, who is King of Zion, King of saints; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 3:7”); by whose mother is meant either the church, the Jerusalem above, the mother of us all, of Christ mystical; or else every believer, who is not only his brother and sister, but his mother, (Matthew 12:50); and this may refer to the time when Christ is first made known unto and held by a sensible sinner, in the glory of his person, and the fulness of his grace, as sitting and riding in the chariot of the everlasting Gospel; when such honour him, and crown him by venturing on him, and believing in him; for every act of faith on Christ is putting the crown upon his head; and every submission to his ordinances is an acknowledging him King of saints; and every ascription of salvation to him and his grace by any, is casting their crowns at his and setting one on his head; and such a time is the time of his open espousals to them, when such consent to be his for ever, and give up their whole selves to him; there was a secret espousal of all the elect to Christ, upon the Father’s grant of them to him in eternity; and there is an open espousal of them to him personally, at their conversion under the ministry of the word, when they are espoused as chaste virgins to Christ; at which time there is a large breaking forth of Christ’s love to them, and of theirs to him: hence it is called “the love of their espousals”; (see 2 Corinthians 11:2; Jeremiah 2:2); and here

*the day of the gladness of his heart;* when Christ gladly and cheerfully receives such souls into his embraces, and rejoices over them as the bridegroom over the bride: now the church would have the daughters of “Jerusalem behold”, look at this glorious person with an eye of faith and love, with attention and admiration; (see Zechariah 9:9); there being such astonishing, incomparable, and transcendent excellencies in him, which require such looks as these;
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In this chapter is contained a large commendation of the church’s beauty by Christ; first, more particularly, by an enumeration of several parts, as her eyes, hair, teeth, lips, temples, neck, and breasts, (Song of Solomon 4:1-5); and more generally, (Song of Solomon 4:7); And having observed where he himself was determined to go, he invites her to go with him; which he enforces, partly from the danger she was exposed unto where she was (Song of Solomon 4:6,8); and partly from the comeliness of her person and graces in his esteem; with which he was ravished, and therefore was extremely desirous of her company, (Song of Solomon 4:9-11); And then enters into some new descriptions of her; as a garden and orchard, as a spring and fountain, (Song of Solomon 4:12-14); all which she makes to be owing to him, (Song of Solomon 4:15); And the chapter is closed with an order from Christ to the winds to blow on his garden, and cause the spices of it to flow out; and with an invitation of the church to Christ, to come into his garden, and relax there, (Song of Solomon 4:16).

Ver. 1. Behold, thou [art] fair, my love; behold, thou [art] fair, etc.] The same as in (Song of Solomon 1:15); here repeated by Christ, to introduce the following commendation; to express the greatness of his love to his church; and show that he had the same opinion of her, and esteem for her, notwithstanding what had passed between that time and this;

thou [hast] doves’ eyes within thy locks; the same comparison, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 1:15”); only with this difference, here her eyes are said to be “within [her] locks”: which, whether understood of the ministers of the Gospel; or of the eyes of the understanding, particularly of, the eye of faith, as has been observed on the above place; do not seem so much to design the imperfection of the sight of the one or of the other, in the present state, as eyes within or under locks and in some measure covered with them, hinder the sight of them; as the modesty of either of them; locks being decently tied up, as the word signifies, is a sign thereof, as the contrary is a sign of boldness and wantonness. Doves’ eyes themselves are
expressive of modesty and humility, and, this phrase added to them, increases the idea; such ministers, who have the largest gifts, greatest grace, light, and knowledge, are the most humble, witness the Apostle Paul; and this phrase expresses the beauty of them, not only in the eyes of Christ, but in the eyes of those to whom they publish the good tidings of salvation: and so it may denote what an exceeding modest grace faith is, which receives all from Christ, and gives him all the glory, and takes none to itself; and what a beauty there is in it, insomuch that Christ is ravished with it, (Song of Solomon 4:9); and seems rather to be the sense here; *thy hair [is] as a flock of goats*; like the hair of goats, so Ben Melech. Hair adds much to the comeliness of persons, and is therefore frequently mentioned, both with respect to the bride and bridegroom, in this song, (Song of Solomon 5:1 Song of Solomon 6:5 Song of Solomon 7:5); and so in all poems of this kind; and one part of the comeliness of women lies in their hair; 

“let a woman, says Apuleius, be adorned with ever such fine garments, and decked with gold and jewels, yet, without this ornament, she will not be pleasing; no, not Verus herself.”

The women in Homer, are described by their beautiful hair; nor is it unusual to compare the hair of women, and represent it as superior to a fleece of the choicest flock. And here the church’s hair is said to be like the hair of goats, for that is the sense of the expression; and which is thought to be most like to human hair, (1 Samuel 19:13); and it is compared to that, not so much for its length and sleekness, as for its colour, being yellowish; which, with women formerly, was in esteem, and reckoned graceful; this being the colour of the hair of some of the greatest beauties, as Helena, Philoxena, and others, whose hair was flaxen and yellow; hence great care was taken to make it look so, even as yellow as gold: the Jewish women used to have their perukes, or false hair, of goats’ hair, and still have in some places to this day; and it should seem the Roman women also had, to which the poet refers. And the church’s hair here is said to be like the hair of a flock of goats, *that appear from Mount Gilead*; or rather “on Mount Gilead”, as Noldius: Gilead was a mountain in the land of Israel, beyond Jordan, famous for pasturage for cattle, where flocks of goats were fed, as was usual on mountains; and, being well fed, their hair was long, smooth, neat, and glistening; and so to spectators, at a distance, looked very beautiful and
lovely; especially in the morning at sun rising, and, glancing on them with its bright and glittering rays, were delightful. So R. Jonah, from the use of the word in the Arabic language, which signifies the morning, interprets it, which “rise early in the morning”; and which, as Schultens observes, some render,

“leading to water early in the morning;”

the Vulgate Latin version is, “that ascend from Mount Gilead”, from a lower to a higher part of it; which is approved of by Bochart. Now the hair of the church may be interpreted either of believers, the several members of the church of Christ; the hairs of the head are numerous, grow upon the head, and have their nourishment from it; are weak in themselves, but depend upon the head, and are an ornament to it: so the saints, though few in comparison of the world, yet by themselves are a great number, which no man can number; these grow upon Christ, the Head of the church, and receive their nourishment from him; and, though weak in themselves, have strength from him, and have their dependence on him; and are an ornament and crown of glory to him; and who are cared for and numbered by him, so that no one can be lost; see (Ezekiel 5:1-5). Or rather it may be interpreted of the outward conversation of the saints; hair is visible, is a covering, and an ornament, when taken care of, and managed aright, and has its dependence and is influenced by the head: the good conversation of the church and its members is visible to all, as the hair of the head, and as a flock of goats on Mount Gilead; and is a covering, though not from divine justice, yet from the reproaches of men; is ornamental to believers, and to the doctrine they profess; especially when their conversation is ordered aright, according to the weird of God, and is influenced by grace, communicated from Christ, the Head.

Ver. 2. *Thy teeth [are] like a flock [of sheep],* etc.] That is, like the teeth of a flock of sheep; as her eyes were like the eyes of doves, and her hair like the hair of goats: and Galen long ago observed, that human teeth are much like the teeth of sheep, in figure, order, and structure, as well as are small and white; neatly set, innocent and harmless, not ravenous and voracious, cropping herbs and grass only; the whiteness of the teeth is chiefly intended, in which the beauty of them lies, for which they are sometimes compared to Parian marble for whiteness. The Targum interprets these teeth of the priests and Levites; but it is much better to understand them of the ministers of the Gospel: teeth are bony, solid, firm,
and strong, sharp to cut and break the food, and prepare it for the stomach: all which well agree with ministers; who are strong in the Lord, and in his grace, to labour in the word and doctrine; to oppose gainsayers, withstand Satan’s temptations; bear the reproaches of the world, and the infirmities of weaker saints; and remain firm and unmoved in their ministry; unshaken by all they meet with, from without and from within: they are sharp to rebuke such who are unsound in the faith, or corrupt in their morals, and to penetrate into Gospel truths; to cut and rightly divide the word of truth, and break the bread of life to others, and so chew and prepare spiritual food for souls; not raw and crude; not hard and difficult of digestion, but plain and easy to be understood. And they are like to a flock of sheep,

[that are even] shorn; on which no wool is left, sticking out here and there; which is another good property of teeth, that are of equal size and bigness, do not stand out, nor rise up one above another; and are as if they had been “cut [and] planed, [and made] alike”\(^\text{[217]}\), as some render the word: which may denote the equality of Gospel ministers in power and authority; one having no superiority over another; all having the same mission and commission, employed in the same work, preaching the same Gospel; and though their gifts are different, yet there is a harmony and agreement in the doctrines they preach;

which came up from the washing; white and clean, which is another property of good teeth; as the teeth of sheep be, and they themselves are, when just come up out of the washing pit: this may signify the washing of regeneration, and renewing of the Holy Ghost, which are necessary to ministers of the word, in order to preach it; and more especially the purity of their lives and conversations, in which they should be examples to the flock;

whereof everyone bear twins, and none [is] barren among them; the figures are just and beautiful; it is common with sheep to bear twins, or more, in the eastern countries, as the philosopher observes\(^\text{[218]}\); frequent mention is made of goats bearing twins\(^\text{[219]}\): these may answer to the two rows of teeth, and the word for “teeth” is in the dual number; and when these are white and clean, and equal, are well set, and not one wanting, none rotten, nor shed, nor fallen out, look very beautiful. This may express the fruitfulness and success of Gospel ministers, in bringing many souls to Christ; and was particularly true of the apostles, and first ministers of the Gospel, who were instrumental in the conversion of many; and who bore
twins to Christ, Jews and Gentiles; and none were without their usefulness. Likewise all this may be understood of believers in general, and of meditation and faith in them; by meditation they feed upon Christ, his Gospel, doctrines, and promises; they chew the end, and ruminate on the word of God; and are equal, alike partakers of the same grace, and blessings of it; and are sanctified, and, in some measure, cleansed, from the pollution of their minds and actions; ascend heavenwards in their thoughts, desires, and affections; and are not “barren” and unfruitful in the knowledge of Christ and his Gospel; and generally, through meditation, bring forth the “twins” of prayer and praise: by faith also they feed on Christ and his grace; and which is “alike”, precious faith in all, as to nature and quality; is “pure”, sincere, and unfeigned; is always fruitful, and bears the “twins” of love to Christ, and of love to his saints; and is not “barren”, but attended with the fruits of righteousness.

Ver. 3. *Thy lips [are] like a thread of scarlet*, etc.] To a “thread” for thinness, to “scarlet” for colour; thin red lips being beautiful, as well as white teeth; so the beautiful Aspasia had red lips, and teeth whiter than snow; hence we read of red and purple lips. Now as lips are the instruments of speech, the words of the church, and of all true believers, may be designed; what is said by them in their prayers, which are filled, not with great swelling words of vanity, exalting themselves, and magnifying their works, like the Pharisee; but with humble confessions of sin, and acknowledgments of their unworthiness of mercy; and they are constant, like one continued thread, they go on praying all their days: and the scarlet colour may denote the fervency of them, whereby they become available with God; and the acceptableness of them to God, through the mediation of Christ, whose blood, and not any worthiness of theirs, is pleaded in them: their words of praise also may be signified hereby; which are not filled with big swollen encomiums of themselves, and of what they have done; but with expressions of the goodness and grace of God to them; and with thankfulness for all mercies, both temporal and spiritual, bestowed upon them; and these are hearty and sincere, coming from a heart inflamed with the love of God, which make such lips look like scarlet; and that being in great esteem may intimate the acceptableness of them to God, through the blood and sacrifice of Christ. To which may be added, that the doctrines of the Gospel, delivered by the ministers of the church, who are her lips, may be taken into the sense of this clause; which are like a “thread”, spun out of the Scriptures, and are harmonious and all of a piece,
consistent and closely connected; the subject and matter of which are the blood, sufferings, and death of Christ, and the blessings that come thereby; and which also, like scarlet, are valuable and precious;

*and thy speech [is] comely;* which explains the preceding clause; and shows, that by her lips her speech is meant, which is “comely”, that is, graceful and amiable; as it is when believers speak of Christ, of his person, offices, and grace; and for him, in vindication of his truths and ordinances; when they speak to him, in prayer or in praise; and when, in common conversation, their speech is with grace;

*thy temples [are] like a piece of a pomegranate within thy locks;* not like a piece of the tree, but of the fruit, when the shell of it bursts of itself, through the abundance of liquor in it; such the Israelites found at one of their stations, and therefore called it “Rimmonparez”, the pomegranate of rupture, or the bursted pomegranate; and in the tribe of Zebulun was a city called Remmonmethoar, the beautiful pomegranate, (Joshua 19:13); now the rind being broken it appears full of grains or kernels, of a white colour, interspersed with a reddish purple juice, like blood, as Pausanias remarks, and looks very beautiful; and is aptly used to set forth the church’s beauty, who, like her beloved, is “white and ruddy”, (Song of Solomon 5:10): by which may be meant ecclesiastical officers, placed on an eminence in the church; to take care, among other things, of the discipline of it, according to the laws of Christ, (1 Timothy 5:17, Hebrews 13:17, Romans 12:8); The temples, in the Hebrew tongue, have their name from the thinness and tenderness of them, having but little flesh on them, and covered with a thin skin; and, in the Greek tongue, from the evident beating of the pulse in them; and their situation is between the ear and the eye: all which denote, that such officers should be spiritual men, and have as little carnality in them as may be; that they should use great tenderness in the administrations of their office, particularly in giving admonitions and reproofs: and, as by the beating of the pulse the state of a constitution is discerned, whether healthy or not; so the state of the church may be judged of by the discipline of it; if that is neglected, it is in a bad state, and in a declining condition; but if strictly observed, it is in a healthful and flourishing one: and the temples being between the eye and the ear may teach, that, in the management of church affairs, the officers are to make use of both; their ears are to be open to all; and they are not to shut their eyes against clear and plain evidence: and being said to be “within [her] locks”, may be expressive of the meekness and humility of
such officers, who are not to lord it over God’s heritage; and of the private manner in which admonitions are to be given, in case of private offences; and of the affairs and concertos of a church being kept private, and not blazed abroad. And these may be compared to “a piece of a pomegranate”, because of their being full of gifts, and grace, and good works, visible to men; and for their harmony and union among themselves, and with the church and its members; and the strict regard that, in all things, is had to the rules and laws of Christ; all which make the officers of the church, and the discipline of it, acceptable to him. It may be further observed, that the temples, taken largely, include the “cheeks” also; and so some render the word \textsuperscript{f226} here; and the purple juice of the pomegranate well expresses the colour of them; hence we read of purple cheeks \textsuperscript{f227}: and this may denote the beauty and modesty of the church; whose blushing looks, and ruddy cheeks, made her extremely beautiful in the eye of Christ.

Ver. 4. \textit{Thy neck [is] like the tower of David, builded for an armoury}, etc.] This was either the strong hold of Zion; or some tower erected by David for an armoury, wherein his worthies or mighty men bring up their shields; Mr. Sandys\textsuperscript{f228} says, it stood aloft in the utmost angle of a mountain, whose ruins are yet extant: though the neck is compared to this, not for its height, seeing a high and outstretched neck is a token of pride and haughtiness with the Jews, (\textsuperscript{<230316>Isaiah 3:16}; see (\textsuperscript{<197405>Psalm 74:5}); and so the phrase is used in Latin writers\textsuperscript{f229}; but for its being ornamented with spoils hung up in it, as golden shields after mentioned, as the neck is with pearls, jewels, and chains of gold, (\textsuperscript{<220110>Song of Solomon 1:10}); The word for “armoury” is from “alaph”, “to teach”; not as being a pattern to teach artificers, as Jarchi; nor to show passengers their way, as R. Jonah and others, who think this tower was built as a “pharus”, for such a purpose\textsuperscript{f230}; but it was as an arsenal, in which young learners of the art of war laid up their weapons, as well as what were taken from an enemy; or what were made and laid up here, as a store in time of need. By the church’s neck may be meant either the ministers of the word, set in the highest part of the body, the church, next to Christ the Head, and in subjection to him; to whom they hold, and whose name, cause, and interest, they bear up and support in the world; and are the means of conveying spiritual food from him to the souls of men; and are adorned with the gifts and graces of the Spirit: and may be compared to the “tower of David”, for their integrity and uprightness, and for their strength and immovableness, standing firm and unmoved against the batteries of Satan and the world, and for the
defence of the Gospel; and to that “built for an armoury”, they being furnished with the whole armour of God. An ancient writer\textsuperscript{f231} supposes the Apostle Paul is particularly meant; that eminent exalter of Christ the Head, and who was set for the defence of the Gospel: or it may be rather the Scriptures themselves are meant; which point out and hold forth Christ the Head, and make him manifest to the sons of men; and are a means of conveying spiritual breath; when attended with a divine power, then are they spirit and life; and of conveying food to the souls of men, very nourishing and satisfying; and are bespangled with glorious truths and precious promises; where every truth is a golden link, and every promise a pearl, to a believer: and they may be compared to the “tower of David” for their sublimity, being out of the reach and above the capacity of a natural man; and for their firmness and immovableness, which Satan and all his emissaries will never be able to remove out of the world; and like to that as “built for an armoury”,

\textit{whereon there hang a thousand bucklers, all shields of mighty men}: no other armour is mentioned, as in this armoury, but shields; they being a principal part of armour, and are especially\textsuperscript{f232} so called, as in the Septuagint version of (\textsuperscript{1}Kings 14:26,27); these shields are armour of mighty men; mighty, through God and his grace, to perform mighty actions, and do great exploits; being furnished from the spiritual armoury with the whole armour of God, to repel Satan’s temptations, to defend the Gospel, and refute error; particularly the ministers of the word are those mighty men; though it is applicable to all saints.

might have a fountain of nourishment; and are fitly compared to twins of the doe. The hind, for the most part, brings but one roe at a time; but there are some, the philosopher says\textsuperscript{f233}, bring twins; by which the beauty of the breasts is expressed: “young roes” may point at the smallness of them, large breasts are not accounted handsome; and “twins”, at their equal size and shape, not one larger nor higher than the other, that would be a deformity; twins are generally alike;

\textit{which feed among the lilies}; and are fat and plump: the allusion may be to the putting of lilies in the bosom, between the breasts, as other flowers; lilies are reckoned among the decorations of women, in the Apocrypha:

“And pulled off the sackcloth which she had on, and put off the garments of her widowhood, and washed her body all over with water, and anointed herself with precious ointment, and braided the
hair of her head, and put on a tire upon it, and put on her garments of gladness, wherewith she was clad during the life of Manasses her husband.” (Judith 10:3)

Ver. 5. *Thy two breasts [are] like two young roes that are twins,* etc.] Or, “two fawns, the twins of a doe”: Providence, as Plutarch observes, has given to women two breasts, that, should they have twins, both or rather to the creatures mentioned, the roes and hinds, which feed among lilies, in fields where lilies grow; for these grow in fields as well as in gardens, and are called the “lilies of the field”. (Matthew 6:28); and we read sometimes of harts and hinds among lilies. By “breasts” may be meant, either the ministers of the word, who impart the sincere milk of the word”, and who deliver out the nourishing doctrines of grace, like milk out of the breast, (1 Corinthians 3:2 1 Peter 2:2); and may be like to “roes” for their affection to those who are under their ministry; and pleasant to them, to whom they are made useful; and for their sharp sightedness and penetration into the mysteries of grace; and for their quick dispatch in doing their work, though through many difficulties, which, like young roes, they leap and skip over: and “two” of them show a sufficient number of them Christ provides for his church; and being “twins” express their equal authority, and harmony of doctrine; and feeding “among lilies” is where Christ himself feeds, (Song of Solomon 2:16); where Christ feeds they feed, and where they feed Christ feeds, even among his saints, comparable to lilies, (Song of Solomon 2:2); or these “breasts” may design the two Testaments, the Old and New, which contain the whole sincere milk of the word; are like “young roes”, pleasant and delightful to believers; and, as “twins”, are alike, agree in their doctrines concerning Christ, and the blessings of grace through him; the types, figures, prophecies, and promises of the one, have their completion in the other; and both abound with the lilies of Gospel doctrines and promises: though rather these “breasts” may point at the two ordinances of the Gospel, baptism, and the Lord’s supper; which are breasts of consolation to believers, out of which they suck, and are satisfied; and through feeding on Christ in both, they receive much nourishment and strength; and are very amiable and lovely to the saints, when they enjoy the presence of Christ in them, and have the discoveries of his love to them; and may be said to be “twins”, being both instituted by Christ, and both lead unto him, and require the same subjects; and are received and submitted to by saints, comparable to lilies, as before.
Ver. 6. *Until the day break, and the shadows flee away,* etc.] Until the day of grace breaks on every elect sinner, and the shadows of darkness, ignorance, and unbelief, are in a great measure fled and gone; or until the everlasting day breaks, and there will be no more night, nor any darkness of affliction, nor any more desertion, doubts, and fears; see (Song of Solomon 2:17). They are the words of Christ, declaring whither he would go till that time came, as follows:

*I will get me to the mountain of myrrh, and to the hill of frankincense:* the allusion may be to the mountains and hills where these odoriferous plants grew. It is said of Pompey the great, that when he passed over Lebanon (later mentioned, (Song of Solomon 4:8)) and by Damascus, he went through sweet smelling groves and woods of frankincense and balsam; and Lebanon is thought, by some, to have its name from the frankincense that grew upon it; though rather from the whiteness of the snow continually on it. By this “mountain” and “hill” may be meant the church of Christ, gathered together in Gospel order, so called for its visibility and immovableness, (Isaiah 2:2; Psalm 125:1); and for the trees of righteousness which are planted and flourish there, the saints; and for the fragrancy of their graces; and for the sweet smelling odour of their sacrifices of prayer and praise; and because of the delight and pleasure Christ takes in his people, and they in him here; where they have mutual communion, so that it is to them both a mountain of myrrh and a hill of frankincense: particularly, here Christ delights to be, and here he resolves to dwell until his second coming.

Ver. 7. *Thou art all fair, my love,* etc.] Being justified by the righteousness of Christ, washed in his blood, and sanctified by his Spirit; of the title, my “love”, (Song of Solomon 1:9). The church is often said by Christ to be “fair”, his “fair one”, and the “fairest among women”, (Song of Solomon 1:8, 15; Song of Solomon 2:10; Song of Solomon 4:1); but here “all fair”, being a perfection of beauty, and perfectly comely through his comeliness: this is said to show her completeness in Christ, as to justification; and that, with respect to sanctification, she had a perfection of parts, though not of degrees; and to observe, that the church and “all” the true members of it were so, the meanest and weakest believer, as well as the greatest and strongest. It is added,

*there is* no spot in thee; not that the saints have no sin in them; nor any committed by them; nor that their sins are not sins; nor that they have no
spots in them, with respect to sanctification, which is imperfect; but with respect to their justification, as having the righteousness of Christ imputed to them, and covered with that spotless robe, they are considered as having no spot in them; God sees no sin in them, so as to reckon it to them, and condemn them for it; and they stand unblamable and unreproveable in his sight; and will be presented by Christ, both to himself and to his father, and in the view of men and angels, “not having spot or wrinkle, or any such thing”, (Ephesians 5:27), upon them.

Ver. 8. *Come with me from Lebanon, [my] spouse, with me from Lebanon, etc.*] This is a new title given the church, my “spouse”; here first mentioned, because the day of espousals was over, (Song of Solomon 3:11); and having on the wedding garment, in which she was so fair and spotless, as before described, she looked somewhat like a bride, and the spouse of Christ; and is chiefly used by Christ, to prevail upon her to go with him, which relation, duty, and affection, obliged her to do. The invitation is to come with him from Lebanon, which is repeated, to show earnestness and vehemency; not Lebanon, literally taken, a mountain to the north of the land of Canaan, famous for odoriferous trees, and where to be was delightful; but figuratively, the temple, made of the wood of Lebanon, and Jerusalem, in which it was, which in Christ’s time was a den of thieves, and from whence Christ called out his people; or this being a pleasant mountain, may signify those carnal sensual pleasures, from which Christ calls his people off. Some render the words, “thou shalt come with me”, etc., being influenced by the powerful grace of Christ, and drawn by his love; and what he invites and exhorts unto, he gives grace to enable to perform;

*look from the top of Amana, from the top of Shenir and Hermon, from the lions’ dens, from the mountains of the leopards;* Amana is thought by some to be the mountain which divided Cilicia from Syria, taken notice of by several writers; but it seems too distant from Lebanon; perhaps it is the same with Abana, from whence was a river of that name, (2 Kings 5:12); where, in the “Keri” or margin, it is read Amana; so the Targum here explains it of the people that dwelt by the river Amana, which washed the country of Damascus: Jarchi takes it to be the same with Hor, a mountain on the northern border of Israel; and indeed, wherever mention is made of this mountain, the Targum has it, Taurus Umanus; and, according to Ptolemy, Amanus was a part of Mount Taurus, with which it is joined by Josephus, and with that and Lebanon, and Carmel, by Aelianus,
Shenir and Hermon were one and the same mountain, called by different names; Hermon might be the common name to the whole; and that part of it which belonged to the Sidonians was called by them Sirion; and that which the Amorites possessed Shenir, (Deuteronomy 3:9); Now all these mountains might be called “dens of lions”, and “mountains of leopards”; both because inhabited by such beasts of prey; hence we read of the lions of Syria, and of leopards in those parts; in the land of Moab, and in the tribe of Gad, were places called Bethnimrah, and the waters of Nimrim, which seem to have their names from leopards that formerly haunted those places, (Numbers 32:36, Isaiah 15:6); or because inhabited by cruel, savage, and tyrannical persons; particularly Amana, in Cilicia or Syria, as appears from Strabo, Lucan, and Cicero; and Shenir and Hermon were formerly, as Jarchi observes, the dens of those lions, Og king of Bashan, and Sihon king of the Amorites: unless rather these were the names of some places near Lebanon; for Adrichomius says,

“the mountain of the leopards, which was round and high, was two miles from Tripoli northward, three from Arce southward, and one from Lebanon.”

Now these words may be considered as a call of Christ to his people, to come out from among wicked men, comparable to such creatures; and he makes use of two arguments to enforce it: the one is taken from the nature of such men, and the danger of being with them; who are like to lions, for their cruel and persecuting temper; and to leopards, for their being full of the spots of sin; and for their craftiness and malice, exercised towards those who are quiet in the land; and for their swiftness and readiness to do mischief; wherefore it must be both uncomfortable and unsafe to be with such persons: the other argument is taken from their enjoyment of Christ’s company and presence, which must be preferable to theirs, for pleasure, profit, and safety, and therefore most eligible. Besides, Christ chose not to go without his church; she was so fair, as before described, and so amiable and lovely in his sight, as follows.

Ver. 9. Thou hast ravished my heart, my sister, [my] spouse, etc.] Here another new title is given to the church, “my sister”, with the repetition of the former, my “spouse”: for one and the same person, with the Hebrews, might be sister and spouse; (see 1 Corinthians 9:5). And this may be used in a love strain, and so not improper in a love poem, as this was;
likewise the church may be called Christ’s sister, because of his incarnation, in virtue of which he is not ashamed to call his people his brethren, and so his sisters, (Hebrews 2:11); and on account of their adoption; in which respect, he that is Christ’s Father is theirs; and which is evidenced in regeneration; when they, through grace, do the will of his Father, and so are his brother, and sister, and mother, (Matthew 12:50). And, upon the whole, it is used to express the great affection of Christ for the church, and his high esteem of her; and which appears by his saying, “thou hast ravished my heart”; which is but one word in the Hebrew text, and nowhere else used, and is variously rendered: the Vulgate Latin version is, “thou hast wounded my heart”; with one of love’s darts, (Song of Solomon 2:5); “thou hast drawn my heart unto thee”, so some Jewish writers; which is surprising, since no love nor loveliness are in her of herself; this shows how free and unmerited the love of Christ is; according to the use of the word with the Talmudists, the sense is, “thou hast coupled mine heart with thine”; the heart of Christ and his church are so closely knit and joined together in love, that they are but one heart, and can never be separated: others, “thou hast seized my heart”; or, “claimed it for thyself”; thou art master over it; it is no more mine, but thine The Septuagint version is, “thou hast unhearted us”; Father, Son, and Spirit; particularly the second Person: or thou hast stolen away my heart; I have no heart left in me; which, as it is the case through fear, is sometimes through love: this sense is approved by Aben Ezra. Some render it just the reverse, “thou hast heartened me”; put heart into me, animated me, made me of good cheer; so the word is used in the Syriac version of (Matthew 9:2 1 Thessalonians 5:14). The sense may be, that such was the love of Christ to his church, and so much was he charmed by her, that the thought of his having her company in heaven to all eternity animated him to endure all sufferings he did for her sake, (Hebrews 12:2); The Targum is,

“thy love is fixed upon the table of my heart;”

where the church herself was fixed, (Song of Solomon 8:6);

*thou hast ravished my heart with one of thine eyes*; the allusion may be to the custom of the eastern women; who, when they walked abroad or spoke to any, showed but one eye, the other, with the rest of the face, being covered with a veil: the eyes of women are ensnaring to lovers; the church has more eyes than one. Mention is made of the eyes of the
understanding, (Ephesians 1:18); faith is one of them, and may he here chiefly intended; by which a soul looks on Christ, the glories of his person, and the fulness of his grace; and looks so him for the blessings of grace now, and eternal glory hereafter: and with this Christ’s heart is ravished; even with “one look” from it, or “glance” of it, as some render it;

with one chain of thy neck; with the several graces of the Spirit, linked together as in a chain; which were about the neck of the church, and as ornamental to her as a pearl necklace, (Song of Solomon 1:10); and with every link in this chain Christ’s heart is ravished and delighted. The Vulgate Latin version is, “with one lock of hair of thy neck”: which hung down in it, and looked very beautiful; and with which lovers are sometimes taken.

Ver. 10. How fair is thy love, [my] sister, my spouse! etc.] Of these titles, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:8-9”); and of the love of the church to Christ, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 1:3”); here said to be “fair”, lovely and delightful, grateful and acceptable; as it is to Christ, in the several acts and effects of it, and therefore the word is plural, “thy loves”; being exceeding beautiful in his eye, and extremely well pleasing to him; therefore says, “how fair!” as admiring it, it being hard to say how fair it was; and this appears from the large manifestations of Christ’s love to those that love him; and from his causing all things to work together for the good of such; and from his preparing and laying up things, unseen and unheard of, for them;

how much better is thy love than wine! which is saying the same thing of her love to him she says of his to her, (Song of Solomon 1:2,4); her love to Christ is more pleasant, more cheering, and more acceptable to him, than the wine of legal sacrifices, or than all burnt offerings; or than any duty whatever, unless that is the principle from whence it flows, (Mark 12:33,34);

and the smell of thine ointments than all spices! the same with Christ’s ointments, commended (Song of Solomon 1:3); namely, the graces of the Spirit, which are in Christ without measure, and from him communicated to his people; and when exercised by them, are very delightful to him, and preferred by him to “all spices”: even to all those used in the holy anointing oil, typical of them, (Exodus 30:23,24).
Ver. 11. Thy lips, O [my] spouse, drop [as] the honeycomb, etc.] Words, for sweetness, delight, and pleasure, like that; so the speech of persons, flowing from their mouth and tongue, is said to be sweeter than the honeycomb; and lovers are said to be sweeter to one another than the sweet honey: so the lips or words of the church in prayer, as the Targum; or in praise of Christ, and thankfulness to him; or in the ministration of the doctrines of the Gospel, which are pleasant words; or in common conversation, are pleasing to Christ; when, like the honey, they drop freely and without constraint; gradually, at proper seasons and opportunities, as prudence directs; and continually, more or less, ever dropping something to the glory of divine grace, and the good of souls;

honey and milk [are] under thy tongue; rolled, as a sweet morsel, there: the ancients had a sort of food of this mixture, a cake made of honey and milk, called by the Greeks “meligala”, and sometimes “candylos”, which was the same composition; Galen says, it was not safe to take goats’ milk without honey; Jove is said to be nursed with such a mixture: and this being very grateful to the taste, the speech of the church for pleasantness is compared unto it; so Pindar compares his hymn or ode to honey mixed with milk, as being sweet and grateful; and in Plautus,

“your words are honey and milk;”

and, it may be further observed, that such a mixture of milk and honey, with poppies in it, was given to the newly married bride, and drank when brought home to her husband; which was now the case of the church. The doctrines of the Gospel may be meant, comparable to honey and milk; to “honey”, for their sweetness and acceptableness: for their nourishing nature; and for, their being gathered out of the choice flowers of the Scriptures, by the laborious ministers of the word, who are like to bees; (see Psalm 19:10 Psalm 119:103); to “milk”, for the purity of them and the nourishment had by them; for their being easy of digestion, when mixed with faith; and for their being of a cooling nature, to allay the heat of a fiery law in the conscience; and for the recovery and restoration of souls by them, in a declining condition; (see 1 Peter 2:2); these may be said to be “under the tongue”, when they have a place in the heart, are the subject of constant meditation, a sweetness is tasted in them; and they are had in readiness to speak of them upon all occasions;
and the smell of thy garments [is] like the smell of Lebanon; the ancients formerly scented their garments; Calypso gave to Ulysses sweet smelling garments: such are Christ’s robe of righteousness, and garments of salvation, which are said to “smell of myrrh, aloes, and cassia”; with which the saints being arrayed, the smell of their raiment is as “the smell of a field the Lord has blessed”, and so like the smell of Lebanon, a mountain abounding with odoriferous trees and plants; (see Psalm 45:8 Genesis 27:27 Hosea 14:6). Or the outward conversation garments of the saints may be designed, the mention of which fitly follows the lips and tongue; for when works go along with words, and practice with profession; when to lips dropping the doctrines of the Gospel, like the honeycomb, are joined the sweet smelling garments of an agreeable life and conversation; the Christian is very much ornamented, and becomes lovely and amiable.

Ver. 12. A garden enclosed [is] my sister, [my] spouse, etc.] At a little distance from Bethlehem are pools of water, and below these runs a narrow rocky valley, enclosed on both sides with high mountains which the friars, as Mr. Maundrell says will have to be the enclosed garden here alluded to; but it is more likely that the allusion is to a garden near Jerusalem, called the king’s garden, Adrichomius makes mention of, which was shut up, and only for the king’s use and pleasure: to which the church may be compared; for its being distinguished from the world’s wide waste, by the sovereign grace of God; and for the smallness of it in comparison of that; and for its pleasantness and fruitfulness, having pleasant and precious plants of great renown; or consisting of persons of different gifts and graces; in whose hearts these are not naturally, or do not grow there of themselves; but are sown or planted and raised up by the Spirit of God, for which the fallow ground of their hearts is thrown up: and that everything may be kept in good order, as in a garden, the plants are watered with the grace of God; the trees of righteousness are pruned by Christ’s father, the vinedresser; the fences are kept up, and the whole is watched over night and day; and here Christ, the owner of it, takes his delightful walks, and grants his presence with his people. And the church is like an “enclosed” garden; for distinction, being separated by the grace of God, in election, redemption, effectual calling, etc. and for protection, being encompassed with the power of God, as a wall about it; and for secrecy, being so closely surrounded, that it is not to be seen nor known by the world; and indeed is not accessible to any but to believers in Christ; and
is peculiarly for his use, who is the proprietor of it; (see Song of Solomon 4:16 Song of Solomon 5:1);

*a spring shut up, a fountain sealed*; the allusion may be to the sealed fountains great personages reserved for their own use; such as the kings of Persia had, of which the king and his eldest son only might drink; and King Solomon might have such a spring and fountain in his garden, either at Jerusalem or at Ethan, where he had pleasant gardens, in which he took great delight, as Josephus relates: and near the pools, at some distance from Bethlehem, supposed to be his, is a fountain, which the friars will have to be the sealed fountain here alluded to; and, to confirm which, they pretend a tradition, that Solomon shut up these springs, and kept the door of them sealed with his signet, to preserve the waters for his own drinking; and Mr. Maundrell, who saw them, says it was not difficult so to secure them, they rising underground, and having no avenue to them, but by a little hole, like to the mouth of a narrow well. Now the church may be thus compared, because of the abundance of grace in her, and in each of her members, which is as a well of living water, springing up unto everlasting life; and because of the doctrines of the Gospel, called a fountain; with which Gospel ministers water the plants in Christ’s garden, the members of the church; whereby they are revived, refreshed, and flourish; and their souls become as a watered garden, whose springs fail not. Though some read this clause in connection with the former; “a garden enclosed [art thou], with a spring” or flow of water “shut up, [and] with a fountain sealed”; meaning Christ and his fulness; from whence all grace is received by the church and its members; and with which they are supplied, and their souls are watered: and the phrases, “shut up” and “sealed”, which, whether applied to the doctrines of grace and truth, in and from Christ, may denote the secrecy and safety of them from the men of the world; or to the grace of Christ, communicated by him to the saints, may denote the security of it, the invisible operations of it, and the sole exercise of it on him: for these phrases denote the inviolable chastity of the church to Christ, in her faith, love, service, and worship; (see Proverbs 5:15-18); and are used in the Jewish writings, to express the chastity of the bride. Ambrose affirms, that what Plato says concerning Jove’s garden, elsewhere called by him the garden of the mind, is taken out of Solomon’s Song.

Ver. 13. *Thy plants [are] an orchard of pomegranates*, etc.] These plants are the members of the church, true converts, believers in Christ; pleasant
plants, plants of renown, planted in the church by Christ’s heavenly Father, and shall never be plucked up; or, thy gardens, as it may be rendered; particular churches, well taken care of and watered; these make an orchard, or are like one, even a paradise, as the word signifies: it is generally thought to be a Persic word; (see Nehemiah 2:8); but Hillerus derives it from , to “separate”, it being a garden, separated and enclosed as before; one like Eden’s garden, exceeding pleasant and delightful: and not like an orchard of any sort of trees, but of “pomegranates”, of which there were plenty in Canaan, hence called a “land of pomegranates”, (Deuteronomy 8:8); many places in it had their names from thence, (Joshua 15:32 Joshua 19:13 Joshua 21:24).

To which believers in Christ may be compared, for the various sorts of them, for their largeness, fruitfulness, and uprightness; saints have gifts and grace, differing from one another as to size, but all pomegranates, trees of righteousness; some are larger, and excel others, are full of all the fruits of righteousness; some are more or less, fruitful and upright in heart: and so the saints of the higher class may be here designed, as those of a lower are by other trees and spices after mentioned;

with pleasant fruits; that are valuable, precious, and desirable, of which an enumeration follows:

camphire, with spikenard; or “cypresses”, or “cyprusses with nards”; both in the plural number: the former may intend cypress trees, so called on account of their berries and fruits growing in clusters; see (Song of Solomon 1:14); and the latter, because there are different sorts of them, as “nardus Italica”, “Indica”, and “Celtica”: to these saints may be compared, because pleasant and delightful, of a sweet smell, and rare and excellent.

Ver. 14. Spikenard and saffron, etc.] The former is the best sort of nard, and therefore mentioned and repeated, to which saints may be compared, because of the graces of the Spirit in them; which, when exercised, give a sweet odour, and are exceeding grateful to Christ; (see Song of Solomon 1:12); and the latter, according to Schindler, seems to have been read “carcos”, the same with “crocus”, and is a plant well known by us for its cheering nature; and has its name from the Arabic, “zafran”, because of its yellow or golden colour; but “crocus”, from “Corycus”, a mountain in Cilicia, where it grew; it is properly joined with spikenard, since itself is a “spica”, and is sometimes called “spica Cilissa”. Next follow
calamus and cinnamon, with all trees of frankincense; “calamus” is the sweet cane in (Isaiah 43:24); “cinnamon” is the rind or bark of a tree; both grow in India and in Arabia; as also trees of “frankincense”, which are only in Arabia; hence one of the Arabias is called “thurifera”, for they do not grow in all Arabia: the two first were ingredients in the holy anointing oil, and the latter in the holy perfume, (Exodus 30:23, 34);

myrrh and aloes, with all the chief spices; Solomon’s gardens might be furnished with all these; and with the above trees, plants, and spices, from Arabia Felix, where, as Appianus says, “cassia” grew in marshy places; myrrh and frankincense were gathered from trees, cinnamon from shrubs, and their meadows naturally produced nard; hence called “aromatifera”, the spicy country: myrrh was also an ingredient in the anointing oil; and aloes, according to the Targum, is the same with lign aloes; (see Numbers 24:6); not the herb which has a very bitter juice, but the tree of a sweet odour, which Isidore distinguishes, and is what is meant in (Psalm 45:8 Proverbs 7:17); and were both of a very fragrant smell. Now all these trees, plants, and spices, signify truly precious souls, possessed of the graces of the Spirit; comparable to them for their valuableness and excellency, their sweet smell, and the reviving and refreshing nature of them; which make the subjects of these graces very agreeable to Christ, and to one another. What a garden is the church thus planted!

Ver. 15. A fountain of gardens, a well of living waters, and streams from Lebanon.] Some take these words to be the words of Christ continued, speaking still of his church, and explaining and enlarging upon what he had said of her, (Song of Solomon 4:12); but they are rather the words of the church; who, upon hearing herself commended, and knowing that all her fruitfulness, and the flourishing condition she was in, were owing to the grace of Christ, breaks forth in these words, and ascribes all to him, saying, “O fountain of gardens, O well of living waters”, etc. for so the words may be rendered in the vocative case. By the “gardens” may be meant particular distinct churches, such as were gathered in the first times of the Gospel, and since, as the churches of Asia, etc. separated from the world, and planted with trees of righteousness, such as are before described: and though there are many gardens or churches, there is but one “fountain” which supplies them all with gifts and grace, and that is Christ, and his fulness, the fountain from whence flow all grace, and the blessings of it: who also is the “well of living waters”; a well deep and large, fathomless
and bottomless, dug by sovereign grace, and full of all grace; signified by “waters”, for the abundance of it; and said to be “living”, because by it dead sinners are quickened, and drooping saints revived; and is ever running, ever flowing and overflowing; so that there is always a supply for all Christ’s gardens, and for all believers in all ages; who, with the bucket of faith, draw water with joy out of this well, or wells of salvation, (Isaiah 12:3); and the flows of grace from hence are like “streams from Lebanon”, because of the abundance of it; the constant and continued supplies of it; the rapidity and force with which it comes, bearing down all obstacles in its way, and for the pleasure it gives, the flows of it being as delightful and grateful as streams of water in hot countries. Respect seems to be had to several places called by these names; there was one, called “the Fountain of Gardens”, which flowed from Lebanon, six miles from Tripoli, and watered all the gardens, whence it had its name, and all the country that lay between these two places; and there was another, called “the Well of living Waters”, a little mile to the south of Tyre; it had four fountains, from whence were cut various aqueducts and rivulets, which watered all the plain of Tyre, and all its gardens; which fountains were little more than a bow’s cast from the main sea, and in which space six mills were employed: and there is a rupture in Mount Lebanon, as Mr. Maundrell says, which runs up it seven hours’ travelling; and which, on both sides, is steep and high, and clothed with fragrant greens from top to bottom; and everywhere refreshed with “fountains”, falling down from the rocks, in pleasant cascades, the ingenious work of nature; and Rauwolff, who was on this mountain in 1575, relates;

“we came (says he) into pleasant groves, by delightful "rivulets" that arose from “springs”, that made so sweet a noise, as to be admired by King Solomon, (Song of Solomon 4:15);”

and these streams gave rise to some rivers, as Jordan, Eleutherus, etc. to which the allusion is here. There were two cities, one in the tribe of Judah, and the other in the tribe of Issachar, called Engannim, the fountain of gardens, (Joshua 15:34 <Joshua 19:21>).

Ver. 16. Awake, O north wind, etc.] These words, according to some, are the words of the church continued, praying for the spirit; to which sense the order and connection of the words seem to incline; though the language suits best with Christ, who has the command of the winds, and a right and property in the garden, the church: nor does it seem so agreeable,
that the church should petition Christ to let loose the north wind upon her, if by that are meant afflictive dispensations of Providence; but agrees well enough with Christ, since these come not without his will and order, and by him made to work together for good; by which he nips the corruptions of his people, tries their graces, and causes them to come forth into exercise: though some think this is a command to the north wind to remove, and be gone, and blow no longer, since it was spring, (Song of Solomon 2:11); and would be harmful to the plants in the garden; and the verb “blow” is singular, and only in construction with the south wind; and, besides, winds diametrically opposite cannot blow together in the same horizon, with a continued blast: though others are of opinion, that both winds are designed, being both useful to gardens; the one to scatter the clouds, and make the air clear and wholesome, and restrain the luxuriance of the plants; and the other, being moist and warming, of use to bring plants and fruits to maturity; and both may design the Spirit of God, in his different operations and effects, through the law and the terrors of it, and by the Gospel and its comforting doctrines;

*and come, thou south, blow upon my garden*; the church, Christ’s property, as she asserts in the latter part of the verse: the Spirit of God is intended by the “south”, or south wind; who is compared to the “wind”, because it blows like that, freely, and as he pleases, when, where, and on whom, and imperceptibly, powerfully, and irresistibly, (John 3:8); and to the “south wind”, because it is a warm wind, brings serenity, and makes fruitful with showers of rain: so the Spirit of God warms the cold heart of a sinner; thaws his frozen soul, and comforts with the discoveries of divine love; brings quietness and peace into the conscience; and makes fruitful in grace and good works, by causing the rain of Gospel doctrines to descend and distil upon men. The end to be answered is,

*that the spices thereof may flow out*; the spices in the garden, the odoriferous plants, might emit a fragrant smell; though Virgil represents the south wind as harmful to flowers; so it might be in Italy, where it dried them up, as Servius on the place observes; and yet be useful to them in Palestine, where it blew from the sea, and is sometimes so called, (Psalm 107:3). Spices denote the graces of believers, rare, precious, and odorous; and their “flowing out” the exercise of them, their evidence, increase, and the ripening of them; when they diffuse a sweet odour to Christ and others, and make it delightful to walk in his garden; as it is to walk in one after a delightful shower of rain, and when the wind gently
blows upon it. And hence what is prayed for being granted, the church speaks again, and invites Christ, saying;

*let my beloved come into his garden*; which “coming” is to be understood, not of Christ’s first, nor of his second coming; but of his spiritual coming, to visit his people, grant his presence, and manifest his love; which is very desirable by them; and, when granted, is reckoned a great favour, and is an instance of the condescending grace of Christ, (John 14:22); the church is “his garden” by his own choice, his Father’s gift, the purchase of his blood, and the power of his grace: and here he is invited to come,

*and eat his pleasant fruits*; meaning either the graces of the Spirit, which are his fruits; and called Christ’s, because they come from him, and are exercised on him, and he is the author and finisher of them: or the good works of believers, which are performed by virtue of union to him, and abiding in him; are done in his strength, and designed for his glory: and both are “pleasant”, that is, well pleasing and acceptable to him; the graces of the Spirit, when in exercise, as appears from (Song of Solomon 4:9,10); and good works, when done in faith, from a principle of love, and to his glory: and he may be said to eat them when he expresses his well pleasedness with them, and acceptation of them.
CHAPTER 5

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON 5

This chapter begins with Christ’s answer to the church’s request; in which he informs her, that he was come into his garden, as she desired, and gives an account of what he had done there; and kindly invites his dear friends to feast with him there, (Song of Solomon 5:1); Then she relates her case and circumstances, which followed upon this, her sleepy frame, and ungrateful carriage to her beloved; which he resenting, withdrew from her, and this gave her sensible pain, (Song of Solomon 5:2-6); what treatment she met with from the watchmen; her charge to the daughters of Jerusalem; and the questions they asked about her beloved, (Song of Solomon 5:7-9); which put her upon giving a large description of him, by each of his parts, head, hair, etc. (Song of Solomon 5:10-15); And the chapter is concluded with a general commendation of him and his loveliness, and a claim of interest in (Song of Solomon 5:16).

Ver. 1. I am come into my garden, my sister, [my] spouse, etc.] This verse should rather have concluded the preceding chapter, being Christ’s answer to the church’s request, which was speedily and exactly granted as she desired; which shows it was according to the will of Christ, and of which he informs her; for sometimes he is present, when it is not known he is: of the titles used, (Song of Solomon 4:8,9); and of Christ’s coming into his garden, (Song of Solomon 4:16). What he did, when come into it, follows:

I have gathered my myrrh with my spice: to make an ointment of, and anoint his guests with, after invited, as was usual in those times and countries, (Luke 7:38,46 Mark 14:3); “oil of myrrh” is mentioned, (Esther 2:12); These may designs, either the sufferings of Christ; which, though like myrrh, bitter to him, are like spice, of a sweet smelling savour, to God and to the saints; the fruits of which, in the salvation of his people, are delightful to himself, and which he is now reaping with pleasure: or the graces of his Spirit in exercise in them, in which Christ delights; (Song of Solomon 4:13,14); and testifies by his presence; and having got
in his harvest, or vintage, as the word used signifies, he makes a feast for himself and friends, as was the custom of former times, and now is;

*I have eaten my honeycomb with my honey*: bread with honey, as the Septuagint version, dipped in honey, or honey put upon it; see (Ezekiel 16:13); or the sugar cane with the sugar, as Jarchi, approved by Gussetius: the meaning may be, he plucked up a sugar cane and ate the sugar out of it, which is called by Arrianus, μελι καλαμινον, as Cocceius observes; or rather a piece of an honeycomb, full of honey, just taken out of the hive, had in great esteem with the Jews; see (Luke 24:42); the word for “honeycomb” properly signifies wood honey, of which there was plenty in Judea, (1 Samuel 14:25); though this was in a garden, where they might have their hives, as we have. By which may be meant the Gospel and its doctrines, sweeter than the honey and the honeycomb; and, being faith fully dispensed, is pleasing to Christ;

*I have drunk my wine with my milk*: a mixture of wine and milk was used by the ancients; and which, Clemens Alexandria says, is a very profitable and healthful mixture: by which also may be intended the doctrines of the Gospel, comparable to wine and milk; to the one, for its reviving and cheering quality; to the other, for its nourishing and strengthening nature; (Isaiah 55:1); and (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:11”), and (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 7:9”). Here is feast, a variety of sweet, savoury, wholesome food and drink; and all Christ’s own, “my” myrrh, “my” spice, etc. as both doctrines and graces be: with which Christ feasts himself, and invites his friends to eat and drink with him:

eat, O friends; drink, yea, drink abundantly, O beloved; the individuals, of which the church consists, are the “friends” who are reconciled to God by the death of Christ, and to himself by his Spirit and grace; and whom he treats as such, by visiting them, and disclosing the secrets of his heart to them, (John 15:14,15); and “beloved”, beloved of God, and by Christ and by the saints there is a mutual friendship and love between Christ and his people: and these he invites to eat of the provisions of his house, of all the fruits of his garden, to which they are welcome; and of his love and grace, and all the blessings of it, which exceed the choicest wine; and of which they may drink freely, and without danger; “yea, be inebriated with loves”, as the words may be rendered; (Ephesians 5:18). With the eastern people, it was usual to bid their guests welcome, and solicit
them to feed on the provisions before them; as it is with the Chinese now, the master of the house takes care to go about, and encourage them to eat and drink.\footnote{f311}

**Ver. 2. I sleep, but my heart waketh, etc.]** Like persons that are half awake, half asleep, whom Cicero\footnote{f312} calls “semisomni”. Christ and the church having feasted together at his invitation, she soon after fell asleep, as the disciples did after a repast with their Lord; yet not so fast asleep but that she was sensible of it; for this was not the dead sleep of sin, in which unconverted men are, and are insensible of; nor a judicial slumber some are given up unto, and perceive it not, yet a frame of spirit unbecoming saints, and displeasing to Christ; though consistent with grace, which at such a time is not, or very little, in exercise; they are slothful in duty, and backward to it; the phrase is sometimes used to describe a sluggish, slothful man\footnote{f313}, they are indifferent and lukewarm about divine things, content themselves with the bare externals of religion, without the lively exercise of grace, and without fervency and spirituality in them, and seem willing to continue so; (see Gill on “\footnote{<402506>Matthew 25:6}”); but the church here was not so overcome with sleep but her “heart was awake”. Jarchi, and some ancient Jewish writers\footnote{f314}, interpret this and the former clause of different persons; the former, “I sleep”, of the bride; this, “my heart waketh”, of the bridegroom; and then the sense is, though I am in a sleepy frame, he who is “my heart”, a phrase used by lovers\footnote{f315}, my soul, my life, my all, he never slumbers nor sleeps, he watches over me night and day, lest any hurt me; but both clauses are rather to be understood of the same person differently considered, as having two principles of grace and corruption, as the church has, which are represented as two persons; (see \footnote{<450718>Romans 7:18,20} \footnote{<490422>Ephesians 4:22,24} \footnote{<480517>Galatians 5:17}); as the carnal part in her prevailed, she was the “sleeping I”; as the new man, or principle of grace appeared, her “heart [was] awake”; for, notwithstanding her sleepy frame, she had some thoughts of Christ, and stirring of affection to him; Some convictions of her sin, and some desires of being in her duty perhaps, though overpowered by the fleshly part; the spirit was willing, but the flesh weak. Christ’s response to his church in this case follows, and is observed by her; he spoke to her so loud, that though sleepy she heard him, and owns it,

*[it is] the voice of my beloved: in the ministration of the Gospel, which is to be distinguished from the voice of a stranger, even when dull and sleepy under hearing it, and little affected with it. Christ was the church’s beloved
still, had an affection for him, though not thoroughly awaked by his voice, but sleeps on still; this method failing, he takes another, or repeats the same with an additional circumstance,

*that knocketh*, saying, “open to me”: which is to be understood not so much of his knocking by the ministry of the word to awaken her out of sleep, but in a providential way, by taking in his hand the rod of affliction, or scourge of persecution, and lashing therewith in order to bring her out of her carnal security; (see Revelation 3:20); and he not only knocked but called,

*[saying], open to me*, open the door unto me, and let me in; so lovers are represented as at the door or gate to get admittance, and know not which to call most hard and cruel, the door or their lover: there is an emphasis on the word “me”; me, thy Lord, thy head, thy husband, thy friend, that loves thee so dearly; to whom her heart was shut, her affections contracted, her desires towards him languid; wherefore he importunes her to “open” to him, which denotes an enlarging of her affections to him, an exercise of grace on him, an expression of the desires of her soul unto him; which yet could not be done without efficacious grace exerted, as in (Song of Solomon 5:4); but, the more to win upon her, he gives her good words, and the most endearing titles, expressive of love and relation, *my sister, my love, my dove, my undefiled*, which are all made use of before, excepting the last; (see Song of Solomon 1:9,14 Song of Solomon 4:9); that is, “my undefiled”, which she was, not as a descendant of Adam, nor as in herself, but as washed in the blood of Christ, justified by his righteousness, and sanctified by his Spirit; and as having been enabled by divine grace to preserve her chastity, and keep the “bed undefiled”, (Hebrews 13:4); not guilty of spiritual adultery among all her infirmities, even idolatry and superstition; (see Revelation 14:4); or “my perfect one”; not in a legal, but in an evangelical sense, being completely redeemed, perfectly justified, fully pardoned, and sanctified in every part, though not to the highest degree; and perfect in Christ, though not in herself: other arguments follow to engage her attention to his request;

*for head is filled with dew, [and] my locks with the drops of the night*; through standing so long at the door, in the night season, waiting to be let in; so lovers represent their case in such circumstances, as dealt very hardly with: by which may be meant the sufferings of Christ, either in the persons of his ministers, who are exposed to the rage and reproach of men
for ministering in his name to the church; or which he endured in his own person, in his estate of humiliation; and particularly in the night he was betrayed, and during the time of darkness he hung upon the cross, when he bore the sins of his people, and his Father’s wrath; compared to “dew”, and “drops of the night”, because of the multitude of them he endured in soul and body, and because so uncomfortable to human nature; though as dew is useful and fructifying to the earth, so were these the means of many fruits and blessings of grace, and of bringing many souls to glory; now though these arguments were expressed in the most strong, moving, and melting language, yet were ineffectual.

Ver. 3. I have put off my coat, etc.] In order to lie down on her bed at night, and take her ease; meaning her conversation garments, which she had not been careful of to keep, but had betook herself to carnal ease and rest, and was off her watch and guard, (Nehemiah 4:23 Revelation 16:15); and being at ease, and free from trouble, affliction, and persecution, was unwilling to arise and go with her beloved, lest she should meet with the same trials and sufferings as before, for the sake of him and his Gospel; which may be greatly the sense of her next words;

how shall I put it on? which suggests an apprehension of difficulty in doing it, it being easier to drop the performance of duty than to take it up again; and shows slothfulness and sluggishness, being loath and not knowing how to bring herself to it; and an aversion of the carnal and fleshly part unto it; yea, as if she thought it was unreasonable in Christ to desire it of her, when it was but her reasonable service; or as if she imagined it was dangerous, and would be detrimental to her rest, and prejudicial to her health;

I have washed my feet; as persons used to do when come off of a journey, and about to go to bed, being weary; as she was of spiritual exercises, and of the observance of ordinances and duties, and so betook herself to carnal ease, and from which being called argues,

how shall I defile them? by rising out of bed, and treading on the floor, and going to the door to let her beloved in; as if hearkening to the voice of Christ, obeying his commands, and taking every proper step to enjoy communion with him, would be a defiling her; whereas it was the reverse of these that did it: from the whole it appears, that not only these excuses were idle and frivolous, but sinful; she slighted the means Christ made use of to awaken her, by calling and knocking; she sinned against light and knowledge, sleeping on, when she knew it was the voice of her beloved;
she acted a disingenuous part in inviting Christ into his garden, and then presently fell asleep; and then endeavoured to shift the blame from herself, as if she was no ways culpable, but what was desired was either difficult, or unreasonable, or unlawful; she appears guilty of great ingratitude, and discovers the height of folly in preferring her present ease to the company of Christ.

Ver. 4. *My beloved put in his hand by the hole [of the door]*, etc.] To remove the bolt or bar which kept him from entering in. By the “door” is meant the door of her heart, which was in a great measure shut against Christ, through the prevalence of corruption; and the “hole” in it shows that it was not entirely shut up, there was a little love broke out from her to him; a little light broke in from him upon her; but her heart was much narrowed and straitened, her grace low in exercise, yet there were some faith, some love, etc. wherefore Christ takes the advantage of the little hole or crevice there was, and “put in his hand”; which is to be understood of powerful and efficacious grace, and the exertion of it on her; which is as necessary to awake a drowsy saint, and reclaim a backsliding professor, and to quicken to the exercise of grace, and performance of duty, as to the conversion of a sinner, (Acts 11:22); and this is a proof of the greatness of Christ’s love to his church; that notwithstanding her rude carriage to him, he does not utterly forsake her, but left something behind that wrought upon her; as well as of his mighty power, in that what calls, knocks, raps, good words, and melting language, could not do, his hand did at once;

*and my bowels were moved for him*; the passions of her soul; her grief and sorrow for sin, in using him in so ill a manner; her shame for being guilty of such ingratitude; her fear lest he should utterly depart from her; her love, which had been chill and cold, now began to kindle and appear in flames; her heart, and the desires of it, were in motion towards him; and a hearty concern appeared that he should be used so unfriendly by her; that his company and communion with him should be slighted, who had so greatly loved her, and endured so much for her; other effects follow.

Ver. 5. *I rose up to open to my beloved*, etc.] As soon as touched by the hand of mighty grace, she not only resolved to rise, but actually rose, and that directly, not being easy to lie any longer on her bed of carnal security; being now made heartily and thoroughly willing to let in her beloved, who
she supposed was still at the door; but in that she was mistaken; however she met with a rich experience of his grace and goodness;

*and my hands dropped [with] myrrh, and my fingers [with] sweet smelling myrrh, upon the handles of the lock;* when she put her hand upon it to draw it back, and let her beloved in; the myrrh, which he had gathered, (Song of Solomon 5:1), and left there when he put in his hand at the hole of the door: the allusion seems to be to lovers shut out, who used to cover the threshold of the door with flowers, and anoint the door posts with sweet smelling ointment: as by the “door” is meant the heart of the church, so by the “lock”, which fastened and kept it shut, unbelief may be designed; and by the “handles” of it lukewarmness and sluggishness, which strengthen unbelief, and keep the heart closer shut against Christ; and by her “hands” and “fingers”, faith in exercise, attended with the fruits of it, attempting to draw back the lock of unbelief; which while the church was trying to do, she met with some fresh experience of the grace of Christ: her “hands [and] fingers dropped with sweet smelling myrrh, passing” or “current”, such as weeps and drops from the tree of itself, and, being liquid, runs upon and overflows the hands and fingers; and being excellent and valuable, is passing or current as money; and the odour of it diffusive, it passes afar off: now this is either to be understood of myrrh brought by the church, a pot of ointment of it to anoint her beloved with, who had been long waiting at her door in the night season, to refresh him with it; and this pot being broke unawares, or designedly, or being in a panic her hands shook, the myrrh run over her hands and fingers as she was drawing back the lock; which may denote that her grace was now in exercise and on the flow, in great abundance; which put her on her duty, and which became odorous and acceptable to Christ: or it may signify myrrh brought and left there by Christ; and may express the abundance of grace from him, communicated by him, to draw and allure her to him, to supple and soften her hard heart, to take off the stiffness of her will, and the rustiness of her affections, and make the lock of unbelief draw back easier, and so open a way for himself into her heart; and to excite grace in her, her faith and love, and cause her to come forth in exercise on him: and her hands and fingers “dropping” herewith shows that all the grace a believer has is from Christ, from whom, in the way of his duty, he receives a large measure of it: while the church was on her bed of sloth there was no flow of sweet smelling myrrh; but, now she is up and doing her duty, her hands and fingers are overflowed with it.
Ver. 6. *I opened to my beloved,* etc.] Which was what he desired, and was done in virtue of his putting in his hand by the hole of the door; or by the exertion of his efficacious grace, working in her both to will and to do, without which it would not have been done; namely, her heart dilated, the desires and affections of her soul enlarged towards Christ, and every grace drawn forth and exercised on him; and though the heart of a believer is sometimes shut to Christ, yet when it is opened, it is only patent to him; the church thought Christ was still at the door, and might be the more confirmed in it by what she found on the handles of the lock; but lo her mistake,

*but my beloved had withdrawn himself,* [and] *was gone:* a sad disappointment this! she expected to have seen him, and been received in his arms and embraced in his bosom; but instead of that, he was gone out of sight and hearing: this withdrawing was to chastise her for her former carriage, and to show her more the evil of her sin, and his resentment of it; to try the truth and strength of her grace to inflame her love the more, and sharpen her desires after his presence, to prize it more when she had it, and be careful not to lose it: her using two words of the same import, “he turned himself”\(^\text{322}\), and was gone, signifies that he was really gone, and not in her imagination only; and that he was gone suddenly, at an unawares, and, as she might fear, would never return; and these words being without a copulative, “had withdrawn himself, he was gone”, show her haste in speaking, the confusion she was in, thee strength of her passion, the greatness of her disappointment and sorrow; it is as if she was represented wringing her hands and crying, *He is gone, he is gone, he is gone;* I sought him, but I could not find him; or “went out”\(^\text{323}\), not out of her body, but she fell into a swoon, and was as one dead; for a while; and this was “at” or “through his word”\(^\text{324}\), as it may be rendered; through what he said when he turned about and departed, expressing his resentment at her behavior; or rather at the remembrance of his kind and tender language he used when he first called her to arise, “saying, open to me, my sister, my spouse”, etc. (\(\text{2}\) of Song of Solomon 5:2); and when she called to mind how sadly she had slighted and neglected him, it cut her to the heart, and threw her into this fainting fit;

*I sought him, but I could not find him;* in the public ordinances of his house; (see Gill on “\(\text{2}\) of Song of Solomon 3:2”);
I called him, but he gave me no answer; called him by his name as she went along the streets and broad ways of the city, where she supposed he might be; praying aloud, and most earnestly and fervently, that he would return to her; but had no answer, at least not immediately, and thus be treated her in the same manner she had treated him; he had called to her and she disregarded him, and now she calls to him, and he takes no notice of her; but this was not in a way of vindictive wrath and punishment, as in (Proverbs 1:24,28); but of chastisement and correction.

Ver. 7. The watchmen that went about the city, found me, etc.] Of the city and the watchmen in it, and of their finding the church, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 3:2-3”);

ey they smote me, they wounded me; taking her for a night walker, they gave her ill words and hard blows this was not very becoming watchmen to use those of the city in this manner; for, as Plato says, keepers of cities should be mild and gentle towards their own, but to enemies rough and severe: if these were true ministers of Christ, this they did by reproaching her for and upbraiding her with her lukewarmness and unkindness to Christ, sharply reproving her for them; and, instead of comforting her with the doctrines of grace, cut and wounded her with the terrors of the law; or else hearing some sweet discourses from them concerning the person and grace of Christ, her heart was smitten and wounded therewith; and hence she charges the daughters of Jerusalem, in (Song of Solomon 5:8), that if they found her beloved, that they would tell him, that she was “sick of” or “wounded with love”: but as they rather appear to be false teachers, since the church would have shunned them, nor did she make any application to them, nor any inquiry of them about her beloved, and met with cruel and unkind usage from them, they may be said to smite and wounded her by their false doctrines and scandalous lives, by the divisions they made, and by the censures and reproaches they cast upon her, the odious names they gave her, and by stirring up the civil magistrates against her; all which agree with antichristian ministers;

the keepers of the walls took away my veil from me; there were two sorts of watchmen in a city, one that went about to see that all was right and safe within; and others placed on the walls of it, who kept their stand, and whose business it was to give notice of an enemy approaching, and to defend the city from outward attacks upon it; and such are the ministers of the word, (Isaiah 62:6); but here false teachers are meant as before, as
appears from their abuse of the church, taking away her veil from her, such as women wore for ornament, or as a sign of modesty or as a token of subjection to their husbands, (Isaiah 3:23) (Genesis 24:65 - Corinthians 11:6-10); and may here design either their falsely accusing her good conduct, which was her outward covering; or their attempt to take away from her the doctrine of Christ’s imputed righteousness, which is her covering, the wedding garment, the nuptial robe, as Gregory Nyssene f326 calls the veil here: and such a veil was given by the bridegroom with the Romans, and was called “flammeum”, from its being of a flame colour f327, either yellow or red, expressive of the blushing modesty of the newly married bride f328; and the like custom might obtain with the Jews.

Ver. 8. I charge you, O daughters of Jerusalem, etc.] Young converts, as before observed; who, upon the hideous outcry the church made in the streets, came to her to know what was the matter, whom she addressed as after related; this shows the humility and condescension of the church, in desiring the assistance of weaker saints in her present case, and her earnestness and resolution to make use of all ways and means she could to find her beloved; and it becomes saints to be assisting to one another; and conversation with one another, even with weak believers, is often useful. And these the church “adjures”, or “causes to swear” f329, charged them on oath, as they would answer it to God; which shows the strength of her love, her sincerity, and seriousness in her inquiry after him:

if ye find my beloved; who had but little knowledge of him, and communion with him, since at present he was yet to be found by them; and it was possible, notwithstanding, that they might find him before she did, as Christ showed himself to Mary Magdalene, before he did to the disciples. The charge she gave them is,

that ye tell him that I [am] sick of love; or, “what shall ye”, or “should ye tell him?” f330 not her blows and wounds, the injuries and affronts she had received from the watchmen and keepers of the wall; nor many things, only this one thing, which was most on her heart, uppermost in her mind, and under which she must die, if not relieved, “tell him that I [am] sick of love”; and that for him, through his absence, and her eager longing after him, and the discoveries of his love to her; and which, though not incurable, nor a sickness unto death, for Christ suffers none to die through love to him, yet is a very painful one; and is to be known by a soul’s panting after Christ, and its prodigious jealousy of his love, and by its
carefulness, diligence, and industry, to enjoy the manifestations of it. Of this love sickness, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 2:5”).

**Ver. 9.** *What is thy beloved more than [another] beloved, O thou fairest among women?* etc.] The same title Christ gives her, (Song of Solomon 1:8); and from whom these daughters seem to have taken it; and, in giving it to her, might be assured they were right, since he, who knew her perfectly well, so calls her; in what sense she was so fair, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 1:8”): and this they used, to show their esteem of her, and that they were willing to do all the service they could for her; and what made them so attentive to her charge, and so desirous of knowing her beloved; since they concluded he must be some extraordinary person that one so fair and beautiful as she was should make the object of her love and choice: for this question they put, not in a scornful and disdainful way; nor to shift off any trouble from themselves, through the charge she gave them; nor as altogether ignorant of her beloved, for some knowledge they had, though but small; but as desirous of knowing more of him, and of hearing his excellencies set forth, and especially those which distinguished him from the beloveds of all others: with some, the world, its riches and grandeur, are their beloved; with others, the sinful lusts and pleasures of this life; with others, the praises and applause of men; and with others near and dear relations; and, with all, self: but with a true believer in Christ, he is preferable to them all; to riches, pleasures, honours; to all creatures, and creature enjoyments; and self, in every sense of it, is parted with for him; he is fairer, wiser, and richer, than all others. And this question is repeated by the daughters,

*what [is] thy beloved more than [another] beloved?* to show their surprise it the charge given them; the suspicion they had of peculiar excellencies in her beloved; and to declare their seriousness and earnestness to know more of Christ; and their importunity to have a speedy answer; and the rather for what follows:

*that thou dost so charge us?* so awfully and solemnly, so seriously and strictly, with so much warmth and vehemence.

**Ver. 10.** *My beloved [is] white and ruddy,* etc.] This, and the following verses, contain the church’s answer to the question of the daughters; she first gives a general description of her beloved, and then descends to particulars: the description of him in general is, that he is “white and ruddy”; having the whiteness of the lily, and the redness of the rose,
Song of Solomon 2:1); which make a perfect beauty. Some understand this of the two natures in Christ, divine and human; with respect to his divine nature, “white”, expressive of his simplicity, purity and holiness; which colour, Cicero says\(^3\), is chiefly becoming God, it being simple, and having no mixture and composition in it: with respect to his human nature, “red”, being a partaker of the same flesh and blood with his people. Others, only of the human nature; “white” denoting the purity and holiness of it, being without either original or actual sin; “red”, or “ruddy”, his bloody sufferings in it for the sins of his people. But it may denote, in general, his fairness, beauty, and glory; being, as a divine Person, the brightness of his Father’s glory; as man; fairer than the children of men; as the Mediator, full of grace and truth; and in all his offices, as Prophet, Priest, and King, and in all the relations he stands in to his, as Father, Husband, Brother, and Friend, he appears most lovely and amiable; 

*the chiepest among ten thousand*; whether angels or men; he is the Creator of angels, the object of their worship; and has a more excellent name and nature than they, to whom they are subject, and are ministering spirits; he is superior to men, good and bad, high and low; Lord of all, King of kings, and Head of saints, and has the pre-eminence over all creatures. The Septuagint version is, “chosen out of” or “from ten thousand”; Christ, as man, is chosen of God, from among the myriads of the individuals of human nature, to union with the divine Word, or Son of God; (see Psalm 89:19); as God-man and Mediator, to be the alone Saviour and Redeemer of his people; to be the Head of the body, the church; and to be the Judge of quick and dead; and he is chosen by sensible sinners to be the object of their love; to be their only Saviour; and to be their Ruler and Governor, whose laws, commands, and ordinances, they choose to obey; (see Psalm 73:24); The words may be rendered, “the standard bearer”, or “one standardized by” or “over ten thousand”, the church is militant, and has many enemies; in the name of the Lord, she sets up her banners against them, and the banner over her is the “love” of Christ, (Song of Solomon 2:4); and he is the standard bearer, who has a multitude of angels and saints under his standard; and how stately and majestic does he look, and what a noble sight is it to see him bearing the standard before such a company! (Revelation 7:9). Or the sense is, Christ is a more excellent standard bearer than all others\(^3\); there may be ten thousand persons that carry a flag, but none to be compared with him, for comeliness, strength, and courage: or he is lifted up, as a standard, above others, angels and
men; as he was upon the cross, and now, in the ministry of the word, that souls may gather unto him, and enlist themselves in his service; (see Isaiah 11:10).

Ver. 11. *His head [is as] the most fine gold*, etc.] Here the church enters into a particular description and commendation of her beloved, which continues to the end of the chapter; and she begins with his “head”, which she compares to the most fine gold. Some think that some ornament of the head is meant, as a diadem or crown of gold; or else the hair of the head, which, though afterwards said to be black, yet being powdered with gold dust, looked of the colour of gold, especially in the rays of the sun upon it; as did the hair of Solomon’s youths that attended him, being thus decorated, as Josephus relates; and which custom of powdering the hair with gold dust was used by some of the Roman emperors. The gold here is called “gold of Phaz”, or “Uphaz”, as in (Daniel 10:5). “Fez”, with the Arabs, signifies gold; the city of Fez had its name from hence; in a place where it was built, a quantity of gold was found in it, which gave it its name: according to Schultens, gold is called “phaz”, from its leaping as it were out of the clods of the earth, and shining forth and glistening after a shower of rain falling on the earth, where there is a mine of it, by which means it is discovered; and of such gold, as the finest and purest, Diodorus Siculus speaks, as found in Arabia; and which, from the purity of it, was called “apyron”, because it needed no purifying by fire: and this being the best and finest, is used to express the superlative excellence of Christ; for it may be rendered, “the gold of gold”, there is none like it. By Christ’s “head” some understand the Father of Christ, said to be the Head of Christ, not as Christ is a divine Person, but as man and Mediator; who, as such, was subject to his Father, supported and upheld by him; and who, for his excellent glory, is compared to the most fine gold, there being no glory like his. Or else the divine nature in Christ may be meant, which is the head, the chief and principal nature in him; which puts a glory on him, and an efficacy in all he did and suffered; and which is like pure, fine, shining gold, in which all the perfections of deity shine resplendently. Or rather the headship of Christ over his church is meant; as Nebuchadnezzar’s monarchy is represented by a head of gold, (Daniel 2:32,37,38); so Christ’s, because his kingdom is great and glorious, pure and spiritual, solid and substantial, lasting and durable, yea, everlasting;
his locks [are] bushy, [and] black as a raven; which figures are used to set forth the beauty and comeliness of Christ: thick, bushy, well set hair, or “pendulous”\[^{340}\], as some render the word, hanging down upon the forehead and cheeks in a beautiful manner, makes very comely; and black hair was reckoned comely\[^{341}\]; and the blackness of a raven is accounted a very fine black: and naturalists\[^{342}\] say, that the eggs, brains, and blood of ravens, have been used to make the hair black. By these “bushy [and] black locks” of Christ some understand the thoughts and purposes of God, the Head of Christ; which, like hair, and like black bushy hair, are intricate, dark, and obscure, unsearchable and incomprehensible; and yet, so far as known, are beautiful and delightful; especially as they appear in the scheme of salvation, drawn in the eternal mind: or rather, as by others, believers in Christ are meant, for their numbers, dependence on Christ, and nourishment from him; (see Gill on “\[^{220401}\]Song of Solomon 4:1”); and, being like “locks” of hair beautifully set, as when congregated and united together in Gospel order, are an ornament to Christ the Head, and afford a delightful sight to spectators, (\[^{510205}\]Colossians 2:5); and these being like “crisped” or “curled” hair\[^{343}\], as some render the word, may denote the hardiness and strength of believers, to perform duty, withstand enemies, and endure hardness, as good soldiers of Christ; curled hair being the hardest and strongest\[^{344}\]. But it seems best to understand by them the administrations of Christ’s kingly office; which are executed with the utmost prudence, vigour, and strength; for curled hair is a sign of a dry brain\[^{345}\], which produces acuteness and sharpness of wit, as well as of vigour, strength, and courage; and which, how dark and obscure they may seem to be, and to carry in them severity to enemies; yet being managed with wisdom, as before observed, and also according to the rules of justice and equity, look very beautiful when made manifest, and are admired by the saints, (\[^{661503}\]Revelation 15:3,4).

Ver. 12. His eyes [are] as [the eyes] of doves, etc.] the church’s eyes are said to be, (\[^{220115}\]Song of Solomon 1:15 \[^{220401}\]Song of Solomon 4:1); which are her ministers, endowed with dove like gifts in measure, as Christ is without measure, in fulness; but these are Christ’s eyes, which may signify his omniscience, who has seven eyes, (\[^{380309}\]Zechariah 3:9 \[^{380410}\]Zechariah 4:10); especially as that has respect unto and is concerned with his people in a way of grace and mercy, and so must look very beautiful in their view: his eyes are like “doves’ eyes”; not fierce and furious, but loving and lovely;
looking upon his people, under all their trials and afflictions, with sympathy and concern, to deliver them out of them: and like the eyes of doves

**by rivers of waters:** Sanctius thinks the allusion is to the humours in which the eye is enclosed, and, as it were, swells in; hence the eyes are called “natantia lumina”, by Virgil\(^346\); but it denotes eyes like those of doves, quick and lively, as clean as milk white doves, as if they had been “washed in milk”; clear and perspicuous, sharp sighted, and behold all persons and things, in all places, and at once; and as doves look only to their mates, so Christ’s eyes of love are only on his church; he looks to none but her with his eye of special and peculiar love. Moreover, his eyes are like the eyes of doves “by the rivers of waters”; which denotes the fixedness and constancy of them: doves, by the river side, keep their eyes fixed on the purling streams, and in drinking, as Pliny\(^347\) observes, do not erect their necks, and lift up their heads, but, keeping their eyes upon the water, drink a large draught, in the manner the beasts do; and they delight in clean water, of which they drink, and with which they wash\(^348\). Christ, being greatly delighted with his people, has fixed his eyes on them, and he never withdraws them from them; for these waters may point at the object of Christ’s love, even Gospel churches, consisting of such as are justified and sanctified by his grace, compared to “clean water”; among whom the doctrines of the Gospel are powerfully preached, the ordinances purely administered, the waters of the sanctuary flow, by which souls are delighted and refreshed; and to these Christ looks, (\(^330\)Isaiah 66:2); and his eyes being like doves’ eyes,

**washed with milk**, may denote the purity of them, being purer eyes than to behold iniquity; and the meekness and mildness of them, not red and wrathful, but full of mercy, pity, and compassion, as if they had been washed with milk. And they are said to be,

**fitly set**; or “sitting in fulness”\(^349\); such as exactly fill up their holes; are set neither too, high nor too low; neither sunk in too much, nor stand out too far; but are like precious stones, in an enclosure of gold or silver, to which the allusion is; as diamonds set in a ring; or as the precious stones in the high priest’s breast plate, which exactly filled the cavities made for them, and hence are called “stones of fulness”, (\(^330\)Exodus 25:7 \(^330\)Exodus 28:17,20); or, “set by fulness”\(^350\), that is, by full channels of water, where doves delight to be; and may denote the fulness of grace, and the flows of it, by which Christ sits and dwells, and leads his people to, (\(^330\)Revelation
7:17); or, “setting upon fulness”\textsuperscript{351}; on the world, and the fulness of it, which is his, and he gives as much of it to his people as he think fit; and on the vast numbers of persons and things in it, and the vast variety of actions done therein; which shows the extensiveness of his omniscience: and on the “fulness” of time, fixed by him and his Father, for his coming into the world, to do the great work of redemption in it; and which, before it came, he was looking, waiting, and watching, and as it were longing till it came: and on his “fulness”, the church, which is the fulness of him that filleth all in all, until he has gathered them all in, and filled them with all the gifts and graces of the Spirit, designed for them: and on the “fulness” of the Gentiles, until they are all brought in: and on his own “fulness”; both personal, “the fulness of the Godhead”, which he had his eyes upon, when he undertook the work of redemption, and which supported him in it, and carried him through it; and upon his dispensatory “fulness”, or fulness of grace, as Mediator, to supply the wants of his people, under all their straits and difficulties, temptations and afflictions: all which must make him exceeding lovely in the eyes of his people.

Ver. 13. His cheeks [are] as a bed of spices, [as] sweet flowers, etc.] Which may intend the presence of Christ with his people in his word and ordinances; often called his “face”, which he shows, and they seek after, than which nothing is more desirable; walking in the light of his countenance is preferable to walking among spicy beds, where fragrant plants and odoriferous flowers grow: or the cheeks, being the seat of modesty and blushing, may denote the great humility of Christ, seen in his assumption of our nature, throughout the whole course of his life, and especially at his death, and which renders him very delightful to his people; how lovely does the meek and lowly Jesus look! how beautiful are those blushing cheeks of his, who, being equal with God, took upon him the form of a servant! The cheeks may intend not bare cheeks, but with the hair growing upon them, the hair of the beard, which puts forth itself, and grows upon the cheeks or “jaws”\textsuperscript{352}, as it may be rendered, which makes a man look graceful and majestic; so Aben Ezra interprets the word of the beard, and so many Christian\textsuperscript{353} interpreters, which puts out like aromatic plants on spicy beds. This was literally true of Christ, who was a grown man when he suffered, and gave his cheeks to the smiters, and who plucked off the hair of his beard: and in a mystical sense it may intend either believers in Christ, who are the hair of his cheeks, as well as of his head; and who, like spicy beds and fragrant flowers, are odoriferous to
Christ and to one another; or “[as] towers of perfumes”\(^\text{f354}\) as some, which ascend upwards in the exercise of faith, hope, and love: or rather the graces of the Spirit in Christ, as man and Mediator; which, like the hair of the beard, are in Christ, in great numbers, without measure, and make him very lovely and graceful; and are like beds of spices and sweet flowers, for the variety and sweet smelling savour of them. Though it seems, best of all, to be expressive of the manliness, courage, prudence, gravity, and majesty of Christ; of which the beard, thick set and well grown, is an indication; all which appeared in the whole conduct and deportment of Christ among men; in his ministry, in his life and conversation, at his apprehension, arraignment, condemnation, sufferings, and death. The cheeks rising, and being a little elevated, are fitly described by beds in a garden, by “towers of perfumes”, or fragrant flowers and fruit trees, reared up in the form of towers, or pyramids; or by a dish of fruit preserves, placed in such a figure: and the hair of the cheeks, or beard, are aptly represented by spices, rising up from a bed of them; and all denote the beauty, savour, and majesty of Christ. Or, as the Vulgate Latin version, “as beds of spices set by confectioners”; not as aromatic plants, set in rows by the gardener; but the spices themselves, set in rows by the confectioner in vessels\(^\text{f355}\), placed in his shop in rows to be sold; which being of various colours, especially white and red, the cheeks, for colour and eminence, are compared unto them;

*his lips [like] lilies dropping sweet smelling myrrh*; by which are meant the words of Christ, which drop from his lips; which are like lilies, for their purity, thinness, and beautiful colour: the words of Christ are pure words, free from all pollution, deceit, and human mixtures; nor are his lips big with his own praises, but with expressions of regard for his Father’s glory; and are very pleasant, gracious, and graceful. But then the comparison is not between them and white lilies, for not white, but red lips, are accounted the most beautiful; (see <220403> Song of Solomon 4:3); wherefore rather red or purple lilies are respected, such as Pliny\(^\text{f356}\), and other writers\(^\text{f357}\), speak of; such as grew in Syria\(^\text{f358}\), a neighbouring country; and also in Egypt grew lilies like to roses. Some\(^\text{f359}\) think the allusion is to crowns, made of red or purple lilies, wore at nuptial festivals, on which were poured oil of myrrh, and so dropped from them; but the phrase, “dropping sweet smelling myrrh”, is not in construction with “lilies”, but with “lips”: signifying, that the lips or words of Christ were like to lilies; not so much or not only for their thinness and colour, as for the sweet smell of them,
very odorous, grateful, and acceptable; as are the doctrines of peace, pardon, righteousness, life, and salvation, to sensible souls, delivered in the ministry of the word: the manner of which delivery of them is expressed by “dropping”; gradually, by little and little, as Christ’s church and people can bear them; seasonably, and at proper times, as their wants require constantly, as while Christ was here or, earth, so now he is in heaven, by his ministers, in all ages, to the end of the world; and yet sweetly and gently refreshing, and making fruitful; (see Deuteronomy 32:2).

Moreover, the kisses of Christ’s lips, or the manifestations of his love, may be taken into the sense of this clause; which together with the grateful matter and graceful manner of his words, render him very acceptable to his church; see (Song of Solomon 1:2); and such a sentiment is expressed, in much the same language, by others.

Ver. 14. His hands [are as] gold rings, set with the beryl, etc.] Beryl is with great propriety mentioned, because it was usual to wear it on the fingers. This was one of the precious stones in the breastplate of the high priest, a type of Christ, (Exodus 28:20); one of the pearl foundations of the New Jerusalem, (Revelation 21:20); the appearance of the wheels in Ezekiel’s vision was like it, (Ezekiel 1:16); the body of the glorious person, seen by Daniel, is said to be as that, (Daniel 10:6); so that it is no wonder the hands of Christ should be compared to gold rings set with it. The word “tarshish”, here rendered by “beryl”, is sometimes used for the “sea”; and naturalists tell us, that the best beryl is that which most resembles the colour of the sea; so all the three Targums, on (Exodus 28:20); call it a my µ wr k , from its sea colour; and some versions have it here, “the sea coloured beryl”. Some think the chrysolite is meant, so called from Tarshish, a city in the Indian sea, from whence it was brought, (1 Kings 10:22); which is a precious stone, of a golden colour. Others take it to be the “hyacinth”, or “jacinth”, which is of a violet or purple colour. Cocceius is of opinion that the “sardonyx” in intended, a composition of the “sardius” and “onyx” stones; and is of a white and ruddy colour, and much resembles the nail of a man’s hand; which it was usual to set in rings wore on the hand; and a hand adorned with a ring set with a sardonyx, Martial calls “sardonychata manus”.

Now Christ’s hands, which are the instruments of action, may be compared to “gold rings”, set with one or other of these stones; because of the variety of his works in nature, providence, and grace; and because of the preciousness and value of them; and because of their perfection and
completeness; the circular form being reckoned the most perfect: and never
do the hands of Christ appear as thus described, and look more beautiful
and lovely, than when he is beheld as grasping, holding, and retaining his
people in his hands, out of which they never be plucked; and who are as so
many gold rings, jewels, pearls, and precious stories, in his esteem; and as
holding the bright stars, the ministers of the word, in there, who sparkle in
their gifts and graces, like so many gems there: and particularly this may be
expressive of the munificence and liberality of Christ, in the distribution of
his gifts and graces to his people, so freely and generously, so largely and
plenteously, and so wisely and faithfully, as he does; and a beautiful sight it
is, to the eye of faith, to behold him with his hands full of grace, and a
heart ready to distribute it;

*his belly [is as] bright ivory, overlaid [with] sapphires*: which most of the
ancient interpreters understand of the human nature of Christ, described by
one part of it, because of its frailty and weakness in itself; and is compared
to bright ivory, partly because of its firmness and constancy in suffering,
and partly because of its purity, holiness, and innocence; and is said to be
“overlaid with sapphires”, because of its exaltation and glory at the right
hand of God. The words may be rendered, “his bowels are as bright ivory”,
etc. 1366, as in (<220504> Song of Solomon 5:4); and may express the love, grace,
mercy, pity, compassion of Christ to the sons of men; compared to “ivory”,
or the elephant’s teeth, for the excellency of it, Christ’s love being better
than life itself; and for the purity and sincerity of it, there being no
hypocrisy in it; and for the firmness, constancy, and duration of it, it being
from everlasting to everlasting, without any change or variation; and to an
overlay or enamel of “sapphires”, for the riches, worth and value of it, it
being preferable to all precious stones, or that can be desired. Some
interpreters are of opinion, that not any part of the body, the belly or
bowels, are here meant, but rather some covering of the same; for seems
not so agreeable with the rules of decency, nor consistent with the spouse’s
modesty, to describe her beloved by those parts to the daughters of
Jerusalem; nor with the scope of the narration, which is to give
distinguishing marks and characters, by which they might know him from
another. Aben Ezra thinks the girdle is meant; which either may be his
royal girdle, the girdle of righteousness and faithfulness; or his priestly
girdle, said to be of gold; (see <231105> Isaiah 11:5 <660113> Revelation 1:13); or his
prophetic girdle, the girdle of truth. The allusion may be to the
embroidered coat of the high priest: in the holes and incisures of which, as
Jarchi says, were put jewels and precious stones: or rather to the ephod with the breastplate, in which were twelve precious stones, and among these the sapphire; and which may represent Christ, as the great High Priest, bearing all his elect upon his heart in heaven; having entered there, in their name, to take possession of it for them, until they are brought into the actual enjoyment of it.

Ver. 15. His legs [are as] pillars of marble, set upon sockets of fine gold, etc.| The allusion may be to the “femoralia”, or garments on the thighs of the high priest when he ministered in holy things, who was a type of Christ; which were made of thee twined linen, and, as the Rabbins say, of thread six times doubled; and so must sit very full and stiff, and be like pillars of marble, for colour, firmness, and stiffness; and below which was the hem of the holy robe: and, round about that, were pomegranates and golden bells, and which may be alluded to in the next clause, “set upon sockets of fine gold”; or else the allusion may be to the custom of the eastern countries, where they sandals, bound about the feet with golden ribbons; or had their shoes adorned with gold and precious stones; or were made of gold, as were those which Demetrius wore: snow white feet, with golden knots, as Manilius expresses it, must look very beautiful; and marble legs or feet, as the poet calls them, with golden shoes, suggest the same idea. Now if a covering of the thighs is alluded to, this may respect the pure and spotless righteousness of Christ, and the glory and excellency of it; which covers the nakedness of saints; hides all their impurities, their sins, original and actual; and renders them acceptable in the sight of God: or the legs of Christ being thus compared may denote the strength and power of Christ, to bear up and support what has been or is laid upon him; as the whole universe, the earth, and all that is in it; the covenant of grace, its blessings and promises, which he is the basis and foundation of; the whole church, the persons of all the elect, whom he represented in eternity, and now in time; all their sins and transgressions, laid upon him and bore by him, in his body on the cross; the government of his people on his shoulder; their burdens, and them under all their trials, temptations, and afflictions; and as all the vessels, so all the glory of his Father’s house: and these may set forth also the power of Christ, in treading under and trampling upon all his and his people’s enemies, both when on the cross, and now in heaven, where he must reign until all enemies are put under his feet. Or legs, being the instruments of walking, may intend either his ways of love, grace, and mercy, in the covenant
before time, in favour of his people; and which, like marble pillars, are pure, firm, and constant, and like such, in golden sockets, glorious and excellent: or his walk and conversation, when incarnate and in his state of humiliation; which was always upright, even, and constant; and upon which were a beauty, glory, and lustre, answerable to the metaphors here used: or his walks in the churches, his golden candlesticks; among whom he delights to be, and to whom his presence is desirable, beautiful, and glorious: or his providential dispensations towards his people; which are straight, upright, and equal, holy and righteous, firm and sure; the basis of which are his eternal purposes and decrees;

*his countenance [is] as Lebanon:* his shape, form, personage, appearance, and mien; which was a goodly mountain on the north of Judea, high, pleasant, and set with fruitful and fragrant trees, and made a very delightful appearance; to which Christ may be compared for his height, being higher than the kings of the earth, than the angels of heaven, and than the heavens themselves; and for pleasantness, being more glorious and excellent than that or any other mountain; and for the fruitful and fragrant trees of righteousness that grow upon him, have their root in him, and their fruitfulness from him; and which diffuse a grateful odour, by their graces and good works, to Christ and his saints; and who himself more especially, like this mountain, emits a fragrant smell, in his person, grace, righteousness, and sacrifice, to all passers-by, and true believers in him. It is added,

*excellent as the cedars;* which grew on Lebanon; being the choicest, and preferable to all others: to which Christ may be compared, for tallness, stateliness, fragrancy, and durableness, especially the former, which is always thought to add gracefulness and majesty to men; (see Gill on “<090902>1 Samuel 9:2”).

**Ver. 16. His mouth [is] most sweet, etc.]** Or sweetness itself; yea, “sweetnesses”; exceeding sweet. That is, the words of his month, the doctrines of the Gospel, the precious promises of it, the kind invitations given, and the comfortable things spoken in it; yea, the commands of Christ in his word are not grievous, but pleasant and delightful: or the kisses of his mouth may be meant, the sensible manifestations of his love, (Song of Solomon 1:2); Some think the voice of Christ is intended, and the sound of it, whether the word be translated “mouth”, “throat”, or “roof of the mouth”, as it may signify either; all which are instruments of the voice, and
nothing is more common with lovers than to admire each other’s voice; (see 
Song of Solomon 2:14); and may be applied to the voice of the Gospel, which is sweet, delightful, charming, and alluring, being a voice of love, grace, and mercy, peace, pardon, life, and salvation. The word may be rendered “taste”, as in (Song of Solomon 2:3); and which may be taken, either actively, for the distinguishing taste of Christ between things perverse and good, and between carnal and spiritual ones, and so for the provision of savoury food he makes for his people; or passively, of his being, in his person, offices, and grace, sweet to the taste of a believer. Some interpret it of the breath of his mouth; which being “most sweet”, recommends him to the affections of his people; and may design the expressions of his love to them, and his intercession for them;

yea, he [is] altogether lovely; in his person, offices, people, word, and ordinances; his loveliness is perfect, nothing wanting in it; he is so to all, to his Father, angels, and saints: or, he is “all desires”; exceeding desirable, having all excellencies, perfections, and fulness in him; and being so in all his characters, offices, and relations, he stands in to his people; to whom he is all things, even all in all; they desire none but him. And now, by this description of him, the daughters of Jerusalem could not be at a loss to know who he was, and that he must be preferable to all other beloveds. And the church closes the account by claiming interest in him; her faith in him, and love to him, being increased, while she was speaking of him:

this [is] my beloved; whom she had often called so; and still was her beloved; for though she had suffered much for him, nothing could separate from her love to him: and she adds another endearing character,

and this [is] my friend: which appeared by his espousal of her; by his becoming a surety for her; by his assumption of her nature, and suffering in her room and stead; by paying her debts, and purchasing her person; by entering into heaven in her name, taking possession of it for her, and acting the part of an advocate on her account; by gracious visits to her, and familiar converse with her; by granting her large supplies of grace, and affording her help and relief in, all times of need; by giving good and wholesome counsel to her, and by disclosing the secrets of his heart unto her, (John 15:15); and he is such a friend that sticks closer than a brother; that loves at all times; is constant and faithful, and always to be confided in; he is a rich, powerful, everlasting, and unchangeable friend. All this the church says, in the strength of faith, with the greatest affection, in
the most exulting strains, and as glorying in him, and boasting of him: and now, as if she should say,

_O ye daughters of Jerusalem_, is not this enough to describe my beloved to you, to distinguish him from all others? can you blame me for my affection to him, making such a strict inquiry after him, and giving such a solemn charge to you concerning him? is it not enough to draw out your love unto him, and set you a seeking after him with me? And such an effect it had upon them, as appears from the following chapter.
CHAPTER 6

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON

The discourse between the church and the daughters of Jerusalem is continued in this chapter: they inquire whither her beloved was gone, in order to seek him with her, (Song of Solomon 6:1); she tells them where he was gone, and for what purpose he went thither, and what he was doing there; and claims and asserts her interest in him, (Song of Solomon 6:2,3); Then follows a commendation of the church by Christ, who admires her beauty, and describes her by her eyes, hair, etc. (Song of Solomon 6:4-7); and prefers her to all others; being a singular and choice one to him, and the praise of others, (Song of Solomon 6:8-10); and next he gives an account of his going into his garden, and his design in it, and of what happened to him there, (Song of Solomon 6:11,12). And the chapter is concluded with a charge to the Shulamite, to turn herself, that she might be looked upon; which occasions a question, to which an answer is returned, (Song of Solomon 6:13).

Ver. 1. Whither is thy beloved gone, O thou fairest among women? etc.] The title is the same used by them, and by Christ before them, (Song of Solomon 1:8 Song of Solomon 5:9); and here repeated, to assure her that they were serious in asking this question, and that it was in great respect to her they put it; and which, to the same sense, in other words, is expressed,

whither is thy beloved turned aside? which way did he take? on what hand did he turn, to the right or left, when he went from thy door? They ask no longer who or what he was, being satisfied with the church’s description of him; by which they had gained some knowledge of him, and had their affections drawn out unto him; and were desirous of knowing more of him and of being better acquainted with him, and to enjoy his company and presence; though as yet they had but little faith in him, and therefore could not call him “their” beloved, only “her” beloved: and this question is put and repeated in this manner, to show that they were serious and in earnest; yea, were in haste, and impatient to know which way he went; say they,
that we may seek him with thee; it was not mere speculation or curiosity that led them to put the above questions; they were desirous to go into practice, to join with the church in the search of Christ, to seek him with her in the word and ordinances; upon which they were determined, could they get any hint from her whither he was gone, and where it was most likely to find him: for so the words may be rendered, “and we will seek him with thee”\(^\text{f377}\); this they had resolved on among themselves, and only wanted directions which way to steer their course, or a grant to go along with the church in quest of her beloved.

**Ver. 2.** *My beloved is gone down into his garden,* etc.] Which may be said by Solomon, in allusion to what he himself was wont to do, as Josephus\(^\text{f378}\) relates; who used to go very early in a morning in great pomp to Etham, about two miles from Jerusalem, a pleasant place, abounding with gardens and flows of water: or respect may be had to the king’s gardens nearer Jerusalem, which were at the descent of Mount Zion, and reached to the lower pool\(^\text{f379}\); (see Nehemiah 3:15); and which lying lower than the king’s palace, he might be said to go down to it. And this may point at the low estate of the people of God on earth, depressed with sorrows, afflictions, and persecutions; and the condescension of Christ, in visiting them in their low estate, and granting them his gracious presence: of the garden of Christ, and of his coming into it, (see Gill on \(<220412>\text{Song of Solomon 4:12-16, 5:1}\)”; and the church might remember what he said, “I am come into my garden”, (\(<220501>\text{Song of Solomon 5:1}\)); though she soon fell asleep and forgot it, and now calls it to mind, and so could direct the daughters where he was. She adds,

to the beds of spices; of odoriferous plants; to which particular believers, planted regularly in the churches of Christ, may be compared, for the excellency and fragrancy of their graces; and among whom Christ delights to be; (see \(<220413>\text{Song of Solomon 4:13,14}\)). Gussetius\(^\text{f380}\) thinks the words, both here and in (\(<220513>\text{Song of Solomon 5:13}\), should be rendered “rivers of spices”; an hyperbolical expression, showing that a man walking by rivers of waters, where aromatic plants and fragrant flowers grow, perceives such a sweet odour, that, while he is refreshed with the moisture of the waters, he seems to be walking by rivers of spices. The end of her beloved’s going thither is,

to feed in the gardens; to feed his flocks there: not on commons and in fields, but in gardens, which is unusual: and by which are meant particular
churches, where Christ feeds his people, by his Spirit and by his ministers, word and ordinances, with himself, the bread of life; with the discoveries of his love, better than wine; and with the doctrines and promises of the Gospel: or to feed himself, or that “he [himself] might be fed” there; by beholding with pleasure how the plants grow, and the spices flow out; by tasting the pleasant fruits of the garden; and by observing with delight the graces of the Spirit in his people in lively exercise;

and to gather lilies; to crop them with the hand; lilies are liable to be cropped, hence Horace calls the lily “breve lilium”, the short lived lily: to these saints may be compared, for the glory, splendour, and beauty, they receive from Christ; (see Song of Solomon 2:2); there was a gathering of these at the death of Christ, (Ephesians 2:10 John 11:51,52); and there is a gathering of them in effectual calling, and into a church state, and into nearer communion with Christ; but here it seems to signify a gathering them by death, when fully ripe, to enjoy everlasting fellowship with him.

Ver. 3. I [am] my beloved's, and my beloved [is] mine, etc.] Expressive of interest in Christ, and union to him, and of her faith therein; which still continued, notwithstanding her unbecoming behavior toward Christ, and her many infirmities, (Song of Solomon 5:2,3). Aben Ezra connects the words with the preceding, “my beloved is gone”, etc. but though he is, and I am left alone, I know I am his, and he is mine; which throws a beauty upon the words, and declares the excellency and strength of her faith; for herein lies the glory and excellency of faith, to believe in an unseen Christ: though it may be the Shechinah was with her, as the Targum has it; or Christ had now appeared to her, and was found by her, and therefore, like Thomas, says, “my Lord and my God”;

he feedeth among the lilies; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 2:16”).

Ver. 4. Thou [art] beautiful, O my love, as Tirzah, etc.] These are the words of Christ, who had been absent for some time, and till now silent; but, like another Joseph, could not refrain any longer, but makes himself known to his church, and bursts out in strong expressions of love to her, and in high commendations of her; for, notwithstanding her behavior toward him, she was his love still, and as “beautiful” and as comely in his sight as ever: and for which he compares her here to Tirzah; which is either the name of some beautiful woman, well known in those times; so one of the daughters of Zelophehad is called by this name, (Numbers 27:1); but whether from her beauty is nowhere said: or rather a city of this name
is here meant, since, in the next clause, the church is compared to the city of Jerusalem for the same reason. There was a city in the land of Canaan, called Tirzah, formerly the seat of one of the ancient kings of Canaan, and, in later times, of Jeroboam and some of his successors; and which, no doubt, was a very pleasant and delightful place, as its name imports, either from its situation or buildings, (Joshua 12:24). Adrichomius says, it was an heroic city, situated on a high mountain. In some of the Greek versions, it is read as an appellative, and tendered, as “good will” or “good pleasure”, and so may respect the sweetness of her temper and disposition; which is heightened by using the abstract, she was all good nature and good will; not only sweet, as the Vulgate Latin version, but “sweetness” itself, as she says of him, (Song of Solomon 5:16); and this may be said of her, as she was the object of God’s good will and pleasure in election, of Christ’s in redemption, and of the Spirit’s in effectual calling; and as she was the subject of good will, bearing one to God, to Christ, to his people, word, worship, ways, and ordinances. The word comes from a root which signifies to be “grateful [and] accepted”: and so Jarchi interprets the word here “acceptable”: and so some ancient writings of the Jews: and may denote the acceptableness of the church in Christ, with whom God is well pleased in him for his righteousness’s sake, in which she appears exceeding fair and lovely. And for the same reason is said to be

**comely as Jerusalem;** the metropolis of Judea, and seat of the kings of it; and, as Pliny says, was far the most famous of any of the cities of the east; it was a city well built and compact together, beautiful for situation, very rich in Solomon’s time, the place of divine worship, and was strongly fortified by nature and art: and hence the church of God often bears this name, both in the Old and New Testament, (Isaiah 40:2 Hebrews 12:22), being the city of the great King, built on Christ, the Rock; consisting of saints, fitly and closely united together; rich with the unsearchable riches of Christ; where the several parts of spiritual and evangelic worship are performed; possessed of many privileges, and well secured by the power and salvation of God. Yet

**terrible as [an army] with banners;** to her enemies, though so lovely to Christ. This shows that not a single person is meant all along, who could not with propriety be compared to an army; but a collective body, as the church is: and that the church on earth is militant, and, like a well disciplined army, in good order, and provided with proper officers and suitable armour, and in a posture of defence, and ready to fight when
attacked; and so “terrible” to her enemies, Satan and his principalities, wicked men and false teachers; who are terrified by their having such a General at the head of them as Christ, and being under such banners as his, and provided with such good weapons of warfare, as are mighty through God; by their close union to one another; and by the constancy, undauntedness, and invincibleness of their faith; and are awed by their pious conversation and good examples. Perhaps some respect may be had by Christ to the church’s courage and constancy in seeking after him; the force of whose faith and love he felt, which he could not withstand, and therefore says as follows:

Ver. 5. Turn away thine eyes from me, etc.] Her eyes of faith and love; not through dislike of them, but as ravished with them; his passions were so struck by them, and his heart pierced with them, that he could stand it out no longer against her; (see Song of Solomon 4:9,10). Some render the words, “turn about thine eyes over against me”; this being the first time of meeting, after her ungrateful treatment of him, she might be filled with shame and confusion for it, and therefore hung down her head, or looked on one side; wherefore he encourages her to look him full in the face, with a holy confidence; for such looks of faith are very agreeable to Christ; (see Song of Solomon 2:14); for they have overcome me; that is, her eyes, they had made a conquest of his heart; which does not imply weakness in Christ, but condescending grace, that he should suffer himself, as it were, to be overpowered by the faith and love of his people, who has conquered them and all their enemies. This clause is very differently rendered: by some, “they have strengthened me”; his desire towards his church, and the enjoyment of her company: by others, the reverse, “are stronger than me”, or “have taken away my strength”; so that he was spiritless, and as one dead, or in an ecstasy: by others, “they have made me fly away”, that is, out of himself; so that he was not master of himself, could not bear the force and brightness of her eyes: by others, “they have lifted me up”; revived, cheered, and comforted him, through sympathy with her, in virtue of their near union: by others, “they have made me proud”, or “prouder”; see (Isaiah 3:5). Christ has a kind of pride as well as pleasure in his church; he is proud of the beauty he has put upon her, of the graces he has wrought in her; and especially of her faith, when in exercise; see (Matthew 8:10); and by others, “they have made me fiercer”; not with anger and indignation, but with love; there is a force, a fierceness in love, as well as in wrath: “love
[is] strong as death, [and] jealousy [is] cruel as the grave”, (Song of Solomon 8:6); it is so in the church, much more in Christ. All which shows the power of faith, to which mighty things are ascribed, (Hebrews 11:1-40); and here the conquest of Christ himself;

thy hair [is] as a flock of goats that appear from Gilead; from Mount Gilead, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:1”).

Ver. 6. Thy teeth [are] as a flock of sheep which go up from the washing, whereof everyone beareth twins, and [there is] not one barren among them]. (See Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:2”).

Ver. 7. As a piece of a pomegranate [are] thy temples within thy locks.] The same descriptions are given in (Song of Solomon 4:3); (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:3”); and these are repeated, to show the reality of the church’s beauty, and for the sake of confirmation; and that it still continued the same, notwithstanding her failings and infirmities; and that Christ had the same esteem of her, and love to her, he ever had. That part of the description, respecting the church’s lips and speech, in (Song of Solomon 4:3); is here omitted, though added at the end of (Song of Solomon 6:6); by the Septuagint; but is not in the Hebrew copies, nor taken notice of in the Targum; yea, the Masorah, on (Song of Solomon 4:2), remarks some words as only used in that place, and therefore could not be repeated here in the copies then in use.

Ver. 8. There are threescore queens, and fourscore concubines, and virgins without number.] In this verse and (Song of Solomon 6:9) the church is commended as she stood related to others; and is compared with them, and preferred to them. The words may be considered either as an assertion, “there are”, etc. or as a supposition, “though there be”, etc. yet Christ’s church is but one, and excels them all. “Queens” are principal and lawful wives of kings; “concubines”, secondary or half wives, as the word signifies; who were admitted to the bed, but their children did not inherit: “virgins”, unmarried persons, maids of honour, who waited on the queen. The allusion is to the custom of kings and great personages, who had many wives, and more concubines, and a large number of virgins to wait on them; (see 1 Kings 11:3); or to a nuptial solemnity, and the ceremony of introducing the bride to the bridegroom, attended with a large number of persons of distinction; and so Theocritus speaks of four times sixty virgins attending the nuptials of Menelaus and Helena; (see Psalm 45:9). By all which may be meant either the kingdoms and nations of the
world; by “queens”, the more large, rich and flourishing kingdoms; by “concubines”, inferior states; and by “virgins without number”, the vast multitudes of inhabitants that fill them; but all, put together, are not equal to the church; (see Song of Solomon 2:2); or else false churches; by “queens”, such who boast of their riches and number, as the church of Rome, (Revelation 18:7); by “concubines”, such as are inferior in those things, but equally corrupt, as Arians, Socinians, etc. and by “virgins without number”, the multitudes of poor, weak, ignorant people, seduced by them; and what figure soever these make, or pretensions to be the true churches of Christ, they are none of his, his spouse is preferred to them all. Or rather true believers in Christ, of different degrees, are here meant; queens, those that have the greatest share of gifts grace, most nearness to Christ, and communion with him; by “concubines”, believers of a lower class, and of a more servile spirit, and yet sometimes are favoured with, fellowship with Christ; and by “virgins”, young converts, who have not so large an experience as the former; and this distribution agrees with (1 John 2:13,14); and the rather this may be the sense, since each of these are said to praise the church in (Song of Solomon 6:9), who is preferable to them, and includes them all.

Ver. 9. My dove, my undefiled, is [but] one, etc.] Of these titles, see (Song of Solomon 2:14 Song of Solomon 5:2). Christ’s church is called one, in distinction from the many before mentioned; and either designs her small number, in comparison of the nations of the world, and of false churches, like one to sixty or eighty, and even to an innumerable company; (see Ecclesiastes 9:14) (Luke 12:32 Revelation 13:3 Revelation 17:15); or else her unity in herself, being but one general assembly and church of the firstborn, made up of various particular congregated churches; and “one body”, consisting of various members, united together in affection, and partakers of the same grace, blessings, and privileges; actuated by “one Spirit”, the Spirit of God, (Ephesians 4:4); and having but “one Head”, Christ Jesus, (Ephesians 4:15): and it may signify that the church is the spouse of Christ; that though other princes may have sixty queens, and eighty concubines, and virgins without number, to wait on them, (Song of Solomon 6:8); Christ had but one, and was well pleased with her, and desired no other; she [is] the [only] one of her mother; the Jerusalem above, the mother of us all: or the sense is, she was to Christ as a mother’s only child, most tenderly beloved by him;
she [is] the choice one of her that bare her; esteemed and loved best of all her mother’s children. The word may be rendered, “the pure” or “clean one”\[^{397}\]; so the church is, as cloathed in “clean” linen, the righteousness of Christ; cleansed from sin in his blood; sprinkled with the clean water of the covenant, and of an unspotted conversation.

*The daughters saw her, and blessed her; [yea], the queens and the concubines, and they praised her:* it may seem strange that concubines should praise a queen; but it was not unusual in the eastern countries; with the Persians, as the queen admitted of many concubines by the order of her lord the king, so the queen was had in great veneration, and even adored by the concubines\[^{398}\]: which may respect either the great esteem the church had, or should have, in the world, even from the great men of it, as she will have in the latter day, (\[^{234923}\text{Isaiah 49:23}\] \[^{236003}\text{Isaiah 60:3,10,11}\]; or which young converts have for her; who may more especially be meant by the “daughters” and “virgins”, who, in (\[^{220601}\text{Song of Solomon 6:1}\]), call the church the “fairest among women”: these blessed her, and pronounced her happy, and wished all happiness to her; they “praised her”, spoke well of her, and commended her for her beauty; which was pleasing to Christ, and therefore observed by him.

**Ver. 10. Who is she [that] looketh forth as the morning?** etc.] These words may be connected with the preceding, by a supplement of the word “saying”; and so may express what the daughters said, when they blessed and praised the church, wondering at her beauty, it being like the rising morning; so Helena is said to show her beautiful face, αἰων ἀντελλοισα, as the morning, when it springs forth\[^{399}\]: there was a city in the tribe of Reuben, called Zarethshahar, the beauty or splendour of the morning, \(^{061319}\text{Joshua 13:19}\). Homer often describes the morning by her rosy fingers\[^{400}\], and as clothed with a saffron garment\[^{401}\], and as beautiful and divine\[^{402}\], and fair haired\[^{403}\], and as on a golden throne and beautiful\[^{404}\]. And as these words describe the progressive gradations of light, so they may set forth the state and condition of the church in the several ages of the world; its first state in this clause, which may reach from the first dawn of light to Adam, \(^{010315}\text{Genesis 3:15}\); increasing in the times of the patriarchs, Noah, Abraham, and Jacob, and in which and to whom were various displays of Gospel light and grace; to the time of the giving of the law by Moses, when the church might be said to be
fair as the moon; which, though it receives its light from the sun, yet splendour and brightness are ascribed to it, (Job 31:26); and, by other writers, is represented as fair and beautiful; and the beautiful form of persons is expressed by it: and very fitly is the state of the church under the law signified by the moon, by which the ceremonial law seems intended, in (Revelation 12:1); that lying much in the observation of new moons, by the which the several festivals under the law were regulated; and which law gave light in the night of Jewish darkness, into the person, offices, and grace of Christ; and though it was imperfect, variable, waxed old, and at length vanished away, yet the church under it was “fair”; there being a beauty and amiableness in the worship of that dispensation, (Psalm 27:4 Psalm 84:1). The next clause, “clear as the sun”, may describe the church under the Gospel dispensation; when the “sun of righteousness” arose, and made the famous Gospel day; when the shadows of the old law fled away, Christ, the substance, being come; when there were more light and knowledge, and a clear discerning of spiritual and evangelic things: and, in all those periods, the church was “terrible as [an army] with banners”; to her enemies, being in a militant state; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 6:4”). The whole of this may be applied to particular believers; who, at first conversion, “look forth as the morning”, their light being small, but increasing; and, as to their sanctification, are “fair as the moon”, having their spots and imperfections, and deriving all their light, grace, and holiness, from Christ; and, as to their justification,
clear as the sun, being clothed with Christ, the sun of righteousness, (Revelation 12:1); and so all fair and without spot;

[and] terrible as [an army] with banners, fighting the good fight of faith, under the banners of Christ, against all spiritual enemies.

Ver. 11. I went down into the garden of nuts, etc.] This is very properly taken notice of in this song of love; it being usual for newly married persons to get nuts, and throw them among children, to make pastime; to signify, among other things, that they now renounced childish things. These are the words of Christ, declaring to the church where he went, and what he employed himself about, when he departed from her; (see Song of Solomon 6:2). Of the garden, as it intends the church, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 5:12”); into which he was invited to come, and did, as here; (see Song of Solomon 4:16, 5:1); here it is called a “garden of nuts”, which may design a spot in it destined for this fruit; by which some
understand “nutmegs”, which is not very likely, since such grew not in those parts: rather “walnuts”, which the Arabs call “gauz” or “geuz”, which is the same word that is here used; Pistacia nuts were well known in Syria, which joined to Judea. And by “nuts”, which grew in the garden, the church, true believers, may be designed; who, like them, have a mean outward appearance, but are valuable within, having the true grace of God in them; and because of their divers coverings, their outward conversation garments, the robe of Christ’s righteousness, and the internal sanctification of the Spirit, which answer to the husk and shell, and the thin inward skin over the nut; and because of their hardiness in enduring afflictions and troubles, the shell may represent; and because of their best and most excellent parts being hidden, even grace, the hidden man of the heart, signified by the kernel, and which will not fully appear until the shell or tabernacle of the body is broken down; and because of their safety from harm and pollution, amidst the storms of afflictions, persecutions, and temptations, and pollutions of the world, the principle of grace, like the kernel, remains unhurt and undefiled; and because of the multitude of believers, united and cleaving together, which is delightful to behold, like clusters of nuts in a nut garden. Some render it, “the pruned garden”, or “garden of pruning”, whose plants, trees, and vines, are pruned and kept in good order, by Christ’s father, the husbandman and vinedresser; (see Song of Solomon 2:12, 5:12). The ends of Christ in going into it were, to see the fruits of the valley; to observe the graces of his Spirit; the actings, exercise, and growth of them in humble souls, among whom he delights to be, (Isaiah 57:15); the Septuagint version is, “the shoots of the brook” or “river”: and may denote the fertile soil in which believers are planted, even by the river of divine love; with which being watered, they flourish, (Psalm 1:3); [and] to see whether the vine flourished; particular churches, or believers, compared to vines; who may be said to flourish, when they increase in numbers, and are fruitful in grace and good works; see (Song of Solomon 2:13); [and] the pomegranates budded; of which, (see Song of Solomon 4:13); the budding, of them may design the beginnings, or first putting, forth, of grace in the saints; which Christ takes much notice of, and is highly pleased with.
Ver. 12. Or ever one was aware, my soul made me [like] the chariots of Amminadib.] These are either the words of the church or of Christ, saying, “I know not” as the first clause may be rendered: if the words of the church, the sense may be, that though she knew not where her beloved was gone, when he went from her, yet she ran about in search of him as swiftly as the chariots of Amminadib; and when she did know that he was gone down into the garden, immediately, on a sudden, at an unawares, such was the strength of her love and affection to him, the she moved as swiftly after him as if she had been in one of those chariots; and this may signify also her courage and resolution, that, notwithstanding all difficulties and discouragements she met with, she drove on as briskly and as courageously after him as ever Amminadib did, in one of his chariots, in the field of battle: or, “I know not”; whether in the body or out of the body; such was the rapture and ecstasy she was in, when she heard her beloved say, “I went down into the garden of nuts”, etc. or, when she heard the daughters’ commendations of her, she did not think that such belonged to her, and therefore said, “I know not”; however, this caused her to make the greater haste to answer such characters, and to enjoy the company of her beloved. But rather they are the words of Christ, who was now in his garden, observing the condition it was in, and says, “I know not”, or do not perceive, that it was in a fruitful and flourishing case, and therefore took all the speedy methods he could to bring it into a better; or being in a transport of love to his church, it caused him speedily to return unto her, and grant her his presence; offer all necessary assistance, and be as chariots to her, to carry her through difficulties, and to protect and defend her from all enemies: and this his soul caused him to do, not her worth and worthiness, love and loveliness, but his own good will and pleasure, and cordial affection for her. Many take Amminadib to be the proper name of a person, who was one of Solomon’s chariot drivers, that understood his business well, and drove swiftly, and with success, to whom Christ compares himself, when returning to his church with haste: but I rather think, with Jarchi, Aben Ezra, and others, that it is an appellative, consisting of two words, “ammi”, my people, and “nadib”, willing or princely, and may be rendered, “the chariots of my willing” or “princely people”; meaning, not angels, nor ministers, but the people of Christ themselves, to whom he is as chariots; for so I should choose to translate the words, “my soul made me as chariots to my willing” or “princely people”; and so describes the persons who share in this instance of his grace; they are such who are made willing by Christ, in the day of his
power on them, to be saved by him, and serve him, (Psalm 110:3); and who are of a free, princely, and munificent spirit, (Psalm 2:12); being princes, and the sons and daughters of a prince, (Song of Solomon 7:1); to these Christ makes himself as chariots, as he now was to the church, and took her up along with him to enjoy his presence, she had sought for and desired. Wherefore the daughters of Jerusalem, who had accompanied her hitherto in search of him, perceiving she was going from then, say what follows.

Ver. 13. Return, return, O Shulamite; return, return, etc.] By whom the church is meant, so called from her being the spouse of Christ, the true Solomon; it being common for the wife to have the same name with her husband; thus, with the Romans, if the man’s name was Caius, the woman’s name was Caia: is the name of Christ Solomon? the church’s name is Shulamite; (see Jeremiah 23:6, 33:16 1 Corinthians 12:12). The word from which this is derived signifies both perfection and peace; and the church may be called the Shulamite from her perfection, not in herself, but in Christ, in whom she is complete, and perfectly comely through his righteousness; and is also denominated from the peace which she has from Christ, and he has made for her through his blood, and he gives unto her by his Spirit; and from what she does or should enjoy in her members, and from what she will be possessed of to all eternity. Now the church, the Shulamite, is very importunately desired by the daughters of Jerusalem to return; which is said no less than four times, which shows how vehemently desirous they were of her company: and perceiving she was about to go from them, most earnestly press her to return, or to “turn”; to turn herself, that her beauty and comeliness might be more plainly seen; for this is the end proposed by them,

that we may look upon thee; that they might still have more opportunity of viewing her, and more narrowly to examine her beauty, for which she was so much commended; and that they might enjoy more of her company and conversation, which had been, and they might hope would be, more useful and instructive to them. A question upon this follows,

What will ye see in the Shulamite? which question is put, either by the daughters among themselves; some wishing for her return, and others asking what they expected to see in her, should she return: or rather it is put by the church herself; who asks the daughters, what they expected to see in her, a poor, mean, unworthy creature, not fit to be looked on, having
nothing extraordinary, nor indeed valuable or of worth, in seeing of her? Which question is thus answered,

*As it were the company of two armies:* either by the daughters, declaring what they expected to see in the church; either such a glorious and joyful meeting between Christ and her, as is often between great persons, attended with singing and dancing; so the word for company is rendered by the Septuagint 1414 “choroi”, a “company” of those that dance and sing; (see Psalm 68:24,25); or such an appearance as an army makes at the reception of their prince, when it is divided into two bands, for the sake of greater honour and majesty. Or rather this answer is returned by the church herself; signifying that nothing was to be seen in her but two armies, flesh and Spirit, sin and grace, continually warring against each other; which surely, she thought, could be no desirable and pleasing sight to them; (see Romans 7:23 Galatians 5:17).
CHAPTER 7

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON 7

In this chapter Christ gives a fresh commendation of the beauty of his church, in a different order and method than before; beginning with her “feet”, and so rising upwards to the “hair” of her head, and the roof of her mouth, (Song of Solomon 7:1-9); And then the church asserts her interest in him, and his desire towards her, (Song of Solomon 7:10); and invites him to go with her into the fields, villages, and vineyards, and offers various reasons, by which she urges him to comply with her invitation, (Song of Solomon 7:11-13).

Ver. 1. How beautiful are thy feet with shoes, etc.] It is no unusual thing to describe the comeliness of women by their feet, and the ornaments of them; so Hebe is described by Homer as having beautiful feet, and Juno by her golden shoes: particular care was taken of, and provision made for, the shoes of queens and princesses in the eastern countries; Herodotus tells us, that the city of Anthylla was given peculiarly to the wife of the king of Egypt, to provide her with shoes; which custom, he says, obtained when Egypt became subject to Persia; (see Gill on “Esther 2:18”).

Shoes of a red, or scarlet, or purple colour, were in esteem with the Jews; and so the Targum here is, “purple shoes:” the word used is thought by some to signify a colour between scarlet and purple; (see Ezekiel 16:10); and also with the Tyrian virgins; and so with the Romans; and with whom likewise white shoes were much in use. That this is said of the church, is plain from the appellation of her, O Prince’s daughter! the same with the King’s daughter, (Psalm 45:13); the daughter of the King of kings; for, being espoused to Christ, his Father is her Father, and his God her God: besides, she is born of him who is the Prince of the kings of the earth, (1 John 2:28); she is both a Prince’s wife and a Prince’s daughter. It may be rendered, “O noble”, or “princely daughter”,! being of a free princely spirit, in opposition to a servile one, (Psalm 51:12); of a bountiful and liberal spirit, as in,
Isaiah 32:5-8); in distributing temporal things to the necessities of the poor; and in communicating spiritual things to the comfort and edification of others. Some take these to be the words of the daughters of Jerusalem, wondering at the church’s beauty, on turning herself to them as they desired: but they are rather the words of Christ; who, observing the church speak so meanly of herself, in order to encourage her, gives a high commendation of her in this and some following verses, and begins with her “feet”; not her ministers, who are “shod with the preparation of the Gospel of peace”, (Ephesians 6:15), and who appear beautiful in the eyes of those who have any knowledge of the good things they publish and proclaim; for they are set in the highest place in the church: but here the lowest and meanest members of the church are meant; whose outward walk, the feet are the instruments of, may be said to be “beautiful with shoes”, when they are ready to every good work; when their conversation is ordered aright, is agreeably to the word of God, and as becomes the Gospel of Christ; and which, like shoes, is a fence against the briers and thorns, the reproaches and calumnies, of the world; and when there is such a lustre upon it that it cannot but be seen and observed by spectators, by which they are excited to glorify God, it is so beautiful in the eyes of Christ, that to such he shows the salvation of God;

the joints of thy thighs [are] like jewels, the work of the hands of a cunning workman; a skilful artificer, a goldsmith or jeweller: the allusion seems to be to some ornaments about the knees or legs, wore by women in those times; (see Isaiah 3:18); and this may serve to set off the lustre and beauty of the church’s conversation. And since it seems not so decent to describe the parts themselves mentioned, the words may rather design the “femoralia”, or garments, with which they were covered; and may signify the garments of salvations and robe of Christ’s righteousness, whereby the church’s members are covered, so that their nakedness is not seen; but with them are as richly adorned bridegroom and bride with their ornaments and which are not the bungling work of a creature, but of one that is God as well as man, and therefore called the righteousness of God. Some have thought that the girdle about the loins is meant, the thighs being put for the loins, (Genesis 46:26); and so may intend the girdle of truth, mentioned along with the preparation of the Gospel of peace the feet are said to be shod with, (Ephesians 6:14,15); and the metaphor of girding is used when a Gospel conversation is directed to, (Luke 12:35 1 Peter 1:13). But it seems best by these “joints”, or “turnings of the
thighs”\textsuperscript{422}, by which they move more orderly and regularly, to understand the principles of the walk and conversation of saints, as one observes\textsuperscript{423}; without which it cannot be ordered aright; for principles denominate actions, good and bad; and the principles of grace, by which believers move in their Christian walk, are as valuable and as precious as jewels, such as faith and love, and a regard to the glory of God; and which are curiously wrought by the finger of God, by his Holy Spirit, who “works [in them] both to will and to do of his good pleasure”, (\textsuperscript{Philippians 2:13}).

Ver. 2.\textit{Thy navel [is like] a round goblet, etc.} According to some, not the navel itself is meant; but a covering of it, a jewel or plate of gold in the shape of it; and because the word for “round”, in the Chaldee language, signifies the “moon”, and so Ben Melech interprets it, some have thought of the “round tire like the moon”, (\textsuperscript{Isaiah 3:18}); though that was rather an ornament about the neck. Bishop Patrick is of opinion that it refers to “the clothing of wrought gold”, (\textsuperscript{Psalm 45:13}); which had, on the part that covered the belly, a raised embossed work, resembling a heap or sheaves of wheat; about which was an embroidery of curious flowers, particularly lilies; and, in the midst of the whole, a fountain or conduit, running with several sorts of liquor, into a great bowl or basin: and Fortunatus Scacchus\textsuperscript{424} interprets it of a garment, covering this part, embroidered with lilies. All which may represent the beautiful robe of Christ’s righteousness the church is adorned with. But rather the part itself is meant, and designs the ministers of the Gospel; who, in the administration of the word and ordinances, are that to the church as the navel is to a human body; that is in an eminent part of it, is the strength of the intestines, conduces much to the health of the body, and by which the child in the womb is supposed to receive its nourishment: ministers are set in the highest place in the church; are strong in themselves, through the grace and power of Christ and the means of strengthening others; and of keeping the church a good plight and healthful state, by the wholesome words and sound doctrines they preach; and also of nourishing souls in embryo, and when new born, with the sincere milk of the word: and as the navel is said to be like a “round goblet”, cup, bowl, or basin, this aptly describes that part; and may express the perfection of Gospel ministers, their gifts and grace, not in an absolute, but comparative sense, the round or circular form being reckoned the most perfect; and also the workmanship bestowed on them, the gifts and grace of the Spirit, a round goblet being turned and formed by some curious artist; and likewise their
capacity to hold and retain Gospel truths. And they are compared, not to an empty one, but to one

[which] wanteth not liquor; meaning the large and never failing supplies of gifts and grace from Christ; so that they never want the liquor, the oil and wine of Gospel truths, to communicate to others, (Zechariah 4:12). The word used signifies a “mixture”, or a “mixed liquor” as of wine and milk, (Song of Solomon 5:1); or rather of wine and water, much used in the eastern countries; so the wine of Sharon used to be mixed, two parts water and one wine: and this designs, not a mixture of divine truths and human doctrines, which ought not to be made; but the variety of Gospel truths ministers deliver to others, and that in a manner they are most capable of receiving them. Some render the words as a wish, “let there not want”, etc. and so they declare the tender concern of Christ, that his church might have a continual supply in the ministry of the word;

thy belly [is like] a heap of wheat; which denotes the fruitfulness of the church in bringing souls to Christ, comparable to a pregnant woman; and whose fruit, young converts born in her, are compared to “a heap of wheat” for their number, choiceness, and solidity, being able to bear the fan of persecution: it was usual with the Jews to scatter wheat on the heads of married persons at their weddings, three times, saying, “increase and multiply”; (see Isaiah 66:8; Matthew 3:12). This heap of wheat is said to be “set about”, or “hedged, with lilies”; which suggests, that it was not a heap of wheat on the corn floor which is meant, but a field of standing wheat, enclosed and fenced, not with thorns, but lilies; and these lilies may signify grown saints, who are often compared to lilies in this book, by whom young converts are encompassed and defended; or the beauties of holiness, in which they appear as soon as born again, (Psalm 110:3).

Ver. 3. Thy two breasts [are] like two young roes [that are] twins. (See Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:5”).

Ver. 4. Thy neck [is] as a tower of ivory, etc.] Two things recommend the neck, erectness and whiteness; both are here expressed, the one by a “tower”, the other by “ivory”; hence a fine beautiful neck is called an ivory one; and for the same reason it sometimes has the epithet of “snowy”, and sometimes of “marble”. Of the church’s neck, as it may design either the ministers of the word, or the Scriptures of truth, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:4”); where it is compared to “the tower of
David”, and here to “a tower of ivory”: Marckius conjectures that they
can be the same, or that this is the name of, vine ancient structure known
at this time; however, it is used as expressive of the purity of the lives of
Gospel ministers, and the evenness of their doctrines, and of the purity,
beauty, glory, axial harmony of the Scriptures;

*thine eyes [like] the fish pools in Heshbon, by the gate of Bathrabbim;*
Heshbon was formerly the seat of Sihon, king of the Amorites,
(Numbers 22:26); of which Bathrabbim was one of its gates; so called,
either because it led to Rabbath, a city near it, and mentioned with it,
(Jeremiah 49:3); or because of the great numbers that went in and out
by it; for it may be rendered, “the daughter of many”, or “of great
ones”⁴³³: near this gate, it seems, were very delightful fish pools, to which
the eyes of the church are compared. In the Hebrew language, the word for
eyes and fountains is the same; the eyes having humours in them, and so
fitly compared to fish pools. Of the eyes of the church, as they may design
either the ministers of the word, or the eyes of her understanding,
particularly faith, (see Gill on “ Song of Solomon 1:15”); here they are
said to be like “fish pools”, whose waters are clear, quiet, constant and
immovable; and, seen at a distance, between trees and groves, look very
beautiful: and, if applied to ministers, may denote the clearness of their
sight in discerning the truths of the Gospel; and their being filled with the
fulness of the blessing of the Gospel of Christ; and their being blessings to
the churches of Christ, and to the souls of men the word for “fish pools”
comes from a word which signifies “to bless”⁴³⁴; and such being observed
as were near the gate of Bathrabbim, may have respect to the multitude
that attend their ministry, and receive benefit by it; in which they are
constant and invariable, and all of a piece, and appear very beautiful to
those to whom they are useful. And if applied to the church’s eyes of
understanding, those of faith and knowledge, may denote the perspicuity of
them, in the discernment of spiritual things; and the fixedness and
immovableness of them on the person, blood, and righteousness of Christ;
looking alone to him, and off of every other object, and so very attractive
to him, and beautiful in his sight, as well as their abounding with the waters
of evangelic repentance and humiliation; (see Song of Solomon 4:9
Song of Solomon 6:5);

*thy nose [is] as the tower of Lebanon, which looketh towards Damascus;* a
tower on that part of Mount Lebanon which faced Damascus, which lay in
a plain, and so open to view, as well as exposed to winds; hence called, by
Lucan\textsuperscript{f435}, Ventosa Damascus; which tower was so high, as Adrichomius\textsuperscript{f436} says, that from thence might be numbered the houses in Damascus: by which also may be meant the ministers of the word; nor need it seem strange that the same should be expressed by different metaphors, since the work of ministers is of different parts; who, as they are as eyes to see, so like the nose to smell; and having a spiritual discerning of Gospel truths, both savour them themselves, and diffuse the savour of them to others; and are both the ornament and defence of the church; the former is signified by the “nose”, which is an ornament of the face, and the latter by the “tower of Lebanon”, and this is looking towards Damascus, the inhabitants of which were always enemies to the people of Israel; and so may denote the vigilance and courage of faithful ministers, who watch the church’s enemies, and their motions, and, with a manful courage, face and attack them. Moreover, this description may respect the majesty and magnanimity of the church herself; the former may be intimated by her nose, which, when of a good size, and well proportioned, adds much grace and majesty to the countenance; and the latter by its being compared to the impregnable tower of Lebanon, looking towards Damascus, signifying that she was not afraid to look her worst enemies in the face: or the whole may express her prudence and discretion in spiritual things: by which she can distinguish truth from error, and espy dangers afar off, and guard against them.

Ver. 5. *Thine head upon thee [is] like Carmel,* etc.] Set with hair, thick and long, as Carmel with plants and trees. Now Christ is the church’s Head in various senses; he is her federal and representative Head in eternity and time; her political Head, as a King to his subjects; an economical Head, as the husband to the wife, as parents to their children, and a master to servants; and, as such, may be compared to Carmel; for the multitude dependent on him, whom he represents, and is connected with under various relations; for his height, being higher than the kings of the earth, and all other heads; and for fruitfulness, all the fruits of the church, and of all true believers, coming from him. Some render the word, “as crimson”, or “scarlet”\textsuperscript{f437}; which may set forth his royal dignity and majesty, this colour being wore by kings and great personages; or the ardent love of Christ to his body, the church, and the members of it; or his bloody sufferings for them;

and the hair of thine head like purple; purple coloured hair has been in great esteem. Of this colour was the hair of King Nysus, according to the fable\textsuperscript{f438}, and so the hair of Evadne, and of the Muses\textsuperscript{f439}, were of a violet
colour; the hair of Ulysses is said to be like to the hyacinth flower, which is of a purple or violet colour; and Milton calls the first Adam’s hair hyacinthine locks; and here, in a figurative sense, the second Adam’s hair is said to be like purple. By which believers that grow on Christ, the Head of the church, may be meant, who have their dependence on him, and their strength and nourishment from him; (see Song of Solomon 4:1, Song of Solomon 5:11); and these may be said to be like “purple”, because of their royal dignity, being made kings unto God by Christ; and because of their being washed in the purple blood of Christ; and because of the sufferings they endure for his sake; and especially such may be so compared, who have spilt their blood and laid down their lives on his account;

*the king [is] held in the galleries*; the same with the Head of the church, the King of Zion, and King of saints, whose kingdom is a spiritual and everlasting one: and by the “galleries” in which he is held may be meant the ordinances of the Gospel; where Christ and his people walk and converse together; where he discloses the secrets of his heart to them, leads them into a further acquaintance with his covenant, and the blessings and promises of it; and from whence they have delightful views of his person and fulness; see the King in his beauty, and behold the good land which is afar off: the same word as here is rendered “rafters”, and by some “canals”, in (Song of Solomon 1:17). Now Christ being said to be “held in [these] galleries” may signify his fixed habitation in his house and ordinances; where he has promised to dwell, and delights to be; and where he is as it were fastened to them, and hatred in them.

**Ver. 6. How fair and how pleasant art thou, O love, for delights!]** These are the words of the King in the galleries, wondering at the church’s beauty, it being incomparable and inexpressible, it could not be said well how great it was; and expressing the strength of his love to her, which was invariably the same as ever. Of the “fairness” of the church, and of this title, “love”, (see Song of Solomon 1:9,15, Song of Solomon 2:7); and here she is said also to be “pleasant” to him, as his spouse and bride, in whom he takes infinite delight and pleasure, loving her with a love of complacency and delight; and therefore adds, “for delights”, which he had in her before the world was, (Proverbs 8:31). She was all delight to him; her words, her actions and gestures, her comely countenance, her sweet and pleasant voice in prayer and praise, her ravishing looks of faith
and love, her heavenly airs, and evangelic walk; in all which she appeared beautiful and delightful, beyond all human thought and expression.

Ver. 7. *This thy stature is like to a palm tree*, etc.] Made up of the above parts commended, and others had in view, as appears from the relative “this”. The word for “stature” properly signifies height, tallness, and erectness; and which were reckoned agreeable in women, as well as men; (see Gill on “1 Samuel 9:2”); hence methods are often made use of to make them look taller, as by their head dresses, their shoes, and by stretching out their necks, (Isaiah 3:16); and the simile of a tree is not an improper one: and so Galatea is, for height and tallness, compared to an alder and to a plane tree; and Helena, to a cypress tree in a garden, on the same account; and here the church to a palm tree: the Egyptian palm tree is said to be the best; and if Solomon here has any reference to Pharaoh’s daughter, his wife, he might think of that, which is described “of body straight, high, round, and slender,” and fitly expresses a good shape and stature. The church’s stature is no other than the “stature of the fulness of Christ”, (Ephesians 4:13); which will be attained unto when all the elect are gathered in, and every member joined to the body, and all filled with the gifts and graces of the spirit designed for them, and are grown up to a just proportion in the body; and in such a state Christ seems to view his church, and so commends her by this simile: saints are oftentimes compared to palm trees in Scripture on other accounts; (see Psalm 92:12);

*and thy breasts to clusters [of grapes]*; on a vine which might be planted by and run up upon a palm tree, as Aben Ezra suggests: though rather clusters of dates, the fruit of the palm tree, are designed, since this fruit, as Pliny observes, grows in clusters; and to clusters of the vine the church’s breasts are compared in (Song of Solomon 7:8). And by these “breasts” may be meant either the ministers of the Gospel, who communicate the sincere milk of the word to souls; and may be compared to clusters for their numbers, when there is plenty of them, which is a great mercy to the church; and for their unity, likeness, and agreement in their work, in their ministrations, and in the doctrine they preach, though their gifts may be different; or else the two Testaments, full of the milk of the word; and comparable to “clusters” of grapes or dates, because of the many excellent doctrines and precious promises in them; which, when pressed by hearing, reading, meditation, and prayer, yield both delight and
nourishment to the souls of men. Some think the two ordinances of the Gospel, baptism and the Lord’s supper, are intended, which are breasts of consolation; and, when the presence of Christ, and the manifestations of his love, are enjoyed in them, they afford much pleasure and satisfaction; and as those breasts are full in themselves, they are beautiful in the eye of Christ, and as such commended; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 4:5”).

Ver. 8. I said, I will go up to the palm tree, etc.] Which is easy of ascent; having, in the bark of the trunk or body of the tree, rings like steps, whereby the eastern people climb it with incredible swiftness, as Pliny relates: these steps are made by the lower boughs being lopped off, whose knots, or “pollices”, as Dr. Shaw calls them, being gradually left upon the trunk of the tree, serve, like so many rungs of a ladder, to climb up the tree; either to fecundate it, or to lop it, or to gather the fruit; and Lucian says,

“those that have seen how men get up into palm trees, in Arabia, Egypt, and other places, must needs understand what he says about climbing the Phalli, in the temple of Hierapolis in Syria, he is describing.”

By the “palm tree” may be meant the church militant, who yet gets the victory over all her enemies, of which the palm tree is an emblem; and Christ’s “going up” to it is expressive of his right to it, and property in it, which he has by his Father’s gift, his own purchase, and the power of his grace, and may go up to it when he pleases; also of his presence with his church, and of the delight he takes in her, viewing her stature, fruit, and flourishing circumstances;

I will take hold of the boughs thereof; either to crop them, the tops of them, which, of the first year’s growth, are very tender and sweet, and may be eaten; the top of the palm tree is said to be very sweet; and which some call the “cerebrum”, or brain of it, and is spoken of as very pleasant and nourishing: or to gather the fruit on them; his own grace in exercise, and good works performed under the influence of it; (see Song of Solomon 4:16, Song of Solomon 5:1); or to prune them; which he does by the ministry of the word, reproving sin, and refuting error; and, by afflictive providences, purging away sin; and by suffering persecution to befall his churches, whereby he clears them of carnal professors, and lops off withered and fruitless branches;
now also thy breasts shall be as clusters of the vine; round, full, soft, and succulent, like the berries of the vine tree, the grapes that grow in clusters on it; of these, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 7:7”);

and the smell of thy nose like apples; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 7:4”). Here it may denote the inward constitution and outward conduct of the church, which were sound and healthful; she had an inward principle of grace, from whence proceeded a savoury conduct, a savoury breath, a holy breathing after divine and spiritual things: or it may intend the things she had a savour of, as divine truths and excellent doctrines, comparable to “apples”, (Song of Solomon 2:5 Proverbs 25:11); and all spiritual and heavenly things, when they have the presence of Christ, and the quickening influences of his Spirit.

Ver. 9. And the roof of thy mouth like the best wine, etc.] Which may intend, either her taste, as the word is rendered in (Song of Solomon 2:3); by which she can distinguish good wine from bad, truth from error; or her breath, sweet and of a good smell, like the best wine; the breathings of her soul in prayer, which are sweet odours, perfumed with the incense of Christ’s mediation; or rather her speech, the words of her mouth; the roof of the mouth being an instrument of speech; the same word is sometimes rendered “the mouth”, (Song of Solomon 5:16 Proverbs 5:3 Proverbs 8:7); and may denote both her speech in common conversation, which is warming, refreshing, comforting, and quickening; and in prayer and praise, which is well pleasing and delightful to Christ; and especially the Gospel preached by her ministers, comparable to the best wine for its antiquity, being an ancient Gospel; for its purity, unadulterated, and free from mixture, and as faithfully dispensed; its delight, flavour, and taste, to such who have their spiritual senses exercised; and for its cheering, refreshing, and strengthening nature, to drooping weary souls. It follows,

for my beloved, that goeth [down] sweetly; is received and taken down with all readiness, by those who have once tasted the sweetness and felt the power of it. Or, “that goeth to righteousnesses”, leading to the righteousness of Christ for justification, and teaching to live soberly and righteously: or, “that goeth to my beloved, straightway” or “directly”, meaning either to his Father, Christ calls his beloved, to whose love the Gospel leads and directs souls, as in a straight line, as to the source of salvation, and all the blessings of grace; or to himself, by a “mimesis”,

whom the church calls so; the Gospel leading souls directly to him, his person, blood, righteousness, and sacrifice, for peace, pardon, justification, and atonement: or, “that goeth to my beloved to uprightnesses”\(^\text{f456}\); that is, to the church, who is Christ’s beloved, consisting of upright men in heart and life, whom Christ calls his beloved and his friends, (\(<\text{220501}\) Song of Solomon 5:1); and whom Christ treats with his best wine, his Gospel; and which is designed for them, their pleasure, profit, comfort, and establishment:

*causing the lips of those that are asleep to speak*; either such who are in the dead sleep of sin; who, when the Gospel comes with power, are quickened by it; and it produces in them humble confessions of sin; causes them to speak in praise of Christ, and his grace, and of the salvation which he has procured for lost sinners; it brings them to Zion, to declare what great things God has done for them: or else drowsy professors, in lifeless frames, and much gone back in religion; who, when aroused and quickened by the Gospel, and brought out of their lethargy, are ready to acknowledge their backslidings with shame; to speak meanly and modestly of themselves, and very highly of Christ and his grace, who has healed their backslidings, and still loves them freely; none more ready to exalt and magnify Christ, and speak in praise of what he has done for them. Some render the words, “causing the lips of ancient men to speak”\(^\text{f457}\); whose senses are not so quick, nor they so full of talk, as in their youthful days: wherefore this serves to commend this wine; that it should have such an effect as to invigorate ancient men, and give them a juvenile warmth and sprightliness, and make them loquacious, which is one effect of wine, when freely drunk\(^\text{f458}\), and softens the moroseness of ancient men\(^\text{f459}\); wine is even said to make an ancient man dance\(^\text{f460}\).

**Ver. 10. I [am] my beloved’s, etc.]** These are the words of the church, strongly expressing the assurance of faith she had of her union to Christ, and interest in him; which shows that “that” grace is attainable, and that there may be a continuation of the exercise of it; it may be expressed again and again, as it is by the church in this Song, (\(<\text{220216}\) Song of Solomon 2:16 <\text{220603}\) Song of Solomon 6:3); and that the exercise of it often follows, upon the enjoyment of Christ’s presence, as here, upon his going tap to the palm tree; and that this grace has no tendency to licentiousness, but excites to duty, and makes more careful in it, of which (\(<\text{220711}\) Song of Solomon 7:11) is a proof, “Come, let us go forth”, etc. Moreover, these words may be considered as a modest acknowledgment of the church’s, that all she were
and had were Christ’s, and came from him; all the beauty he had commended in her; all fruitfulness in grace, and strength in the exercise of it; her light and knowledge in divine truths; her zeal and courage to defend them; her upright stature, and holy walk and conversation, and every good thing else, were owing to his grace. And here she also makes a voluntary surrender of all to him again; as she received all from him, she devotes all to him:

*and his desire [is] towards me*; and only to her, as his spouse and bride: it was towards her from everlasting, when he asked her of his Father, and he gave her to him; and so it was in time, to procure her salvation; hence he became incarnate, and suffered and died in her stead: his desire is towards his people before conversion, waiting to be gracious to them; and, after conversion, to have their company, and their grace exercised on him, and to behold their beauty; nor will his desires be fully satisfied until he has got them all with him in glory. And this phrase not only signifies the conjugal relation of the church to Christ, he being her husband, and she his wife, the desire of his eyes, as a wife is called, (Ezekiel 24:16,18); but takes in the whole care and concern of Christ for her, as her husband; who sympathizes with her under all her distresses; protects her from all dangers and enemies; and provides everything necessary for her, for time and eternity. Some render the words, “seeing his desire is towards me”

*Ver. 11. Come, my beloved, etc.*] The word come is often used by Christ, and here by the church, in imitation of him; (see Song of Solomon 2:10,13 Song of Solomon 4:8). This call is the call of the church upon Christ, to make good his promise, (Song of Solomon 7:8); and is an earnest desire after the presence of Christ, and the manifestations of his love; which desire is increased the more it is enjoyed; and it shows the sense she had of her own insufficiency for the work she was going about: she knew that visiting the several congregations of the saints would be to little purpose, unless Christ was with her, and therefore she urges him to it; not that he was backward and unwilling to go with her, but he chooses to seem so, to make his people the more earnest for his presence, and to prize it the more when they have it; and it is pleasing to him to hear them ask for it. The endearing character, “my beloved”, is used by the church, not only to express her affection for Christ, and faith of interest in him, but as an argument to engage him to go along with her. Her requests follow;
**let us go forth into the field**; from the city, where she had been in quest of Christ, and had now found him, (Luke 22:0507) into the country, for recreation and pleasure: the allusion may be to such who keep their country houses, to which they retire from the city, and take their walks in the fields, to see how the fruits grow, and enjoy the country air. The church is for going abroad into the fields; but then she would have Christ with her; walking in the fields yields no pleasure unless Christ is there; there is no recreation without him: the phrase expresses her desire of his presence everywhere, at home and abroad, in the city and the fields; and of her being with him alone, that she might tell him all her mind, and impart her love to him, which she could better do alone than in company it may also signify her desire to have the Gospel spread in the world, in the barren parts of it, which looked like uncultivated fields, the Gentile world; and so, in one of the Jewish Midrashes f462, these “fields”, and the “villages” in the next clause, are interpreted of the nations of the world;

**let us lodge in the villages**; which, though places of mean entertainment for food and lodging, yet, Christ being with her, were more eligible to her than the greatest affluence of good things without him; and, being places of retirement from the noise and hurry of the city, she chose them, that she might be free of the cares of life, and enjoy communion with Christ, which she would have continued; and therefore was desirous of “lodging”, at least all night, as in (Luke 22:0113). Some f463 render the words, “by”, “in”, or “among [the] Cyprus trees”; (see Luke 22:0114 Luke 22:0114 Luke 22:0413); by which may be meant the saints, comparable to such trees for their excellency, fragrancy, and fruitfulness; and an invitation to lodge by or with these could not be unwelcome to Christ, they being the excellent in the earth, in whom is all his delight.

**Ver. 12. Let us get up early to the vineyards**, etc.] After a night’s lodging in the fields, or among the “Cyprus trees”. By which “vineyards” may be meant particular churches, gathered according to Gospel order, and distinguished from the world, planted with fruitful vines, and fenced by almighty power: hither the church proposes to “get up early”, very early in the morning; being willing to take the first and most seasonable opportunity of visiting the saints, to know their state and condition; and, that her visit might not be in vain, she is for taking Christ along with her;
let us see if the vine flourish; true believers in Christ; who, though weak and worthless in themselves, yet being ingrafted in Christ, the true vine, bring forth fruit, and become flourishing in grace and good works; of the flourishing or flowering of the vine, (see Gill on “<220213>Song of Solomon 2:13”);

[whether] the tender grape appear; or when “the flower of the vine opens”[^1], and goes off, and the small grape appears: by which young converts may be meant, who are tender, and have but a small degree of faith and knowledge; and yet these are not overlooked, much less despised, by Christ and his church, but are delighted with the promising appearance they make;

[and] the pomegranates bud forth; stronger believers, taller and more fruitful than the former; (see <220413>Song of Solomon 4:13); the actings and exercise of whose grace are signified by “budding forth”, in an open and visible manner: the church is concerned for the good and welfare of the saints of all ranks and sizes; of vines and pomegranates, as well as tender grapes; and of the budding of the one, as well as of the opening and flowering of the other. And seeing these ends proposed by her are the same with Christ’s, (<220611>Song of Solomon 6:11); she might conclude they would prevail upon him to go with her, particularly what follows:

there will I give thee my loves; in the fields, villages, and vineyards, when alone, and observing the state and condition of particular churches and saints; and having communion with Christ, the church might hope and expect to have her heart enlarged, and drawn forth in love to Christ more abundantly; and that she should be able to manifest it more largely to him, and give clearer and fuller proofs of it: and this she observes in order to gain her point, and get him to go along with her; knowing that her love, in the actings and exercise of it, was very acceptable to him, (<220410>Song of Solomon 4:10); I see not why the word for “loves” may not be rendered “my lovely flowers”; as a word nearly the same, in (<220713>Song of Solomon 7:13), is by some rendered, “these lovely flowers give a good smell”, which seems to refer to the flowers here; such as were to be met with in plenty, in fields and vineyards, among vines and pomegranates, as lilies, violets, etc. and may be an allusion to lovers, who used to give to those they loved sweet smelling flowers[^2], and here may signify the graces of the Spirit, and the actings of them, which are fragrant, and acceptable to Christ.
Ver. 13. The mandrakes give a smell, etc.] Or, “those lovely flowers”, as Junius and Tremellius, and Piscator, translate the words; even those the church proposed to give to her beloved, when in the fields Some take them to be violets; others, jessamine; others, more probably, lilies.\[f466\]; as the circumstances of time and place, when and where they flourished, and their fragrant smell, and figure like cups, show. Ravius\[f467\] contends, that the word signifies, and should be rendered, “the branches put forth their sweet smelling flowers”; and thinks branches of figs are meant, which give a good smell, agreeably to (\[<220213> Song of Solomon 2:13\]; and which he supposes to be the use of the word in (\[<242401> Jeremiah 24:1\]; and to his sense Heidegger\[f468\] agrees; only he thinks the word “branches” is not to be restrained to a particular species, but may signify branches of sweet smelling flowers, and fruits in general. Ludolphus\[f469\] would have the fruit the Arabians, call “mauz”, or “muza”, intended; which, in the Abyssine country, is as big as a cucumber, and of the same form and shape, fifty of which grow upon one and the same stalk, and are of a very sweet taste and smell; from which cognition of a great many on the same stalk he thinks it took the name of “dudaim”, the word here used, and in (\[<013014> Genesis 30:14-16\]). But the generality of interpreters and commentators understand by it the mandrakes; and so it is rendered by the Septuagint, and in both the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan, on (\[<013014> Genesis 30:14\]; but it is questionable whether the same plant that is known among us by that name is meant, since it is of a strong ill scented and offensive smell; and so Pliny says\[f470\] of it: though Dioscorides, Levinus, Lemnius\[f471\], and Augustine\[f472\] (who says he saw the plant and examined it), say it is of a very sweet smell; which though it does not agree with the plant that now bears the name, yet it does with that here intended; for though it is only said to give a smell, no doubt a good one is meant, and such Reuben’s mandrakes gave. And by them here may be intended, either the saints and people of God, compared to them for their fragrancy, being clad with the garments of Christ, which smell of myrrh, aloes, and cassia, and are anointed with the savoury ointments of the grace of the Spirit; whose prayers are sweet odours; and their works, with their persons, accepted with God in Christ: or rather the graces of the Spirit in lively exercise may be meant; such as those lovely flowers of faith, hope, love, repentance, patience, self-denial, humility, thankfulness, and others; and at our gates are all manner of pleasant fruits; in distinction from the mandrakes and flowers in the fields (\[<013014> Genesis 30:14\]; and in allusion
to a custom, in many countries, to garnish the posts of the door of newly married persons with branches of trees, and fruits, and flowers; and at other festivals, besides nuptial ones, which made it inviting to enter in: and these “all manner of pleasant [fruits]” may denote the plenty, variety, and excellency of the blessings of grace, and of the graces of the Spirit, believers have from Christ; and of the doctrines and ordinances of the Gospel, which are for their use; and may be said to be “at our gates”, as being ready at hand, in the hearts of saints, and in the mouths of Gospel ministers; and open and visible, held forth to public view in the word and ordinances; and which are administered at Wisdom’s gates, the gates of Zion, where they are to be met with and had. And which are new and old; denoting the plenty of grace and blessings of it, of old laid up in Christ, and from whom there are fresh supplies continually: or rather the doctrines of the Old and New Testament; which, for matter and substance, are the same; and with which the church, and particularly her faithful ministers, being furnished, bring forth out of their treasure things new and old, (Matthew 13:52);

[which] I have laid up for thee, O my beloved; Christ, whom her soul loved; for though the above fruits, the blessings, promises, and doctrines of grace, which she laid up in her heart, mind, and memory, to bring forth and make use of at proper times and seasons, were for her own use and benefit, and of all believers, yet in all for the honour and glory of Christ, the author and donor of them. Respect may be had to a custom with lovers, to lay up fruits for those they love; at least such custom may be compared with this.
CHAPTER 8

INTRODUCTION TO SONG OF SOLOMON 8

This chapter begins with an ardent wish of the church for a free and intimate converse with Christ; declaring what she would do to him, and for him, should she have such an interview with him, (Song of Solomon 8:1,2); what familiarity should be between them, (Song of Solomon 8:3); charging the daughters of Jerusalem not to give him any disturbance, (Song of Solomon 8:4). Upon which they inquire who she was that was in such a posture they saw her in, (Song of Solomon 8:5); when the church, instead of giving them an answer, says some things concerning her beloved, on whom they saw her leaning; and makes some requests to him for more nearness to him, and manifestations of his love to her; urged from the strength her love and affections to him, which was invincible, (Song of Solomon 8:6,7). Next follows a speech of the church about her little sister; expressing a concern for her, and what she would do to her and with her, (Song of Solomon 8:8, 9); and the answer of the little sister, declaring what she, was, and what she enjoyed, (Song of Solomon 8:10); then the words of the church again, concerning her husband’s vineyard; the place, keepers, and profit of it, (Song of Solomon 8:11,12). And the chapter, and with it the Song, is concluded with a request of Christ to the church, that he might hear her voice, (Song of Solomon 8:13); and with a petition of hers to him, that he would come quickly to her, (Song of Solomon 8:14).

Ver. 1. *O that thou [wert] as my brother,* etc.] Or, “who will give thee as a brother to me?” an usual form of wishing, (Deuteronomy 5:29; Job 23:2) (Psalm 14:7). The church here not only requests that Christ would be like a brother to her, but appear to be really one, and to act the part of one towards her; with whom she might as freely converse as brother and sister may. Several Jewish writers own, that the King Messiah is intended here; and in such a relation Christ does stand to his church and people, by virtue of his incarnation, (Hebrews 2:11,14,17); hence many of the ancients take this to be a wish of the Jewish church, for the coming of Christ in the flesh; and also through their adoption, he and
they having one Father, (John 20:17); and by being of a like nature, disposition, and practice, (Matthew 12:50 Romans 8:29); as well as on the score of love and friendship, (Proverbs 18:24); and this relation Christ fills up, by the intimacy and familiarity he uses them with; by his compassion on them, and sympathy with them, in all their afflictions; by the help, aid, and relief, he gives them; by his condescension to their weaknesses, and by his great love and affection for them. As a further description of him as a brother, it is added,

*that sucked the breasts of my mother*; which may denote the truth and reality of Christ’s incarnation, being a sucking infant: and the near relation of Christ to his people, being a brother by the mother’s side, reckoned the nearest, and their affection to each other the strongest: by her “mother” may be meant Jerusalem above, the mother of us all; and, by her “breasts”, the ordinances, of which Christ, as man, partook when on earth, and now may be said to suck, as formed in the hearts of his people;

*[when] I should find thee without*; or, “in the street”; in public ordinances, where Christ is to be found; or outside of Judea, in the Gentile world, where, after his coming in the flesh, his Gospel was preached, the ordinances administered, and he was there to be found; or in the most public place and manner, where she should not be ashamed to own him, his truths and ordinances, before men;

*I would kiss thee*; not only with a kiss of approbation, (Proverbs 24:16); but of love and affection, of faith and confidence, of homage and subjection, of worship and adoration; (see Psalm 2:12); this is an usage with relations and friends, brothers and sisters, at meeting; hence Heunischius refers this to the time when the saints shall meet Christ in the clouds, who will be admitted to the nearest embraces of him, with unspeakable pleasure, and enjoy him to all eternity;

*yea, I should not be despised*; for taking such freedom with Christ, her brother. Or, “they would not despise me”; neither men nor angels, for such an action, and still less God, the Father, Son, and Spirit; which she might conclude from the relation between them, it being no more unseemly than for a sister to use such freedom with an own brother, even in the street; and from the reception she had reason to believe she should meet with from Christ: who would not turn away his face from her, when she offered to kiss him, which would occasion shame and blushing. The whole
expresses her boldness in professing Christ, without fear or shame, in the most public manner.

Ver. 2. I would lead thee, [and] bring, thee into mother’s house, etc.] The general assembly and church of the firstborn is mother to the church visible, to particular churches and believers, where they are born, educated, and brought up; for which they have a great affection, as persons usually have for the place of their nativity and education. And here the church desires to have Christ with her; either to consummate the marriage between them, (Genesis 24:67); or to have the knowledge of him spread among her relations, those of her mother’s house, who belonged to the election of grace; or to enjoy his presence there, with great delight and pleasure: the act of “leading” thither shows great familiarity with him, great love and respect for him, a hearty welcome to her mother’s house; and was treating him becoming his majesty, great personages being led, (Isaiah 60:11); all which is done by prayer, in the exercise of faith: and the act of “bringing” denotes on her part the strength of faith in prayer; and on his part great condescension; (see Song of Solomon 3:4). Her end in all was, as follows,

[who] would instruct me; meaning her mother; the allusion may be to a grave and prudent woman, who, taking her newly married daughter apart, teaches her how to behave towards her husband, that she may have his affections, and live happily with him: the house of God is a school of instruction, where souls are taught the ways of Christ, the doctrines of the Gospel, and the duties of religion; nor are the greatest believers above instruction, and the means of it. Some render the words, “thou shalt”, or “thou wouldest teach me”; meaning Christ, who teaches as none else can; he teaches by his Spirit, who leads into all truth; by the Scriptures, which are profitable for instruction; by his ministers, called pastors and teachers; and by his ordinances administered in his house; where the church desired the presence of Christ; and might expect instruction from him, being in the way of her duty; and to hear such marriage precepts, as in (Psalm 45:10,11). In return, the church promises Christ,

I would cause thee to drink of spiced wine, of the juice of my pomegranate; or, “wine of my pomegranate”, meaning Christ, who teaches as none else can; he teaches by his Spirit, who leads into all truth; by the Scriptures, which are profitable for instruction; by his ministers, called pastors and teachers; and by his ordinances administered in his house; where the church desired the presence of Christ; and might expect instruction from him, being in the way of her duty; and to hear such marriage precepts, as in (Psalm 45:10,11). In return, the church promises Christ,
much used by the ancients, and in the eastern countries: so Phoenician wine, or wine of Byblis, is said to be odoriferous; so the wine of Lebanon, (Hosea 14:7); the Babylonians had a wine they called nectar: spiced wine was thought less inebriating, and therefore the ancients sometimes put into their wine myrrh and calamus, and other spices; sometimes it was a mixture of old wine, water, and balsam; and of wine, honey, and pepper. Now these sorts of wine being accounted the best and most agreeable, the church proposes to treat Christ with them; by which may be meant the various graces of the Spirit, and the exercise of them in believers; which give Christ pleasure and delight, and are preferred by him to the best wine; (see Song of Solomon 4:10, 5:1). With the Hebrew writers, pomegranates are said to be a symbol of concord: the pomegranate was a tree of Venus.

Ver. 3. **His left hand [should be] under my head, and his right hand should embrace me.]** That is, when she should have the presence of Christ in her mother’s house. Or the words are a petition that so it might be, “let his left hand”, etc., or a declaration of what she did enjoy, “his left hand is under my head”, etc., (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 2:6”).

Ver. 4. **I charge you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, that ye stir not up, nor awake [my] love, until he please.** The phrase, “by the roes [and] by the hinds of the field”, used in (Song of Solomon 2:7 Song of Solomon 3:5); is here omitted; not as if the charge was less vehement and earnest here, for the form of expostulation seems rather to express more earnestness: for the words may be rendered, “why will ye”, or “why should ye stir up, and why awake my love?” being apprehensive they were about to do it; and which she dissuades from, as unreasonable and dangerous, and might be prejudicial to them as well as to her. The allusion is to virgins, that sung songs at marriages; one in the evening, lulling to sleep; and another in the morning, awaking and stirring up from it.

Ver. 5. **(Who [is] this that cometh up from the wilderness? etc.]** Which words are spoken by the daughters of Jerusalem, occasioned by her charge to them, by which they were excited to look more earnestly at her, whom Christ had indulged with so much nearness to him; at which they express their surprise, and describe her by her ascent “from the wilderness”; that is, of the world, out of which she was chosen and called; and from a state of nature, out of which she was brought; and was rising up in a state of grace to a state of glory; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 3:6”);
leaning upon her beloved); faith in Christ, whom her soul loved, and who loved her, is signified hereby; (see Isaiah 50:10); which is the grace by which believers lean on the person of Christ, for acceptance with God; on his righteousness, for justification; on his fulness, for the supply of their wants; and trust in his blood for pardon and cleansing. The word is only used in this place, and is differently rendered: by some, “casting herself” on him; as sensible sinners do at first conversion, when they venture their souls on Christ, commit the care and keeping of them to him, and trust their whole salvation with him: by others, “joining, associating”; cleaving to him, keeping company with him, from the use of the word in the Arabic tongue; so such souls give up themselves to Christ; cleave to him, with full purpose of heart; walk with him, and walk on in him, as they have received him: by others, “rejoicing” or “delighting” herself in him; in the view of his personal glory, transcendent excellencies, inexhaustible fulness, and searchable riches: the Septuagint version is, “strengthened”, or “strengthening herself on her beloved”; deriving all her strength from him, to exercise grace, perform duty, withstand temptation, and persevere to the end, conscious of her own weakness; faith, in every sense of the word, is intended;

I raised thee up under the apple tree; not the words of Christ concerning the church, since the affixes are masculine; but what the church said concerning Christ, when leaning on his arm as she went along with him: so the words may be connected with the preceding, by supplying the word “saying”, as Michaelis observes; relating a piece of former experience, how that when she was under the apple tree, sat under the shadow of it, (Song of Solomon 2:3); that is, under the ordinances of the Gospel; where, having no sensible communion with Christ for some time, he being as it were asleep, she, by her earnest prayers and entreaties, awaked him, and raised him up, to take notice of her; whereby she enjoyed much nearness to him, and familiarity with him;

there thy mother brought thee forth, there she brought thee forth [that] bare thee; which may be said either concealing the Old Testament church, who conceived hope of the coming of Christ, waited for it, and was often like a woman in pain until he was brought forth, which at length was done, to the joy of those that looked for him; or of the New Testament church, hoping, looking, waiting for the second coming of Christ, in the exercise of faith and prayer, and is like a woman in travail, and will be until he makes his appearance; and both may be meant, the one by the former, the other by
the latter phrase, and may be the reason of the repetition of it. It may be
applied to the apostles of Christ, who travailed in birth, until Christ was
brought forth into the Gentile world, through the preaching of the Gospel;
and so to all Gospel ministers, who are in like case until Christ be formed
in the souls of men; which is no other than the new birth, and is attended
with pain like that of a woman in travail; and every regenerate person may
be said, in this sense, to be Christ’s mother, as well as his brother and
sister, (Matthew 12:50); and each of the above things are usually done
under and by the means of the word and ordinances; which may be
signified by the apple tree, or, however, the shadow of it.

Ver. 6. *Set me as a seal upon thine heart, as a seal upon thine arm*, etc.]
These are still the words of the church, speaking to Christ as she walked
along with him, as the affixes in the Hebrew text show; in which she
desires to have a fixed abiding place in his heart; to continue firmly in his
love, and to have further manifestations of it; to be always remembered and
supported by him; to be ever on his mind, and constantly under his care and
protection; and to have a full assurance of interest in his love, and in his
power, which is the sealing work of his Spirit, (Ephesians 1:13
Ephesians 4:30). The allusion seems to be to the high: priest, a type of
Christ, who had the names of the children of Israel engraved on precious
stones, and bore by him on his shoulders, and on his heart, for a memorial
before the Lord continually; or to the names of persons, engraved on
jewels, wore by lovers on their arms or breasts, or to their pictures put
there; not to signets or seals wore on those parts, but to the names and
images of persons impressed on them: the Ethiopians understand it of
something bound upon the arm, by which persons might be known, as was
used in their country. The church’s desire is, that she might be
affectionately loved by Christ, be deeply fixed in his heart, be ever in his
view, owned and acknowledged by him, and protected by the arm of his
power. Her reasons follow:

*for love [is] strong as death*; that is, the love or the church to Christ,
which caused her to make the above requests: death conquers all; against it
there is no standing; such was the love of the church, it surmounted all
difficulties that lay in the way of enjoying Christ; nothing could separate
from it; she was conquered by it herself; and could not live without him;
a frown, an angry look from him, was as death unto her; yea, she could
readily part with life and suffer death for his sake; death itself could not
part her from him, or separate him from her love; so that her love was stronger than death;

jealousy [is] cruel as the grave: the jealousy she had of Christ's love to her which was her weakness; and yet it was very torturing and afflict ing, though at the same time it showed the greatness of her love to Christ: or "envy", that is of wicked men, which exceeds cruel wrath and outrageous anger, (Proverbs 27:4); or rather her "zeal", which is no other than ardent love for Christ his Gospel, cause, and interest; which ate up and consumed her spirits, as the grave does what is cast into it. (Psalm 119:139). Virgil gives the epithet of "cruel" to love;

the coals thereof [are] coals of fire; which expresses the fervency of her love to Christ, and zeal for the honour of his name: which, though sometimes cold and languid, is rekindled, and becomes hot and flaming; and is, like fire, insatiable, one of the four things that say, "It is not enough", (Proverbs 30:16);

[which hath] a most vehement flame; nothing is, nor, common with other writers, than to attribute flame to love, and to call it a fire; here a most vehement flame. Or, "the flame of Jah" or "Jehovah"; an exceeding great one: the Hebrews use one or other of the names of God, as a superlative; so the mountains of God, and cedars of God, mean exceeding great ones; and here it expresses the church's love in the highest degree, in such a flame as not to be quenched, as follows: or it signifies, that the flame of love in her breast was kindled by the Lord himself, by his Spirit, compared to fire; or by his love, shed abroad in her heart by him, Hence it appears to be false, what is sometimes said, that the name of God is not used in this Song; since the greatest of all his names, Jab or Jehovah, is here expressed.

Ver. 7. Many waters cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it, etc.] The love of the church to Christ, which is inextinguishable and insuperable, by the many waters and floods of wicked and ungodly men; neither by their flattery and fair promises; nor by their cruel edicts, force and persecution; by neither can they withdraw the love of the saints from Christ, nor tempt them to desert his interest: nor by all the afflictions God is pleased to bring upon them; rather their love is increased thereby, which they consider as effects of the love, wisdom, and faithfulness of God, as designed for their good: nor even by their sins and corruptions; for though,
through the aboundings of these, their love may wax cold, yet it never becomes extinct; it may be left, but not lost; its fervency may be abated, but that itself remains: nor by Satan’s temptations, who sometimes comes in like a flood, threatening to carry all before him; but the Spirit lifts up a standard against him, and maintains his own work of faith and love, (Isaiah 59:19); nor by the terrors of the law, and the apprehensions of divine wrath, they are sometimes pressed with, signified by waves and floods, (Psalm 88:6,7,15-17); nor by all the hardships and difficulties, scoffs and reproaches, which attend believers in their Christian race; which are so far from alienating their affections from Christ, that they rather endear him the more unto them, and make heaven, and the enjoyment of him there, the more desirable;

if [a] man would give, all the substance of his house for love, it would utterly be contemned; it is true of the love of Christ to his people, as also what is said before; but is rather to be understood of the love of the church to Christ; which is a grace so valuable, as not to be purchased with money: if this, or any other grace, is to be bought, it is to be bought without money and without price; it is to be had freely of Christ; and, where possessed, will not be parted with for anything that may be offered; if a rich man’s whole estate was offered for it, to a lover of Christ; yea, the riches of the Indies, or the vast treasures of the whole globe, on condition of his parting with him, and deserting his cause and interest, and dropping or neglecting his love to him, it would be treated by him with the almost disdain and contempt; (see Philippians 3:8). Now all this is used by the church as an argument to gain her request, “set me as a seal”, etc. (Song of Solomon 8:6); since my soul is all in flames of love to thee, which cannot be quenched by all I suffer on thy account; nor will be parted with for all that the world can give me. This love of the church reaches to Christ, and to all that belong to him, even to a little sister, as in (Song of Solomon 8:8).

Ver. 8. We have a little sister, etc.] Which seems to be the Gentile church, so called by the Jewish church; for as the church catholic, or universal, with respect to its parts, is called a mother, as often in this Song; so these parts, with respect to each other, as the Jewish and Gentile churches, may be called sisters; and the rather, as they belong to the same Father and family, are partakers of the same grace, and are of the same faith and religion as to the substance of them; and the object and nature of their worship the same, though as to circumstances different: and it may be observed that the Gentile church is not only sister to the Jewish church, but
to Christ, and therefore she says, not I, but we, have such a sister; of which relation, (see Song of Solomon 4:9,10 Song of Solomon 5:1,2); also that she stood in this relation to Christ and to the Jewish church before the coming of Christ, and before the Gospel was preached to her, and she was called and separated from the world; as elect Gentiles are also called the sheep of Christ, and children of God, before that time, (John 10:16 John 11:52). This church is described as a “little sister”, younger in age than the Jewish church, and in some respects less honourable, (Romans 3:1,2 Romans 9:4,5); the same with the younger son and brother, in the parable of the prodigal; little in esteem among men, especially the Jews, (Ephesians 2:11,12); little in stature, light, knowledge, and faith, at first conversion; and but few in number, particularly at first, and in comparison of the world: and so the church of Christ, consisting both of Jews and Gentiles, is called a little flock, (Luke 12:32). As a further description of her, it is added,

_and she hath no breasts_: is not arrived to years of ripeness, nor marriageable; (see Ezekiel 16:7); the time of her open espousal to Christ was not yet come: at this time she had no ministers nor ordinances, from whence she could have the sincere milk of the word, or share it with others; and it was some time after the Gospel came among the Gentiles before they had a settled ministry;

_what shall we defer our sister?_ or, “what shall be done for her?” being moved with pity to her, in her forlorn and helpless condition, like a little infant, (Ezekiel 16:4); and willing to do anything for her that lay in her power, though seeming at a loss to know what to do for her: the believing Jews were very assisting to the Gentiles, in carrying the Gospel among them at first; and in supplying them with ministers, and with money too, to carry on the interest of Christ among them. The Jewish church here is not forgetful of the chief and principal agent, Christ, and therefore says, what shall we do? she was willing to do what she could; but she knew all would be insignificant without Christ, his agency and blessing. The time she was concerned what should be done for her in is,

_in the day when she shall be spoken for_, or “with”, or “unto”\[^{506}\]: when she should be wooed or treated with for marriage, by the ministers of the word, at the first preaching of the Gospel to her; or be spoken to by her enemies, by fair words, or severe menaces, to desert the faith. Or, “be spoken of”\[^{507}\]; the fame of her be spread abroad, far and near, for her light,
knowledge, and faith; for her profession, and her sufferings for it; and the concern is, how she should behave under all the noise and talk about her: or, “be spoken against”; as she would be by unbelieving Jews, and by ignorant Heathens, for embracing the Christian religion, for receiving the Gospel of Christ, submitting to his ordinances, and professing his name, (Acts 28:22). Now the old church might be concerned, that she might stand firm to her faith and the profession of it, notwithstanding the reproaches and persecutions of men.

Ver. 9. If she [be] a wall, etc.] Built upon a sure foundation; and firmly established in her faith on Christ, and love to him; and is constant therein, and stands as a wall against the attacks of enemies;

we will build upon her a palace of silver; though at first but as a side wall, yet should become a complete habitation, even a palace for Christ, the King of kings, and, being designed for so illustrious an inhabitant, should be a “silver” one, denoting its worth, value, and splendour; the builders of it are the church and her ministers; though Christ is the principal builder, (Zechariah 6:12,15 Psalm 127:1). Or, “a tower of silver,” signifying, that she should be well fortified, and be put into a posture of defence against her enemies: the Gentile church at first had but a very small appearance of a building, a foundation just laid, a side wall erected; but, in a short time, a noble structure, a stately tower, a silver palace, were built for God;

and if she [be] a door, we will enclose her with boards of cedar; if the door of the Gospel was opened among the Gentiles, it should be succeeded to the building a holy temple to the Lord; which should be not only ornamented, but so well fenced, that it should not be in the power of their enemies to deface and demolish it: or if the door of their hearts was opened, to receive Christ, and his glorious train of grace, they should be adorned and beautified with a larger measure of them; or if being come into a church state, and the door of it was set open to receive good men, and exclude bad men, this would be to their honour comfort and safety: or this phrase is expressive of the finishing of the building, the gate or door being set up; though it rather seems to intend the low and mean estate of the Gentile church at first, when there was but little appearance of a building, only a door set up; which afterwards grew up into a stately and magnificent palace, like that of Solomon’s, built of cedar boards of the wood of
Lebanon; which may denote her fragrancy, perpetuity, and incorruptibleness.

**Ver. 10. I [am] a wall, etc.]** The words of the little sister, or Gentile church; either wishing she was what was supposed, and desiring to be in a well settled state, “O that I was a wall!” or as asserting ⁵¹¹ that she was in such a state, well walled; God was a wall of fire about her; salvation was appointed as walls and bulwarks to her; she was one of the two walls Christ was a cornerstone unto, and cemented together; and was a wall built up of lively stones, of true believers, built on Christ, the foundation; and established in the doctrine of grace; and constant and immovable in her love to Christ;

*and my breasts like towers;* round, plump, and high; signifying that she was now marriageable; and the time of her being presented as a chaste virgin to Christ, and of her open espousals to him, was now come: of ministers of the word, of the Scriptures, and of the ordinances of the Gospel, as signified by breasts, (see Gill on “<220405> Song of Solomon 4:5”); which may be said to be “like towers”: ministers of the word, because set for the defence of the Gospel; the Scriptures, because an armoury from whence saints are supplied with armour, to repel Satan’s temptations, refute errors, and defend truth; and the ordinances of the Gospel, because they stand firm and immovable against all the efforts of men to subvert and abolish them; and these are peculiar to the Gentile church, under the Gospel dispensation;

*then was I in his eyes as one that found favour;* from the time that the Gentile church became a wall, firmly built on Christ, and was formed into a church state, and had a settled ministry and Gospel ordinances, she became acceptable to Christ, and was admitted to near communion with him; and not only her person, but her services, met with a favourable acceptance from him; and these privileges and blessings were the fruit of his love, layout, and good will, he bore to her; which before was secret and hidden, but now her breasts being fashioned, her time was a time of love, of the open love of Christ to her, and of her espousals to him: and when, as the words may be rendered, she was “as one that found peace” ⁵¹², peace being made by the blood of Christ, and the partition wall broken down between Jew and Gentile, and they peaceably joined together in a Gospel church state; and when she enjoyed inward peace and tranquillity of mind, which is found in Christ, the word and ordinances; even all kind of prosperity, which peace, with the Hebrews, includes; every spiritual blessing, as
reconciliation, justification, pardon, adoption, and eternal life, which are all the fruits and effects of divine favour, good will, grace, and love.

Ver. 11. Solomon had a vineyard at Baalhamon, etc. The little sister, or Gentile church, goes on to give an account of the success of the Gospel, the planting of churches, and the establishment of the interest of Christ in the Gentile world, together with the advantages that accrued to Christ from it; for not Solomon literally, but a greater than he, is here, Christ, the antitype of him, the Prince of peace; (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 3:7”). By the “vineyard” is meant the church, especially under the New Testament dispensation; so called, because separated from the world by sovereign grace; planted with precious and fruitful plants, which Christ has a property in, by his Father’s gift and his own purchase; and therefore receives of the fruit of it; takes delight and pleasure to walk in it; and takes care to keep it in order, and to protect and preserve it: this is said to be at Baalhamon; perhaps the same with Baalgad, the names signifying much the same, and where Solomon might have a vineyard, (Joshua 11:17); the Gentile world, consisting of a multitude of nations; and in which were many churches, and consisting of many persons; he let out the vineyard unto keepers; to his apostles, and to ministers of the Gospel in succeeding times; and who have their employment in it; some to plant, others to water; some to prune, to reprove and correct for bad principles and practices, and others to support and uphold weak believers; and others to defend truth, and preserve the church from innovation in doctrine and worship: the “letting” it out to these agrees with the parables in (Matthew 20:1,2; 21:33); where there seems to be an allusion to this passage. Christ is the proprietor of the vineyard, and the principal vinedresser; yet he makes use of his ministers to take the care of it, watch and keep it in order; for which purpose he lets, or “gives”, it to them, as the word is, for he makes them in some sense owners; and they have an interest in the churches, and their life and comfort, greatly lie in the fruitfulness and well being of them; the vines are called “ours”, (Song of Solomon 2:15);

everyone for the fruit thereof was to bring a thousand [pieces] of silver; or shekels, amounting to about an hundred and fifty pounds; which shows the fruitfulness of the vineyard, that its produce should be worth so much; and the great usefulness of the Gospel ministry, in bringing souls to Christ; the
fruit of his labour is as dear to him as pieces of silver, (Luke 15:8,9).
Christ’s ministers are his rent gatherers, and the collectors of his fruit, (John 15:16); and though they have different talents and success, yet, being honest and faithful, the meanest are reckoned to bring in the same as others, or what make for Christ’s delight, pleasure, and glory; as will appear when the reckoning day comes, and an account will be given in, (Matthew 25:19-28) (Hebrews 13:17).

Ver. 12. *My vineyard, which [is] mine, [is] before me,* etc.] These are either the words of Christ, asserting and confirming his right and property in his vineyard, the church; and which he distinguishes from and prefers to all others; and which being said to be before him denotes his exact knowledge of every vine in it, not a plant escaping his watchful eye; his presence in it, his care of it, the delight and complacency he has therein: or else the words of the church, expressing her care, watchfulness, and diligence in the vineyard, and her concern for the welfare of the several vines and plants in it; (see Song of Solomon 1:6 Song of Solomon 7:12); And certain it is that the next clause is spoken by her:

*thou, O Solomon, [must have] a thousand;* a thousand pieces or shekels of silver, as before: the church is willing Christ should have all he desires and demands, his whole due and full revenue of glory from his people; for he is meant, and not Solomon literally, as many Jewish writers acknowledge. And the church being now in his presence, and using familiarity with him, thus addresses him,

*and those that keep the fruit thereof two hundred;* by which may be meant an honourable maintenance for themselves and families, and much esteem and respect among the people to whom they minister; this is the double honour in (1 Timothy 5:17,18). Christ has the greatest share, as in reason he should, being the proprietor of the vineyard, and having the chief care and oversight of it, and gives it its increase: however, faithful ministers have their reward, which lies greatly in the conversion of sinners, and edification of saints; for that is their joy, and crown of rejoicing; and in eternal happiness they shall enjoy hereafter, (1 Thessalonians 2:19 1 Peter 5:4).

Ver. 13. *Thou that dwellest in the gardens,* etc.] These are the words of Christ to the church, describing her by her habitation, and may be rendered, “O thou, inhabitress of the gardens”; the word used being in the feminine gender, which determines the sense of it, as belonging to the
church: but the Septuagint version renders it by a word in the masculine gender; and so Ambrose⁵¹⁷, who interprets the words as spoken by the church to Christ; though he observes that Symmachus and Aquila interpret them as the words of Christ to the church. By the “gardens” are meant particular congregations, the dwelling places of the church, and where she has work to do by her ministers, to plant, water, prune, and dress the gardens; and of particular believers, whose business it is to attend on the ministry of the word, and other ordinances; and dwelling here may denote diligence and constant attendance here, and which is approved of by Christ, and well pleasing to him: and it is honourable, as well as profitable and delightful, to have a place in these gardens, and especially an abiding one; and indeed those, to whom Christ gives a place and a name here, are in no danger of being turned or driven out, as Adam was from Eden;

*the companions hearken to thy voice*; meaning either the divine Persons, the Father and the Holy Ghost, as Piscator; the companions of Christ, of the same nature, perfections, and glory with him; who listen to what the church and true believers say to them and to one another, (Malachi 3:16); or the angels, as Jarchi and Aben Ezra, the friends of Christ and his people, who hearken to the conversation of believers, in private and public; and especially to the Gospel, preached in the assembly of the saints, (Ephesians 3:10 1 Peter 1:12); or rather the daughters of Jerusalem, who all along attend the bride in this Song, and are the virgins her companions, (Psalm 45:14); and it is a title that belongs to all truly gracious souls, (Psalm 122:8 Psalm 119:63); who hearken to the voice of the church, to the Gospel, preached by her ministers; which is a joyful sound, and gives great delight and pleasure;

*cause me to hear [it]*; that is, her voice; so sweet and charming to him, as in (Song of Solomon 2:14); her voice in prayer and praise; in speaking of him, his person, offices, and grace, to others, and confessing his name before men. Some render the words, “preach me"⁵¹⁸; and then the sense is, seeing the companions flock unto thee, and listen with great attention and pleasure to thy voice, take the opportunity of preaching me unto them; let my person, righteousness, and grace, be the subject of thy ministry: and which was done in the first times of the Gospel, by the apostles; has been, more or less, ever since, by faithful ministers; and will be continued until the second coming of Christ, prayed for in (Song of Solomon 8:14).
Ver. 14. *Make haste, my beloved,* etc.] These are the words of the church, to Christ, calling him her “beloved”; a title often used in this Song, (see Song of Solomon 1:13,14); and is continued to the last; for Christ was still the object of her love; and she had now a comfortable sense of her interest in him, and claimed it; and makes use of this title, not only to distinguish him from others, but to obtain her request the more easily, that he would “make haste”, and come; which may either be understood of his speedy coming in the flesh, and appearing on Mount Zion and in the temple, where the spicy and sweet smelling incense was offered; or of his spiritual presence, in his house and upon the mountains, and in all the assemblies of Zion, where the prayers and praises of the saints go up to God, as sweet odours, perfumed with the incense of Christ’s mediation: or the petition may respect the first spread of the Gospel throughout the Gentile world; which, being like a box of ointment opened, would diffuse the savour of the knowledge of Christ everywhere: or rather it expresses the breathings of the New Testament church after the second coming of Christ, being the last petition of the church in this Song; and with which she closes it, as John does the Revelation, and with it the whole canon of Scripture in like manner, “Even so, come, Lord Jesus”, that is, come quickly: and when the church says “make haste”, she does not desire Christ to come before the appointed time, nor will he; his coming may and will be hastened indeed, yet in his own time; but it shows her eager and earnest desire after it, being as it were impatient for it. The word, may be rendered, “flee away”; not that the church desired Christ to depart from her; she valued his presence at another rate; but she being weary of a sinful troublesome world, and breathing after everlasting rest in another, desires him to remove from hence, and take her with him to heaven, where she might enjoy his presence without any disturbance;

*and be thou like to a roe, or to a young hart upon the mountains of spices;* where spices and aromatic plants grow, as on Lebanon: of Christ, compared to a roe or a young hart, (see Gill on “Song of Solomon 2:9”). These creatures being remarkable for their swiftness in running upon mountains and other high places, (see Habakkuk 3:19); the church desires that Christ would be as swift in his motion as those creatures, and come quickly and speedily, and take her with him to the “spicy mountains”, the heavenly state, and all the joys and glories of it; and there have everlasting and uninterrupted communion with Christ; be out of the reach of every troublesome enemy; be in the utmost safety and security; and in
the possession of pleasures that will never end. This state may be expressed by “mountains of spices”: because of the height and sublimity of it; and because of the permanency and everlasting duration of it; and because of its delightfulness and pleasantness; where will be fulness of joy, and pleasures for evermore.
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“a filiabus”, Montanus, Cocceius; so Sept. “a puellis”, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator.

“Amore foeminarum”, Tigurine version; “amore filiarum”, Vatablus, Mercerus.

Misnah Sotah, c. 9. s. 14.


Metamorph. I. 2.


Theocrit. Idyll. 3. v. 1, 2.

Animadv. in loc.

Hierozoic. par. 1. I. 2. c. 5. col. 628.

In Salazar apud Marckium in loc.

Theocrit. Idyll. 6. v. 37, 38.


Theocrit. Idyll. 1. v. 25. & 3. v. 34. & 5. v. 54. & 8. v. 44.


Vid. Barthii Animadv. ad Claudian. in Rufin. l. 1. v. 53. & l. 2. v. 294.

Vid. Castell. Lexic. col. 3904. so Pagninus and Tigurine version.

Psellus in ioc.


Deuteronomy Liberis Educand. vol. 2. p. 3.

Aristot. de Animal. l. 6. c. 29.

“En aspicis ilium, candida qui medius cubat inter lilia, cervum?” Calphurnius apud Bochart. Hierozoic. par. 1. l. 3. c. 24. col. 924.

Florus de Gest. Roman. l. 3. c. 5.


ya wb t “venies”, Pagninus, Montanus, Mercerus, Junius & Tremellius.


Geograph. l. 5. c. 8.

Antiqu. l. 5. c. 6. s. 1.

Deuteronomy Animal. l. 5. c. 56.


ft246 -- Pharsalia, l. 3. v. 244. “vencre feroces, et cultor”, Amana.

ft247 -- Ad Attic. l. 5. Ep. 20.

ft248 -- Theatrum Terrae Sanctae, p. 186.

ft249 -- “Sive tibi conjux, sive futura soror”, Tibullus.

ft250 -- ynt b b l “vulnerasti cor meum”, V. L. so Ben Melech; and Kimchi
Sepher Shorash. rad. b b l.

ft251 -- Jarchi, David de Pomis, Lexic fol. 69. 3.

Misn. Sabbat, c. 5. s. 2.


ft254 -- “Animasti me”, Cocceius, Schmidt.

ft255 -- Tertullian. de. Virg. Veland. c. 17. Leviticus Bruyn’s Voyage to the

ft256 -- See Prov. vi. 25. So the poet says of Helena, τας παντες επ
ομμασιν ημερο εντι, Theocrit. Idyll. 18. “Perque tuos oculos qui
Nupt. Honor. v. 6.

ft257 -- ἕνυνυ[ m d j a b “uno aspecto oculorum tuorum”, Junius &
Tremellius, so Ainsworth.

ft258 -- λιπαρα παρ φανενα σειετ εφειρα, Theocrit. Idyll. 5.

ft259 -- Ἠδι wd “amores tui”, Pagninus, Montanus, etc.


ft262 -- Vid. Cohen de Lara, Ir David, p. 52. The word is used in T. Hieros.
Challah, fol. 57. 4.


ft264 -- Lib. de Bono Sapore, c. 4.
Nemea, Ode 3. d. 10, 11.
Trucul. Act. 1. Sc. 2. v. 75, 76,
“Nec pigeat tritum niveo cum lacte papaver sumere, et expressis, mella liquata favis”, Ovid. Fasti, l. 4. v. 149, 150.
Journey from Aleppo, etc. p. 89. Edit. 7.
Theatrum Terrae Sanctae, p. 170.
Theatrum Deipnosoph. l. 12. c. 2. p. 515.
Journey from Aleppo etc. p. 88, 89.
“Cum fluctu obserato, cum fonte obsignato”, Marckius, so some in Michaelis.
Deuteronomy Bono Mortis, c. 5.
In Sympos. p. 1194.
Vid. Guisium in Misn. Sheviith, c. 2. s. 2.
So Junius & Tremellius, Piscator.
Lexic. Pentaglott. col. 910.

Apud Schindler. Lexic. col. 1192.


Origin. l. 17. c. 8, 9.

So Cocceius, Schmidt, Heunischius, Marckius, Michaelis.

So Ainsworth, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Marckius.


Adrichom. Theatrum Terrae Sanctum, p. 107, 108.

Ibid. p. 6.

Journey from Aleppo, etc. p. 142, 143.


So Cocceius, Marckius, Michaelis.

Foliot, Sanctius, & Tig. Not. in loc. So Ambrose is Psal. i. 5. p. 686.

Aristot. Meteorolog. l. 2. c. 6.

Jarchi & Aben Ezra in loc.

“Floribus austrum perditus”, Bucolic. Eclog. 2. v. 58.

ytyra etrughsa, Sept. “messui”, V. L.

Comment. Ebr. p. 179, 337.

“Et nivei lactis pocaia mista mero”, Tibullus, l. 3. Eleg. 5. v. 34.


µydwd wrkçw “et inebriamini amoribus”, Mercerus, Schmidt, Cocceius, so Ainsworth.

Semedo’s History of China, par. c. 1. 13.


Pesikta in Jarchi, & Tanchama in Yalkut in loc.

“Janua vel domina”, &c, Propert. Eleg. 16. v. 17, 18, 19.

“Me mediae noctes”, etc. Propert. ut supra. (Eleg. 16.) v. 22, etc.


“At lachrymams exclusus amator,----posteisque superbos unguit amaracino”, Lucret. l. 4. prope finem.

“myrrham transeuntem”, Pagninus, Montanus, etc. “probam”, Tigurine version; “lachrymantem”, Bochart; “quam Dioscorides vocat Myrrham Galiraeam”.

“verteret se”, Pagninus; “circuerat”, Montanus.

“egressa est”, Pagninus, Montanus, Marckius.

“in loquela ejus”, Marckius.

Deuteronomy Legibus, l. 2. p. 602.

Homil. 12. in Cant. p. 651.


“quid narrabitis ei?” Pagninus, Michaelis; “quid indicabitis ei?” Montanus, Marckius.

Deuteronomy Legibus, l. 2.

“vexillatus a decem millibus”, Montanus; “sub signis habens exercitum decem millium”, Tigurine version.
“Insignis præ decem millibus”, Pagninus, so Cocceius, Marckius.

Antiqu. l. 8. c. 7. s. 3.


Comment. in Prov. viii. 19. & xxi. 5.

Bibliothec. l. 2. p. 133. & l. 3. p. 179.

zp µ t k “aurum auri”, Mercerus.

“penduli”, Arabic, Bochart, so Jarchi.


Aristot. de Gen. Animal. l. 5. c. 3.

Ibid.

Aeneid. l. 5. So Ovid. Fast. l. 6. “animique oculique natabant”.

Nat. Hist. l. 10. c. 34.

Varro de Rustic. c. 3. s. 7.

t al m l [ “siti insitione”, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator.

“Ad plenitudinem”, Tigurine version, Bochart; “juxta plenitudinem”, Vatablus; so some in Brightman; “juxta fluenta plenissima” V. L. Septuagint, Syriac, and Arabic versions.

“Super plenitudinem”, Montanus, Mercerus.

“maxillae ejus”, Pagninus, Montanus, Marckius, Michaelis.

Sanctius, Cocceius, Ainsworth, Marckius, Michaelis.

“turribus pigmentorum”, Marckius; “condimentorum”, Schmidt, Michaelis.


Nat. Hist. l. 21. c. 5.
Theophrast. apud Athenaei Deipnosophist. l. 15. c. 8. p. 681.
Maimon. in Misn. Sheviith, c. 7. s. 6. & Alshech in loc. Midrash Esther, s. 4. fol. 91. 1.

Dioscorides, l. 1. c. 163. Apud Fortunat. Scacch. ut supra,
(Eleochrys. Sacr.) l. 1. c. 27. p. 134.

Herodot. Euterpe, sive l. 2. c. 92.

Scacch. ibid. l. 1. c. 28. p. 138, 139.


“Et solitum digito beryllum adederat ignis”, Propert. l. 4. Eleg. 7. v. 9.


“beryllo thalassio”, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator.

Epigr. l. 2. Ep. 25.

“viscera ejus”, Marckius, Michaelis.


Deuteronomy Margaritis, l. 5.

“Litora marmoreis pedibus signanda puellae”, Ovid. Amor. l. 2. Eleg. 11. v. 5.

“Et cedro digna locutus”, Persii Satyr. l. 1. v. 42.

So γλυκέρων στόμα is used of lovers by Solon in Plutarch. in Erotica, p. 751. and in Apulei Apolog. p. 192.

“dulcedines”, Pagninus, Montanus, Marckius, Michaelis.

αδυ τι στόμα etc. Theocrit Idyll. 8. v. 82.

“et totus ipsa desideria”, Marckius, Michaelis.

ft377 -- ἐπὶ οὗτος ζητησόμεν, Sept. “quaeremus”, V. L. Pagninus, Montanus, Marckius, etc.

ft378 -- Antiqu. l. 8. c. 7. s. 3.

ft379 -- See Lightfoot’s Chorograph. Inquiry on John, c. 5. s. 4. p. 509.

ft380 -- Ebr. Comment. p. 642.

ft381 -- τῷ ὅπου πασχάτω, V. L. Munster, Mercerus.

ft382 -- εὐπνοَا λειρία κερσοι, Theocrit. Idyll. 19. v. 32.

ft383 -- Carmin. l. 1. Ode 36, v. 16.

ft384 -- Theatrum Terrae Sanctae, p. 74.

ft385 -- ἡ τοῦ τὴν ὡς εὐδοκια, Sept. εὐδοκητη, Symmachus.

ft386 -- Siphri in Jarchi, & Shir Hashirim Rabba in loc.

ft387 -- Nat. Hist. l. 5. c. 14.

ft388 -- ὕδη γενεὶς απεναντίον μου, Sept. “ex adverso mei”; Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Marckius; so Montanus and Ainsworth.

ft389 -- ὑνῇ ἅλ γῆ ὡς “corroborant me”, Marckius; so Kimchi, and Ben Melech.

ft390 -- “Fortiores fuerunt me”, Pagninus; so Aben Ezra.

ft391 -- So the Septuagint and Vulgate Latin versions.

ft392 -- Mercerus, Ainsworth.

ft393 -- Tigurine version, Piscator; so Jarchi.

ft394 -- Montanus, Cocceius.

ft395 -- μῦγς γλίρον “secundariae uxores”, Michaelis.

ft396 -- Idyll. 18. v. 24.

ft397 -- ἡ τοῦ βίου “munda”, Montanus, Mercerus; “pura”, Vatablus, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Cocceius, Marckius, Michaelis.

ft398 -- Dinon in Persicis apud Athenaei Deipnosoph. l. 13. c. 1. p. 556.


ft400 -- ῥοδόδακτυλος ἡως, Iliad. 1. v. 477. & passim.


ft402 -- Iliad. 18. v. 255.
ft403 -- Odyss. 5. v. 390.

ft404 -- Odyss. 15. v. 56, 250.

ft405 -- “Tanto formosis, formosior omnibus illa est”, Ovid. Leander
      Heroni, v. 73. “Pulchrior tanto tuo forma lucet”, Senecae Hippolylus,
      Act. 2. chorus, v. 740.


      649.

ft409 -- zwga t ng “hortos putatos”, Junius & Tremellius; Heb. “tonsionis”,
      Piscator; “hortum putationis”, Marckius.


ft411 -- “Nondum percipientem haec”, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator.

ft412 -- byd n ym[ “populi mei spontanei”, Pagninus; “voluntari”, Piscator,
      Cocceius, Marchius, Michaelis.


ft414 -- t l j mk wc xoroi, Sept. “sicut chorus”, Vatablus, Marckius,
      Michaelis, & alii.

      12.

ft416 -- Euterpe, sivw l. 2. c. 98.


ft418 -- “Virginibus Tyrriis mos est”, etc. Virgil. Aeneid. 1.


ft420 -- “Pes maslus in niveo”, etc. Ovid. de Arte Amandi, l. 3. Vid. Martial.
      l. 7. Epigr. 27.

ft421 -- byd n t b “puella nobills”, Castalio; “filia voluntarie”, Marckius;
      “principalis, nobills, et ingenua virgo, sc. filia”, so some in Michaelis.
“vertebra”, Pagninus, Montanus, Vatablus; “signat illam agilem versatilem juncturam, qua capite femorum in suis foraminibus expedite moventur”, Brightman.

Durham in loc.

Eleochrysm. Sacr. l. 3. p. 1016.


So Junius & Tremellius, Ainsworth.


Ovid. Amor. l. 2. Eleg. 4. v. 41.

Ib. Fasti, l. 4. v. 135. Virgil. Georgic. 4. in fine.


Τwkr b a rad. Αer b “benedixit”.

Pharsal. l. 3. v. 215.

Theatrum Terrae Sanctae, p. 100.

I mr k k “veluti coccinum”, Pagninus, Vatablus, Mercerus; “simile est coccineo”, Junius & Tremellius; “est ut coccus”, Piscator; so Ainsworth; “sicut carmesinum”, Schindler.


Paradise Lost, Book 4.
ft442 -- “Meae deliciae”, Plauti Stichus, Act. 5. Sc. 5.
ft444 -- Theocrit. Idyll. 18. v. 30.
ft446 -- Sandys’s Travels, l. 2. p. 79.
ft447 -- Nat. Hist. l. 13. c. 4.
ft448 -- Ibid. So Sandys’s Travels, l. 2. p. 79.
ft450 -- Deuteronomy Dea Syria.
ft453 -- Athenaei Deipnosophist. l. 2. c. 28. p. 71.
ft454 -- μ ῥ ζ γαι “ad rectitudines”, Montanus; “ad ea quae roetissima sunt”, Tigurine version.
ft455 -- “Directe”, Mercerus; “rectissime”, Brightman.
ft456 -- “Ad rectitudines”, i.e. “rectos homines”, Marckius, Michaelis.
ft457 -- μ ῶ νς γαι “veterum”, Pagninus; “antiquorum”, Vatablus.
ft459 -- Philoxenus apud Athenaei Deipnosophist. l. 11. c. 3. p. 463.
ft460 -- Ibid. l. 4. c. 4. p. 134. l. 10. c. 7. p. 428.
ft461 -- So Junius & Tremellius, Piscator.
ft462 -- Shir Hashirim Rabba in loc.
ft463 -- Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Brightman, Michaelis.
ft464 -- ῥ ΅ ῶ ι τ π “num si, vel gemmas suas aperuerit flos vitis”, Michaelis; to the same sense Pagninus, Montanus, Tigurine version, Junius & Tremellius.
ft465 -- “Naias amat Thyrsin, Glauce Almona, Nisa Theonem; Nisa rosas, Glauce violas, dat lilia Nais”. Cythereus Sidonius apud Auson.
Pfeiffer. Dubia Vexata, cent. 1. loc. 59. p. 79.

Dissert. de Dudaim.

Hist. Patriarch. tom. 2. exercit. 19. s. 9, 15.

Hist. Ethiop. l. 1. c. 9.

Nat. Hist. l. 25. c. 13.


Contr. Faustum, l. 22. c. 56.


“----Sunt poma gravantia ramos Sunt auro similes longis in vitibus uvae, Sunt et purpureae, tibi et has servamus et ilias”. Ovid. Metamorph. l. 13. Fab. 8.

Ænty ym “quis det te?” Pagninus, Montanus, Marckius.

Targum in loc. Zohar in Gen. fol. 104. 1. Tzeror Hammor, fol. 73. 3. Caphtor Uperah, fol. 5. 2.

“in platen”, Montanus, Brightman, Markius; “in publico”, Cocceius, Michaelis.

“non contemnent, vel contemnerent me”, Montanus, Brightman, Marckius.

“docebis me”, V. L. Pagninus, Montanus, & alii; “doceres me”, Brightman, Michaelis.

“de vino dulci mali granati mei”, Montanus.


Athenaei Deipnosophist. l. 1. c. 95. p. 32.

Ibid. l. 11. c. 3. p. 464.
ft488 -- Apud Chartar. de Imag. Deorum, p. 139.
ft489 -- Athenaeus, ut supra (Deipnosophist.), l. 3. c. 8. p. 84.
ft490 -- Tigurine version, Marckius, some in Michaelis.
ft491 -- Mercerus, Piscator, Cocceius, Michaelis.
ft492 -- h m, “cur”, Montanus, Schmidt.
ft493 -- Vid. Theocrit. Idyll. 18.
ft494 -- t q p r t m “injiciens se”, Cocceius.
ft496 -- “Raphak, comes fuit; rephik, comes itineris; socius”, Golius, col. 1018, 1019.
ft497 -- “Deliciis affluens”, V. L. “delicians”, some in Mercerus, so Kimchi.
ft499 -- “Omnia vincit amor, et nos cedamus amori”, Virgil.
ft500 -- “Nostros non rumpit funus amorea”, Lucan. Pharsal. l. 5. v. 761, 762.
ft501 -- h a nq “zelus”, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Cocceius, Marckius.
ft503 -- Vid. Barthii Animadv. ad Claudian. de Nutpt. Honor. v. 16. & Laude Stilico, v. 74. So love is said to kindle a more vehement flame than at Vulcan’s forge, Theocrit. Idyll. 2. prope finem.
ft505 -- So the Tigurine version, Castalio.
ft506 -- h b r b d yç “alloquenda est”, V. L. “fiet sermo cum ea”, Pagninus; “in colloquendum”, Tigurine version.
ft507 -- “Sermo fiet de ea”, Brightman, Mercerus, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Michaelis, so Cocceius.
So the Targum, Shir Hashirim Rabba, & Jarchi in loc. Bereshit Rabba, s. 39. fol. 34. 1.

So Ajax is called the wall of the Grecians, Homer. Iliad. 6. v. 5. & 7. v. 211.

“propugnaculum argenteum”, Tigurine version; “arcem argentam”, Mercerus; “castellum argenti”, Michaelis.


“propugnaculum argenteum”, Tigurine version; “arcem argentam”, Mercerus; “castellum argenti”, Michaelis.


“in ea quae habet populos”, V. L. “in domino multitudinis”, Piscator.


“in ea quae habet populos”, V. L. “in domino multitudinis”, Piscator.


Shir Hashirim Rabba, & Alshech in loc. R. Abendamae Not. in Miclol Yophi in Psal. lxxii. 20.

“quae habitas”, V. L. Pagninus, Brightman, Junius & Tremellius, Piscator, Mercerus, Michaelis; “quae sedes”, Cocceius.

Enarrat. in Psal. lxxii. octon. 22. p. 1068.

“in praedica me”, Junius & Tremellius.
